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The subject of this thesis is the Poisson geometry of varieties associated to the centres of symplectic 
reflection algebras in  the P I case. In particular i t  focuses on describing the symplectic leaves of 
these varieties.
Chapter 1 introduces the theory of symplectic reflection algebras. We introduce the classical 
objects of rings of invariants and skew group rings and describe deformations of these and present 
some of their basic properties following [26]. We highlight a dichotomy in the theory and focus 
our attention to the P I case. The framework for studying the representation theory is developed 
and the close connection w ith Poisson geometry is explained using results o f [11]. Poisson algebras 
are introduced and the fundamental notion of stratify ing Poisson varieties by symplectic leaves is 
explained. Although symplectic leaves are a well-known concept in the field of Poisson manifolds 
(see [55] and [79]) we examine them in the context of Poisson algebraic geometry as described 
in [1 1 ],
A t the heart o f Chapter 2 is the example of representations of deformed preprojective algebras 
and we view different aspects of the geometry of these varieties. The necessary invariant theory 
is introduced, which involves discussing the categorical quotient and its properties as in [6 8 ] or 
[48]. Crucial to us w ill be the stratification by orb it type. Moment maps and Marsden-Weinstein 
reductions for symplectic varieties are introduced following the approach of [15]. Combinatorial 
aspects of quivers are examined, in particular this includes the description by root vectors of orbit 
type strata for representations of preprojective algebras, as given in [16] and [17]. F inally hyper- 
Kahler manifolds make an appearance and provide a means for establishing the existence of the 
local normal form of the moment map, as was proved in [63]. The local normal form plays a crucial 
role in our main theorem concerning symplectic leaves, Theorem 4.2.
Chapter 3 combines filtered and graded techniques w ith  the properties of symplectic leaves to
establish that the associated variety of a Poisson prime ideal of the centre of a symplectic reflection 
algebra is irreducible. The arguments used are based on proofs of similar results for enveloping 
algebras of finite dimensional complex semisimple Lie algebras, [78], and for the non PI case of 
symplectic reflection algebras, [29]. We show how, in principal, this allows us to describe the 
symplectic leaf corresponding to a Poisson prime ideal in terms of a certain conjugacy class of the 
group. This chapter has been published in [57].
Chapter 4 begins w ith  an explicit description (modelled on work of [74] for real symplectic man­
ifolds) of the symplectic leaves for certain types of Marsden-Weinstein reductions, which includes 
representation spaces of deformed preprojective algebras. In  this la tter case these are the orbit 
type strata so the leaves can be described in terms of root vectors for the quiver. We apply this to 
symplectic reflection algebras by proving an isomorphism, which extends a result of [26], between 
these representation spaces and the varieties associated to  centres of certain symplectic reflection 
algebras, namely those corresponding to wreath products. This isomorphism identifies symplectic 
leaves and so enables us to understand the symplectic leaves in terms of roots of a quiver. This 
chapter w ill appear in [56].
Chapter 5 contains some examples based on the results of Chapter 4. We calculate, in the 
case of the wreath product of the symmetric group w ith  a cyclic group of order two, the values of 
deformation parameter at which the varieties associated to centres of symplectic reflection algebras 
are singular. We also calculate the number and dimensions of symplectic leaves. We compare 
this information to representations of the symplectic reflection algebra. We finish by posing some 
questions concerning the representation theory lying above a symplectic leaf.
Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to investigate certain affine algebraic Poisson varieties arising in the study 
of symplectic reflection algebras. Poisson varieties have many different facets: on one hand they 
are defined in a purely algebraic way, but they define natural geometric constructions and so lead 
one into the algebraic and differential geometric viewpoints. We use each of these approaches in 
this thesis. The algebraic side leads us to filtered and associated graded techniques as well as 
quivers; the geometric side encompasses invariant theory and symplectic reduction. A  fundamental 
structure which exists on all Poisson varieties is the stratification by symplectic leaves and most of 
our theorems are aimed at better understanding the leaves of the varieties we study.
Symplectic reflection algebras were introduced by E tingof and Ginzburg, [26]. Given a sym­
plectic vector space, V  and a fin ite subgroup G C  Sp(V), the symplectic reflection algebras, 
are a family of deformations of the skew group algebra C[P] * G. They were motivated by the 
representation theory, geometry and integrable systems which are related to  these algebras.
When the parameter t equals zero then geometry comes to the fore. The centre, Zo,c> of H q,c is 
an affine Poisson algebra and ifo,c is fin ite ly generated over its centre. Then any irreducible 77o,c- 
module is finite dimensional and so its annihilator in  Zq c is a maximal ideal by Schur’s Lemma. Let 
irr  HojC denote the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible ifo ,c-modules. Let X q>c =  Maxspec Zo,c, 
we have
irr  t f 0,c =  ( J  irr  {Ho>c/m H 0yC). (0.1)
m€Ao,c
We can consider one maximal ideal at a time and examine the irreducible modules of the finite 
dimensional algebra H ^ c/mHo^c. I t  is here that the Poisson geometry comes into play. The variety 
X q)C is Poisson and so can be stratified into its symplectic leaves. I t  was proved by Brown and
Gordon, [1 1 ], that i f  m, n lie in the same symplectic leaf then there is an algebra isomorphism
Hotc/m H0,c =  H 0,c/nHotC. (0.2)
There are two questions which are now important.
A . How can we describe the symplectic leaves of Xo,c?
B .  W hat can we say about the sets irr  (HoiC/mHo,c) or the isomorphism classes of the algebras
t f 0, c / m t f 0 ,c corresponding to each leaf?
As the theory of symplectic reflection algebras is s till in its infancy there has not been much 
progress made on either of these questions. In  general i t  is known tha t Ao,c has fin ite ly many 
symplectic leaves and that this implies that the leaves are locally closed in the Zariski topology, [11]. 
In  particular the smooth locus is a leaf and the corresponding factor algebras are isomorphic to 
m atrix algebras over C of size |G| x |G|, [26] and [9]. In  the undeformed case, /fo,o =  C[P] * G and 
X 0,o =  V/G , the symplectic leaves have been calculated and the structure of the factors H q$ /vxH q$ 
described, [1 1 ]. The symplectic leaves can be given explicitly. Let tt : V  —> V /G  be the orbit map. 
Then the symplectic leaves of V /G  are the sets
(Vr/G )(//) :=  {Gv e V /G  : Gv is conjugate to H } (0.3)
where H  < G. Thus each leaf in V /G  is labelled by the conjugacy class of a subgroup of G.
In  this thesis we w ill focus mainly on aspects of question A , but question B  provides much 
of the underlying motivation. We make two contributions towards question A . Our first stems 
from the relationship between Zo,c and Zo,o- The algebra HotC has a natural filtra tion  so that
M
gri?o,c — C[V] * G, and i f  we restrict this filtra tion  to the subalgebra ZotC we find that grZo.c — 
C [V ]G C  C[H] * G. We prove that, for any V  and G, i f  P  is an ideal of Zo,c which is prime and 
stable under the Poisson bracket then i/g r  P  is also prime and Poisson, Corollary 3.11. So we get 
a map
{Poisson prime ideals of Zqc} {Poisson prime ideals o f C [V ]G}
(0.4)
P  y /g rP .
The defining ideal o f the closure of symplectic leaf in Ao)C is Poisson and prime. On the other hand 
the smooth locus of the variety defined by a Poisson prime ideal is a symplectic leaf. This allows
vi
us to define a map
{symplectic leaves of X q c} —► {symplectic leaves of V /G }
,___  ,___  (0-5)
S =  sm V(P) i—> P  h-> y/gr P  sm V (y /g r P).
Therefore by (0.3) and (0.5) we have a map
0,: {symplectic leaves of Xo)C} —> {conjugacy classes of subgroups of G }.
This result has a direct analogue in Lie theory. Let g be a finite dimensional complex semisimple 
Lie algebra. Then the associated variety of a prim itive ideal of U(q) is irreducible, [7] and [42]. 
Another example sim ilar our to situation also comes from Lie theory. Let n be a fin ite dimensional 
solvable Lie algebra over C. Then 5 n is a Poisson algebra w ith  bracket induced by the Lie bracket. 
There is a bijection between the Poisson prime ideals of Sn and the set of p rim itive ideals of U {n) 
which is bicontinuous for topologies of the two spaces, tha t is, the Zariski topology and the Jacobson 
topology respectively, see [23] for the proof when n is nilpotent and [58] for the general case. This 
map is called the D ixm ier map. Our version of such a map is (0.4). I t  is easy to find examples such 
that (0.4) is neither injective nor surjective, Remark 3.5 1. However, we do find a class of examples 
where (0.4) in injective, Corollary 5.8.
I f  we take n to be nilpotent then we have a further comparison arising from the orbit method, 
see [45]. The Poisson algebra Sn is the coordinate ring of n*, and so the la tte r is a Poisson variety. 
The symplectic leaves are the coadjoint orbits. In  [22] Dixmier showed how to associate to each 
orbit a prim itive ideal of U {n). Thus the map (0.5) is an approximation to the orb it method, 
although this approximation is very coarse. Perhaps the best one could hope for is tha t knowledge 
about a conjugacy class of subgroups, [H] say, gives some information concerning 0 - 1 ([i7]).
A slightly different point of view is the connection between H qiC and the geometry of X qiC. There 
are two other examples of affine P I algebras whose centres are Poisson algebras. One is that of 
enveloping algebras of finite dimensional Lie algebras in characteristic p >  0. Although symplectic 
leaves belong to the world of differential geometry so are not defined in characteristic p, one can 
th ink of a coadjoint o rb it as replacing the notion of symplectic leaf. There is an explicit relationship 
between the dimension of a coadjoint orb it and the dimension of a corresponding representation, 
[65]. On the other hand, quantum groups at roots of un ity  defined over C are usually affine PI 
algebras and their centres are Poisson. There are formulae relating dimensions of symplectic leaves
of maximal dimension and the dimensions of corresponding irreducible representations in both 
the case of quantised enveloping algebras, [20], and quantised function algebras, [21]. We do not 
expect that the symplectic leaves of Xo,c should necessarily give information about the dimensions 
of irreducible representations, but i t  would be interesting to know what the relationship is between 
leaves and corresponding modules in our situation.
To describe our second contribution to question A , we return to the problem of how to describe 
the leaves of Ao,c- Let T be a finite subgroup of S L 2 (C) acting on its natural representation. 
The vector space C 2 can be endowed w ith  a symplectic form and T preserves this. Symplectic 
reflection algebras for such pairs (C2 ,T) were actually first studied (under a different name) by 
Crawley-Boevey and Holland in [19]. Their approach was to use the McKay graph of T to associate 
to (C2, T) a fam ily of noncommutative algebras called deformed preprojective algebras. These are 
M orita  equivalent to  Hq>c and their representation spaces (at an appropriate dimension vector) are 
isomorphic to Xo,c- Thus the combinatorial structure of quivers can be brought to bear on the 
geometry of Xo,c-
One can consider a more general version of this situation, that is, the wreath product G =  Sn \T  
acting on V  =  (C2)0n . Modelled on results in  [26] and [19], we prove in Chapter 4 that for (K, G) the 
variety X q)C is isomorphic to certain representations of deformed preprojective algebras, Corollary 
4.25. Thus we can use the structure of quivers to describe Xo,c- In  particular the symplectic leaves 
of Ao,c are identified w ith  representation type strata, which are described in terms of roots of the 
quiver. These la tte r strata have been studied in [16] and we show by the example in Chapter 5 
how can one use these results to calculate basic numerical information about the leaves of Ao,c, 
Proposition 5.7.
The thesis is organised as follows. The definition of symplectic reflection algebras and relevant 
notions from Poisson geometry are given in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 introduces deformed preprojec­
tive algebras and the ir representation spaces. The irreducib ility of associated varieties is proved 
in Chapter 3. The isomorphism between deformed quotient singularities for wreath products and 
representations of deformed preprojective algebras is proved in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 contains cal­
culations of dimensions of symplectic leaves for wreath products of cyclic groups and a comparison 
w ith some irreducible representations. We finish each chapter w ith  bibliographic and supplementary 
remarks, Chapter 5 concludes w ith  some questions relating to question B .
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Chapter 1
Sym plectic reflection algebras
We introduce the main motivation for our work: symplectic reflection algebras. This family of alge­
bras was introduced in [26] and their properties vary according to choices of deformation parameter. 
We present some basic properties common to all symplectic reflection algebras and highlight the 
dichotomy which occurs at an early stage in this theory. We introduce Poisson geometry and in­
vestigate how it  plays a leading role in the representation theory of certain symplectic reflection 
algebras.
1.1 N otation and conventions
A good reference for standard notions in noncommutative algebra is [60]. Our algebras are all 
C-algebras, associative and unital, and we do not require tha t a subalgebra of an algebra shares 
the same identity element. We say that an algebra is affine i f  it  is fin ite ly  generated as an algebra 
over C. For an algebra, A, with^subalgebra 23, we w ill say that A  is fin ite  over B  to mean that 
A  is a finitely generated 5-module. For a C-algebra, A, we assume that a filtra tion , T ,  of A  is 
a Z-filtration and tha t dime <  oo for all i  € Z. We w ill denote the associated graded algebra 
w ith  respect to T  by g r^  A, or simply by gr A  i f  there is no risk of confusion. The A-module of 
C-linear derivations A  —► A  w ill be w ritten Derc A. For an algebra, A, we write G K  D im  A  for the 
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of A: see [49] for the definition and basic properties.
We refer the reader to [38] for basic definitions in algebraic geometry. The varieties in this 
thesis are defined over C and are not necessarily irreducible. By an affine algebraic variety we
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mean the set of maximal ideals of an affine commutative algebra, R, which we denote by Maxi?, 
whose coordinate ring is i? / i ,  where I  equals the radical of R. Occasionally we w ill work w ith 
the affine scheme Spec/?, given its structure of a reduced scheme, and we identify M axi? and 
Speci?. For an ideal, i ,  of i? we denote by V ( i)  the closed subvariety of M axi?, M a x i? / i.  For an 
algebraic variety, X , we denote by D im X  its dimension, by sm X its smooth locus, and by singX 
its singular locus, tha t is singX =  X  \  sm J. For any subset Y  of X  we w ill denote the closure of 
Y  in the Zariski topology by Y. We denote by O x  the structure sheaf of X , and we write simply 
O when there is no risk of confusion. Let U C  V  be open subsets of X . Then for /  G O x(V )  the 
restriction of /  to U  w ill be w ritten f \ u . The tangent space of £ G X , TxX , is the vector space 
Derc( 0 ( X ) x,0 ( X ) x/m x), where 0 ( X ) x is the local ring of x  w ith  maximal ideal m x. When X  
is smooth we denote by T X  the tangent bundle of X , and for each x  G X , TxX  is the tangent 
space of x in X . An n-vector field is a morphism X  —> / \ n T X  which is a section to the bundle 
map f \ n T X  —> X . Similarly, let T *X  denote the cotangent bundle; then an n-form  is a section 
X  —» f \ n T *X . We w ill sometimes write vector field to mean 1-vector field. For a smooth affine 
algebraic variety, X , there is an isomorphism of vector spaces between Derc O (X )  and the space 
of all vector fields, see [38, Exercise 5.18]. We can give this explicitly. Let 6 G DercC?(X) and 
x G M . We write 5 G D e rc (0 (X )x, G (X )x) for the unique extension of 5 to 0 ( X ) x , and let 7r be the 
quotient map 0 { X ) x —► 0 ( X ) x/m x\ then the isomorphism is given by the map <5 i—> (rc i—»■ 7roS). For 
a smooth variety, Y, which is not necessarily affine a vector field £ : Y  —> T V  defines a derivation 
of O (Y). Let y G Y  and /  G 0 (Y ).  Let =  £(y) and denote the image of /  in  0 ( Y )y by f y. Then 
(£■ f ) {y )  = Z y {fy )■
By a manifold, we mean a complex manifold. Several good references exist for these, such as [2] 
or [27]. For a manifold, M , we d’enote the sheaf of holomorphic functions by ( 9 ^ ,  or simply by 
OhoL, and its dimension as a complex manifold by D im M . For a holomorphic map /  : M  —> N  
between manifolds we denote the differential of /  by df. The tangent space o f x  is w ritten TXM  
and is the vector space Derc{Ox°l , 0 ^ ol/m x), where 0 ^° l is the local algebra of germs of functions 
around x w ith maximal ideal, m x . One can th ink of as the algebra of power series (in D im  M  
variables) which converge in a neighbourhood of x  and m x as the power series w ith  no constant 
term. For x G M , f  G Oho1 let [ / ]  be the power series expansion of /  around x. The map /  t—► [/] 
defines a homomorphism of algebras Oh°l —> 0 ^° l .
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We denote the tangent manifold of M  by T M  and the cotangent manifold by T *M .  As in the 
case of smooth varieties we have the notion of n-vector fields and n-forms which are holomorphic 
maps M  —> / \ n T M  and M  —> / \ n T *M  respectively, which are sections for the corresponding 
bundle maps. We w ill write vector field to mean a 1-vector field.
For any vector field, £, there is an action of £ on Ohol(M ) such tha t £ is a C-linear derivation of 
O hol(M ): for any x  £ M  and /  £ Ohol(M ) we put (£ • f ) ( x )  =  £x([/]) .  This defines a vector space 
isomorphism between Derc O hol(M ) and the space of vector fields on M , [1 , Theorem 2.2.10]. An 
integral curve to £ at x £ M  is a holomorphic map, 0, between B e :=  { t  £ C : \t\ <  e} for some e 
and M  such that 0(0) =  x and d<f>(t) =  £ (0(i)) for all t  £ B e. Integral curves to £ at x  exist and 
are unique by the Picard Theorem for ODEs, [2, Theorem 2.1].
A smooth variety, X , can naturally be given the structure of a manifold. Then we have both 
the algebraic tangent bundle, T al9X , and the holomorphic tangent bundle, T holX . To distinguish 
between n-vector fields and n-forms associated to T algX  and those associated to T holX ,  we shall 
call the former algebraic and the latter holomorphic. There is holomorphic map T algX  —> T holX  
which makes the following diagram commute
X
and therefore every algebraic vector field induces a holomorphic one. Similarly, algebraic n-vector 
fields and n-forms induce corresponding holomorphic ones.
1.2 Invariants and skew group algebras
Let. V  be a finite dimensional complex vector space, and let G  be a finite subgroup of GL(V'), the 
general linear group of V. Consider 0 (V ),  the coordinate ring of V, which is a polynomial algebra, 
and whose i t/l-graded piece we denote by 0 (V ){.  The action of G on V  induces an action of G on 
0 ( V ) by f 9(v) =  f (g ~ l v ) for all g £ G, f  £ 0 (V )  and v £ V. There are two algebras which arise 
naturally in this situation. F irs tly  we define the ring of polynomial invariants ,
0 ( V f  :=  { /  6  0 (V )  : /«  =  /  for a ll g e G }. (1 .1 )
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By [5, Remark, Page 8 ] this is a subalgebra of 0 (V )  which can be viewed as the coordinate ring of 
V/G , the space of orbits of G in V. There are a number of beautiful results concerning the ring of 
invariants, and we list some below. For any g e G let F ixy  (g) be the set {v  € V  : g-v =  v}, which is 
a vector subspace of V. The set of complex reflections is {g E G : F ixy{g ) has codimension 1 in V ).
T h e o re m  1.1.
(i) 0 (V )G is a graded domain.
( ii)  0 ( V )G is a fin ite ly  generated C -algebra and 0 (V )  is a fin ite  0 ( V ) G-module.
(in ) 0 (V )G has fin ite  global dimension i f  and only i f  G is generated by complex reflections.
(iv) 0 ( V )G has G K dimension equal to Dime V.
Proof.
(i) 0 (V )  is a domain so the subalgebra, 0 ( V )G, is a domain also. Since G acts on V , the action 
of G on 0 (V )  preserves the graded pieces of 0 (V ) ,  therefore 0 ( V ) G is graded.
(ii) This is the Hilbert-Noether Theorem, see [5, Theorem 1.3.1].
(iii) 0 (V )G has fin ite global dimension i f  and only i f  i t  is a polynomial ring in fin ite ly many 
indeterminates by H ilbert’s Syzygy Theorem, [5, Corollary 4.2.3], and [5, Theorem 6.2.2 (b)]. 
0 (V ) G is an affine polynomial ring i f  and only i f  G is generated by complex reflections by 
the Chevelley-Shephard-Todd Theorem, [5, Theorem 7.2.1].
(iv) This follows from the fact that 0 (V )  has GK dimension Dime V  and from part (ii), see [60, 
Proposition 8.2.9 (ii)].
□
Rephrasing (iii) in geometric language, the variety V /G  is smooth i f  and only i f  G is generated 
by complex reflections.
We now turn  to a second algebra which arises in this context and is closely related to the ring 
of invariants. I t  arises as an example of a more general construction which we introduce now.
4
D e fin it io n  1.2. Let A be a C-algebra and let G be a fin ite  group which acts fa ith fu lly  on A  by 
algebra automorphisms. For a G A ,g  £ G let a9 =  g{a). The skew group algebra, A *  G, is the 
free left A-module w ith basis the elements of G, and multiplication defined by (ag)(bh) =  alflgh fo r  
a,b £ A, g, h £ G .
Properties of the algebra A  are frequently transferred to a skew group algebra of A.
T heorem  1.3. The following properties, when possessed by A, are inherited by A *  G:
(i) being Noetherian;
( ii)  having GK dimension r ;
( i i i)  having global dimension r.
Furthermore, i f  the group of units o f A is central in  A  then the following properties are inherited 
from A by A *  G:
(iv) being simple;
(v) being prime.
Proof, (i) is [64, Proposition 1.6]; (ii) is [60, Proposition 8.2.9(iv)]; (iii) is [60, Theorem 7.5.6(iii)];
(iv) is [60, Proposition 7.8.12] and (v) is [64, Theorem 12.9]. □
Returning to our setup, we can form the skew group algebra, 0 {V )  * G. I t  follows from the 
above theorem that this a prime Noetherian algebra whose G K dimension and global dimension 
are equal to D im cV . Prom the definition of the skew group ring it  is clear tha t there is a vector 
space isomorphism, 0 (V )  * G =  O (V) <S>c CG, where CG is the group algebra of G. Therefore 
every element of 0 (V )  *  G can be written uniquely in the form YlgeG fg9 where f g E  0 (V ) ,g  E  G, 
and we shall consider G (V ) as a subalgebra of 0 {V )  * G via the monomorphism /  i—> f l c G -  
0 (V )  * G is graded by defining the zt/l-graded piece to be f g 9  '• f g  £ G (V )i f° r ah 9 £ G}.
We now express the relationship between the ring of invariants and the skew group algebra. Let 
e =  J2g£G 9 he the symmetrising idempotent of CG.
5
Lem m a 1,4. Let Z (0 (V )*G )  be the centre of the skew group algebra. Then Z (0 (V ) * G ) — 0 (V )G 
and 0 {V )  * G is a fin ite ly  generated 0 (V )G-module. There is an algebra isomorphism
0 (V )G e {0 {V )*G )e
z i—» ze.
Proof. I t  is straightforward to prove that 0 (V )G C  Z (0 (V )  *  G). On the other hand let /  =  
geG fg9 ^ Z (0 (V )  * G). Let 1 ^  h G G and choose some x  G V*  such tha t x h ^  x. Now x f  =  f x  
implies that Y,gzGx fg9 — 52geG fg9x =  Y j9£Gfgx99 and therefore tha t f h(x -  x h) =  0. Since 
xh ^  x this means that fh  =  0. Thus for all 1 ^  h G G, fh  — 0. Therefore /  =  f \ l  G 0 (V ).  The 
fact that /  commutes w ith  all g G G means that f 9 =  f  for all g G G and so f  G 0 ( V ) G.
Since G is finite, 0 (V )  * G is a finite (9(F)-module, and 0 (V )  is a fin ite CP(Vr)G-module by 
Theorem 1 .1  (ii). Therefore 0 ( V ) * G is a finite module over 0 (V )G.
Since any 2  G Z (0 (V )  * G) commutes w ith  e, and e is an idempotent, the map z 1—► ze is an 
algebra homomorphism. I t  is injective since for all /  G 0 ( V ), fe  =  0 implies that /  =  0. I t  is 
surjective because for J29&g fg9 € 0 {V )* G ,  e ( £ 56G f gg)e =  e{Y^g£G fg )e• Now for any f  e ° ( v ), 
efe  =  f e  where / '  =  ^  £ sSG /»  6  0 (V )C =  Z (0 (V )  * G). □
We note that the identity element of e(G(V) * G)e is e and so i t  does not share the identity 
of 0 (V )  * G. I t  does inherit a grading from the skew group algebra though, because e lies in the 
degree zero part of the grading on 0 (V )  * G.
1.3 Definition and properties of sym plectic reflection algebras
Having considered rings of invariants and skew group algebras, we are in a position to define a 
whole family of algebras which are deformations of these more classical objects. To do this we must 
restrict our attention to a more rig id hypothesis (although one can form appropriate deformations 
under slightly weaker conditions, see [6 6 ]). Suppose that V  is a finite dimensional complex vector 
space, endowed w ith  a complex symplectic form w, and let G be a fin ite subgroup of Sp(V ), the 
symplectic group of V. I t  w ill sometimes be convenient to work w ith  a symplectic basis of V, 
{ x i , . . .  ,x n, y i , . . . ,  r/ri}, that is, the XiS and yjS form a basis of V  and cu (x i,X j) =  lo(y i,y j) =  0. 
u (x i ,y j) =  5ij for all i , j .  The form, lu, allows us to construct an isomorphism of G-modules, 
V  =  V*, which means that we can (and w ill) identify 0 ( V ) w ith  5V , the symmetric algebra on V.
Le m m a  1.5. For any g G G, Fixv'(g) is a symplectic subspace o fV .
Proof. One can define an alternating form u)' on F ixy{g) by uj'(x, y) =  w(x, y) for all x, y G Fixv^g). 
Let m  be the order of g. For any x  G F ixy (^) there is an element y G V  such that uj{x,y) =  1. 
Define y' =  E S ~Ql y9' . Clearly, y' G Fi x v {g) and u '(x ,y ')  =  E I 5 )1 V9')  =  E S ~q u {x 9~ ',y ) =
E ^ o 1 UJ(x -> V) =  m ’ so ^  radical of <J is triv ia l, or, in other words, a/  is symplectic. □
The lemma implies that for any g ^  1 the codimension of Fix(g) in  V  is greater than 1 , since 
the action of G is fa ithfu l. I t  follows from Theorem 1 .1  ( iii)  that V /G  is always singular when G is 
nontrivial.
We shall assume that the trip le (V, u>, G) is indecomposable, tha t is, there exists no w-orthogonal 
decomposition V =  V\ © V2 where V\ and V2 are symplectic G-stable subspaces. The set
S =  {g G G : F ixy(g) has codimension 2 in V }
is a subset of G stable under conjugation which we call the set of symplectic reflections. For each 
s G S, V  splits as an w-orthogonal sum Fixvr(s) © Im (Id  — s), and we can define an alternating 
form, lus, on V  whose radical is F ixy(s) and is the restriction of oj on Im (Id  — s). Let T V  denote 
the tensor algebra on V - the action of G on V  induces an action of G on TV .
D e fin it io n  1.6. Let t G C and c : S —> C be a class function, that is, a function constant on the 
conjugacy classes o f S. Then the symplectic reflection algebra, H t>c, is the factor algebra o f the 
skew group ring T V  * G  by the ideal
( v ® w  — w ® v  — tuj(v , w ) — c(s)ujs{v, w )s , for all v, w G V ). (1.2)
s € S
We have defined a whole fam ily o f algebras depending on the parameters t  and c. When t =  c =  0 
then the relations in (1.2) simply say that v and w commute for v, w G V, thus # 0,0 =  SV * G. On 
the other hand, i f  t =  1 and c =  0  then, by choosing a symplectic basis, { x i , . . . ,  xn, y \ , . . . ,  yn}, 
of V  one can see tha t the relations in (1 .2 ) become those for the n th  Weyl algebra, An, so that 
H\,o — A n * G. By Theorem 1.3 (iv), H \$  is a simple ring.
Although the parameter t can be any complex number we can always assume that it  equals 
either 0  or 1 , due to the following.
Lem m a 1.7. For any \  G C*, Ht,c — H\t,Xc-
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Proof. I f  we choose a symplectic basis of xis  and yjS as in the previous paragraph then the map 
cj) : H t,c -» Hxt,\c given by 0 (x j) =  =  - ^ y j  and (f>{g) =  g for all i, j  and g £ G is an
isomorphism. □
By using associated graded techniques we can deduce some elementary properties of the H t,c- 
Define a nonnegative filtra tion, H, on Ht,c by 7io =  CG, H \ =  CG +  V  <S> CG, and H i  =  {H i)1 for 
all i  >  2 .
T h e o re m  1.8. [26, Theorem 1.3] There is an algebra isomorphism
gr H t>c =  SV  * G. (1.3)
C o ro lla ry  1.9. The algebras H t,c ore prime Noetherian rings which are isomorphic as vector spaces 
to SV  <8 >c CG. They have GK dimension equal to Dime V  and global dimension less than or equal 
to Dime V.
Proof. These are all consequences of the isomorphism (1.3) and the properties of SV  * G, see [60] 
for example. □
In  practice, one often works w ith  a slightly smaller subalgebra of H ^c- Recall the symmetrising 
idempotent, e, of CG defined in Section 1 .2 .
D e f in it io n  1 .1 0 . The subalgebra, eHt,ce, of Ht,c is called the spherical subalgebra of H tyC-
The filtra tion  H  induces a filtra tion  on the subalgebra e i/ t )Ce which we call S.
C o ro lla ry  1 .1 1 . The associated graded algebra of eHt,ce is isomorphic to S V G. Thus eHt,ce is a 
fin ite ly  generated Noetherian domain whose G K dimension equals D ime V-
Proof. Since e lies in the degree zero part of the filtra tion  of H t,c and by Theorem 1.3 and Lemma
1.4 we have
g re # t)Ce =  e(grH t}C)e =  e(SV  * G)e =  S V G.
Since SV G is a fin ite ly  generated Noetherian domain of GK dimension equal to Dime V  (Theorem 
1 .1 ) these properties pass up to eHt,ce- □
The behaviour of symplectic reflection algebras varies dramatically according to  whether the 
parameter t  is equal to one or to zero. This is already evident in the case c =  0 discussed above: 
we have seen that the centre of # 0,0 — SV  * G is SV G, whereas the centre of H \$  =  A n * G is C 
(we could give a direct proof of this, but i t  follows from the more general result, Theorem 1.13 (ii), 
below).
D e fin it io n  1 .1 2 . Let Z^c denote the centre of H tiC- We define the Satake homomorphism to be 
the algebra homomorphism
ip : Z ttC —* z ^  ze for a ll 2  6  Z fiC. (1.4)
By an adaptation of the argument of [26, Theorem 3.1] this map is an isomorphism between 
Zt,c and the centre of e i^ iCe.
T heo rem  1.13.
( i) [26, Theorem 1.6] The algebra eHo}Ce is commutative fo r  all c.
( ii)  [11, Proposition 7.2] The algebra e H i<ce has centre equal to C fo r  a ll c.
Therefore, in the case t =  0, Zo,c is isomorphic to eHojCe via the Satake homomorphism. We 
note that Zoto =  0 ( V ) G and the Satake isomorphism for t =  0, c =  0 was proved in Lemma 1.4. 
The subalgebra Zo)C inherits a filtra tion  (which we call Z )  from the one on Ho,c’i i t  is easy to show 
that the Satake isomorphism preserves filtrations, that is, ip iZ i)  =  Si for all i  G Z, because e lies 
in degree zero. We have the following.
P ro p o s it io n  1.14. [26, Theoreya 3.3 and Proposition 3.4] There are algebra isomorphisms
grz Z0 f i^ O ( V f ,
and
g r^ - .g r2 Z0>c -> gr^ eH%ce, 
where gxip is the associated graded map of ip.
C o ro lla ry  1.15. For all c, is fin ite  over ZqjC-
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Proof. We have ZqjC c  i7o,c and the filtra tion  Z  is induced from H . Now grz  Z ^ c =  0 (V )G C  
0 { V )  * G =  grn  Ho,C: and 0 { V ) * G is finite over 0 ( V )G by Lemma 1.4. This property now lifts to 
/Zo,c and Zq}C by standard associated graded arguments, [60]. □
The above corollary implies that H ^ c is a polynomial identity algebra, or P I algebra for short 
(see [67] or [60] for the general theory of P I algebras). In  general any prime P I algebra has a 
nontrivial centre, [60, Theorem 13.6.4], and is often fin ite over its centre (for instance i f  the centre 
is Noetherian, [60, Proposition 13.6.11]). Theorem 1.13 tells us that the centre of H \fi is tr iv ia l for 
all c so that H \ jC is certainly not a P I algebra.
I t  is here that the theory of symplectic reflection algebras splits into two distinct paths. Our 
interest is the study of the representation theory of the H q^c, where the geometry o f the centres plays 
an important role and there are many fin ite dimensional representations. The representation theory 
of H i'C is quite different, see [32], [30] and [34]. In  particular, the t =  1 case has connections w ith  
differential operators and finite dimensional representations are much rarer, [6 ]. As an indication 
of this, the algebras H^o  are skew group algebras of Weyl algebras; they are simple and so have no 
finite dimensional representations.
N o ta t io n  1.16. For the remainder of the thesis we shall w rite H c =  ifo.c, %c =  Zo,c and X c =  
Max Zc.
We note that a consequence of Proposition 1.14 is tha t Zc is a domain and is fin ite ly generated 
as a C-algebra. Therefore by Theorem 1.1 (iv) the variety X c is irreducible of dimension Dime V •
Let irr  H c denote the the set of simple i7c-modules. A ll simple H c-modules are finite dimensional 
because H c is an affine P I algebra, [60, Theorem 13.10.7 (i)]. Let M  £ ir r  H c. I t  follows from Schur’s 
Lemma that Zc acts by scalars on M  and therefore that ann^c M  is a maximal ideal of Zc by the 
Nullstellensatz. Thus we have the following map
X ■ ir r  H c —> X c\ M  i—> ann^c M . (1.5)
For any point m £ X c we have
X-1 (™) =  ir r  H c/m H c
where the factor algebra H c/m H c is a finite dimensional algebra by Corollary 1.15. Let N  =  
M ax{D im cA f : M  £ ir r  H c}. By [10, Theorem 1.13.5(i)] N  is fin ite and we call this number the
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P I degree of H c. The Azumaya locus, A , of X c is the set of maximal ideals, m, such tha t x _1 (m) 
contains a module of dimension N . I f  m G A  then x ~ l (nr) is a singleton and H c/m H c =  M at arxw(C) 
by the Artin-Procesi Theorem [60, Theorem 13.7.14].
T h e o re m  1.17. The Azumaya locus of X c, A c, equals the smooth locus and fo r  any point m in  the 
Azumaya locus, the unique simple module in  x _1(m) isomorphic, as a G-module, to the regular 
representation of G.
Proof. By [26, Theorem 1.7], for any point m G smAc there is a unique simple module in x - 1 (m) 
which is isomorphic to the regular representation of G. By [9, Lemma 3.3], A c C sulAc and so by 
definition of the Azumaya locus we must have A c =  smXc. □
Clearly it  is interesting to know when X c is singular, and thus when H c has small simple 
modules (that is, whose dimension is less than the P I degree). L itt le  is known about the nature of 
X c, but there are some results for certain classes of triples (V,co, G) which we describe in the next 
section. In  fact there is a natural Poisson structure on X c which allows one to make more precise 
the relationship between the geometry of the centres and the representation theory of symplectic 
reflection algebras. We describe this further in Section 1.6.
1.4 Classes of sym plectic reflection algebras
In this section we shall consider the two major examples of symplectic reflection algebras. We 
begin w ith a reduction procedure which w ill allow to restrict our attention to groups generated 
by symplectic reflections. Let (V, u, G) be an indecomposable trip le  w ith  corresponding symplectic 
reflection algebra H t,c- The subgroup, H , of G , generated by the symplectic reflections, 5, is a 
normal subgroup since S is stable under conjugation. However, the trip le  (V,u>,H) need not be 
indecomposable.
Lem m a 1.18. I f  V\ is an H -invarian t symplectic subspace o f V  then there is a u-orthogonal 
decomposition V  =  V\ © V2 such that H  =  H i x H 2 with H i e Sp(Vi), and each H i is generated by 
symplectic reflections on Vi.
Proof. Set V2 =  {x  : u>(x, v) =  0 for all v G Vi}.  Since V\ is symplectic, V  =  V\ © V2 and V2 is
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also symplectic. For all v\ G Vi, v2 G V2 and g G H
w (u i,v f) =  u>(vf ,v 2) =  0
by the //-invariance of u  and V \. Therefore V2 is //-inva rian t also.
The above paragraph implies that H  <  Sp(V1) x Sp(V2). Let H i be the image of H  on Sp(Vi) 
so tha t H  < H i x H 2. Let g E H  be a symplectic reflection; clearly
F ixv {g) =  F ix v i(g) © F ixv2(g).
By Lemma 1.5, F ix ^  (g) and F ixy2(g) are symplectic subspaces of V\ and V2 respectively. Therefore, 
because g is a symplectic reflection, i t  acts tr iv ia lly  on one summand and as a symplectic reflection 
on the other. Since H  is generated by symplectic reflections, both of H i and H 2 are too, and H  
contains the symplectic reflections of both H \ and H 2 so H  =  H \ x H 2. □
Now consider a maximal w-orthogonal decomposition V = V\ ©  • • • ©  Vk such that H  preserves 
each summand. By the lemma we can write H  = H\ x • • • x Hk where Hi E Sp(Vi) is generated 
by symplectic reflections. Let uji be the symplectic form on Vi. Then, by maxim ality o f the 
decomposition, each trip le  (Vi,uJi,Hi) is indecomposable. Let Cj : S D Hi —> C be the restriction 
of c to S D H i. We denote the symplectic reflection algebra for (Vi,u>i, Hi) at parameter Ci by HCi. 
The crossed product is defined in [64] and is a generalisation of the skew group ring.
T h e o re m  1.19. There is an algebra isomorphism
H c ^ ( H Cl® - - - ® H Ck) * G / H  
where the latter algebra is the crossed product o fG /H  with coefficients in  (H Cl 0  ■ • • <g> H Ck).
A*
Proof. I t  follows from the proof of Lemma 1.18 that i f  i  7  ^j  then for all s G S,Vi G Vi and Vj G Vj, 
ws{vi ,Vj) =  0 and so Vi,Vj  G H c commute. Furthermore, i f  i  =  j  and s £ H i then l j s(v i, v3) — 0. 
Thus the subalgebra of H c generated by V  — V\ © ■ • • © Vk and H  =  H \  x • • • x H^ is isomorphic 
to H Cl 0  • • • 0  H Ck. Denote this subalgebra by K . Choose coset representatives, <71 =  1 , . . . ,  gt , of 
G/ H.  Then H c =  0 -=1 K g i as a //-m odule and g iK  =  K g i for all i  since H  is normal in  G. Thus 
H c =  (H Cl 0 • ■ • 0 H Ck) *  G/ H.  □
Therefore, by Theorem 1.19, i t  is natural to reduce the study of a ll symplectic reflection algebras 
to those where one has an indecomposable trip le  (V ,uj,G ) where G is generated by symplectic
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reflections. There is a classification of all such triples which is a consequence of results in [40], see 
also [37. Theorems 10.1 and 10.2].
T h e o re m  1.20. Let (V ,u ,G ) be an indecomposable symplectic triple such that G is generated by 
symplectic reflections on V.
1. I f  V  is not an irreducible G-module then V  =  U ® U *  where U is an irreducible G-module, 
and G C G L (U) is generated by complex reflections.
2. I f  V  is an irreducible G-module then we have two possibilities.
( i)  V  =  V\ © • • • ® Vn is a u-orthogonal decomposition where each Vi is a 2-dimensional 
symplectic subspace of V  and G permutes the Vi as Sn. Then G is a subgroup o f the 
wreath product (H  x • • • x H ) x Sn where H  <  Sp(Vf) is the image of the stabiliser of 
Vi in G L {Vi).
( i i)  Dime V  <  10 and G is one of a fin ite  list of groups given in  [37, Theorem 10.2].
There are two families of triples which occur naturally in this classification and we consider 
these in turn.
T h e  re d u c ib le  case
Suppose that the trip le  (V, u;, G) is reducible so that V  =  U  © £/* where U  is an irreducible G- 
module, and G C G L(U) is generated by complex reflections. The symplectic form, lo, can be 
described as follows. For any (u, a ), {v,(3) G U @U* =  V,
w((u, a), (v, P)) =  a(v) -  P(u).
a*
The finite irreducible subgroups of GLn(C) generated by complex reflections have been classified 
by Shephard and Todd in [72] into 34 classes. These include the fin ite Coxeter groups (see [41]) and 
so, in particular, include the case where U is the Cartan subalgebra of a fin ite dimensional simple 
complex Lie algebra and G is the corresponding Weyl group. The symplectic reflection algebras 
for triples in the la tte r case are often called rational Cherednik algebras.
T h e o re m  1 .2 1 . [32, Proposition 7.3], [26, Theorem 16.4] Let G be a Coxeter group and U its re­
flection representation. The variety X c is singular fo r  all values o fc i fG  is o f type D 2n, E, F , G, H  
or l 2 (m) fo r m >  5.
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Therefore in all the examples listed above the symplectic reflection algebras have small repre­
sentations (in fact Theorem 1.21 is proved for many types by establishing the existence of such 
representations). The cases where G is of type A  or B  are discussed in the next section (the Weyl 
groups of type C  are the same as those of type B ).
W re a th  p ro d u c ts
We shall return to the case of wreath products later on so it  w ill be useful to fix  some notation.
N o ta t io n  1.22. Let L  be a two dimensional vector space w ith  symplectic form u ji. We fix a 
symplectic basis of L, x,y.  For any n >  1 we can form a symplectic vector space V  =  L®n =  
L  ® • • • ® L. For any v E  V  we shall w rite Vi for the element (0 , . . . ,  u , . . . ,  0) w ith  v in the zth 
position. There is a symplectic form on V  given by to =  o jl ® • • • ® u l-  Let T be any finite 
subgroup of S L(L). Then T x • • ■ x T acts on V  and so does Sn, the symmetric group on n letters, 
by permuting the copies of L. Both of these actions preserve uj. Thus the semidirect product 
Sn x ( r  x • • • x T) acts on V  preserving the form. We refer to this group as a wreath product and 
denote it  by r n.
We list the symplectic reflections of Tn . Given 7  E T, we write 7 * € Tn for the element 7  
regarded as an element of the i- th  factor T. Let Sij E  Sn denote the transposition swapping i and 
j .  Then the group Tn is generated by the symplectic reflections and 7 where 7  /  1 . The 
conjugacy classes of symplectic reflections in rVi <  Sp(V ) are known to be of two types:
1. The set {s^- • 7* • 7 ~ x : i , j  (E [1 ,n \ , i  j ,  7  G T} forms a single Tn conjugacy class;
2 . Elements { 7 * : z E [1 , n], 7  E C} form one Fn conjugacy class for any given conjugacy class, C, 
in  T \  {Id }.
In particular, we can identify the set of class functions S —> C w ith  Ck+1 where k +  1 is the 
number of conjugacy classes in F. Therefore the flat fam ily of (centres of) symplectic reflection 
algebras is parametrised by elements c E  Ck+1. We w ill assume that c =  (c i,c ) where cj E  C 
corresponds to the conjugacy class (1) above and c E  Ck corresponds to class functions T \  {1 } —> C.
An easy calculation shows that Sp(L) — S L (L ), and the fin ite subgroups of S L (L ) are known 
and have been classified by certain graphs (called McKay graphs) which are the extended Dynkin 
diagrams of type A, D  and E , see [14]. The McKay graph of T is obtained as follows. Let So, . . . ,Sk
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be the irreducible representations of T w ith  So being the tr iv ia l representation. Now form the graph 
w ith  vertex set I  =  { 0 , . . . ,  k } and the number of edges between i  and j  is the m u ltip lic ity  of St in
Sj ® L.
We give an explicit description of the fin ite subgroups of S L (L ) below. We write them w ith 
respect to the basis { x , y }  and give their orders and their McKay graphs. Let r]n =  e ~ . We 
introduce the following elements of S L (L ):
PnJ ^  ° L = (  0 0 ^,7 =
V  o  Vnl )  V  V = T  0  ) \  - 1  0  )  ^ \ v l  V s )
£ = 1 ^  0 \  , C = 2 (  775+775 1 _ V
V  0  -r% J ^  ^5 \  1  - ( m + % 1) J
We shall label the vertices of each graph w ith  the dimension of the corresponding irreducible 
representation.
Group OrderType Value of McKay Graph
k +  1
D n (n > 2 ) n+3
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Symplectic reflection algebras for wreath products are usually Azumaya over their centres - this 
follows from the following theorem and Theorem 1.17. One of our main results, Corollary 4.25, is 
to use the methods of the next theorem to give a concrete description of X c for wreath products 
for all values of c.
T heo rem  1.23. [26, Corollary 1.14(i)] For any fin ite  subgroup T C S L (L ) and any n  > 1, the 
variety X c associated to r n is smooth fo r  generic values o f c.
There is a certain overlap between the reducible case and wreath products. Suppose that T 
is of type A  as listed above. Consider the basis of V, { x i , y j  : 1 <  i , j  <  n} .  The subspace, U , 
spanned by all Xi is stable under Tn. I f  T is nontrivia l then one calculates that U  is an irreducible 
G-module. The representation G C G L(U ) allows us to identify G w ith  a complex reflection group 
(by comparing w ith  the list in [72] - here G is the group G(m, 1 , n) where m  is the order o f T). The 
subspace spanned by the yi can be identified w ith  U* via the form, u, and so these triples all fall 
into case (1) of Theorem 1.20. In  particular, the groups, G(2, l ,n )  are the Weyl groups of type B. 
We get as a result o f this and Theorem 1.23.
C o ro lla ry  1.24. When G is the Weyl group of type B  and U is its reflection representation then 
the variety, X c, corresponding to the action o f G o n V  =  U($)U* is smooth fo r  generic values of c.
When T is the tr iv ia l group one can s till form the subspace U  of V, and i t  is G-stable, but 
it  is not an irreducible G-module. In fact, 17 =  f) ® T  where f) is the reflection representation of 
G =  Sn, and T  is the triv ia l representation. Then G acts by symplectic reflections on !)©()* and 
V  decomposes as a ca-orthogonal sum (f)0 f ) * ) ® ( T ® T lt‘) and this decomposition is maximal by 
Theorem 1.20. W rite G =  H \ x H 2 as in Lemma 1.18 (in this rather degenerate case, H \ =  G and 
H 2 is triv ia l). Then by Theorem 1.19,
Hc — Hci ® Hc2 •
However, i t  is clear that H C2 is simply a polynomial algebra in two variables. Hence we have
X c S X c l x C 2. (1.6)
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The variety X Cl is the variety associated to the centre of a rational Cherednik algebra of type A n- \ .
P ro p o s it io n  1.25. The variety X Cl is smooth fo r  all nonzero values of c\.
Proof. I t  is known tha t there is a single conjugacy class of symplectic reflections in H \ — Sn, see 
Notation 1.22, so c\ is just a complex number. By Lemma 1.7, X Cl =  X \ Cl for all A G C*. By 
Theorem 1.23 and (1.6) it  follows that X Cl is smooth for all c\ ^  0. □
1.5 Poisson algebras
In this section we introduce Poisson algebras, which tu rn  out to  play an im portant role in the study 
of symplectic reflection algebras.
D e fin it io n  1.26. Let R be a commutative C-algebra. Then R is a Poisson algebra i f  there exists 
a non-triv ia l Poisson bracket { —, —} : R  x R  —» R. That is, { — } is a Lie bracket and fo r all 
x ,y ,z  G R, { x y , z } =  x{y , z} +  {rr, z ]y .
Let R  be a Poisson algebra. A  Poisson ideal is an ideal, / ,  of R  such that {R , 1} C I .
By [23, 3.3.2] the radical of any Poisson ideal is Poisson. Let (R, { — , —}/?) and (5, { —, —}s) be 
Poisson algebras. We say that a map ip : R —> S is a Poisson homomorphism  i f  i t  is an algebra 
homomorphism such that for all x ,y  G R, 'ip {{x ,y }ft) =  {ip(x), i>(y)}s-
Let ( /? ,{—, —}) be a Poisson algebra and M. a m ultip licatively closed subset. Then there is a 
Poisson bracket on the localisation, Rm , given by the quotient rule making the natural homomor­
phism R —> Rm  a Poisson homomorphism. Factor rings of R  are less well behaved when it  comes 
to Poisson structures, but if  I  is a Poisson ideal of R  then R / I  is a Poisson algebra w ith  bracket 
{ r  + 1, s + 1} =  {r, s} +  / .  Given £wo Poisson algebras (R, { —, — } r ) and (5, { —, — }s ) we can define 
a Poisson bracket on the tensor product R ® cS  by {r<g)s,r'®  s '} =  {r , r /} JR®ss/ +  r r / <g>{s, s '}s  for 
all r, r '  G R , s, s' G S. This makes the canonical maps i?, S' —> R<8 >cS into Poisson homomorphisms.
When R =  0 ° ^ o Fi is a graded Poisson algebra we shall say that { —, — } has degree I i f  for all i, j ,  
{R i,R j}  C Ri+j +i, and I is the minimal integer for which this is true. Similarly, when R =  [J°^0 Fi
is a filtered Poisson algebra we shall say that { —, —} has degree I i f  for all i , j ,  { Ri, Rj}  C
and I is the minimal integer for which this is true.
E xa m p l^  1.27. Let (V ,u )  be a symplectic vector space and let G C Sp(V ) be a subgroup. Then 
S V G is a Poisson algebra. The symplectic form uj induces a Poisson bracket on S V : by the Leibniz
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rule it  suffices to define the bracket on algebra generators of SV and in the symplectic basis of xis  
and yjs  introduced in the previous section this bracket is { x i,X j}  =  { y i ,y j}  =  0 for all i , j  and 
{ x i , y j }  =  5{j. I t  is clear from the definition that this bracket has degree —2. Now the fact that G 
preserves the form u  means that this Poisson bracket restricts to a Poisson bracket, { —, — }w, on 
the subalgebra SVG, and , - f y  has degree —2 w ith  respect to the induced graded structure on 
S V G
E xam p le  1.28. Let g be a complex Lie algebra. Then the symmetric algebra on g, Sg, has a 
Poisson bracket obtained by specifying that { x ,y } =  [x,y] for a ll x ,y  E g. This bracket has degree 
— 1 and is often referred to as the Kostant-Kirillov-Souriau bracket.
Let R be a Poisson algebra and N  an P-module. Then we say that N  is a Poisson module i f  
there exists a C-bilinear map { —, - } w  : R x  N  —» TV satisfying { r , r 'n }w  =  { r , r ' } n  +  r 7{r , n }w  for 
all r, r 7 E R  and n E N.
Recall that for a commutative ring R  and an R-module N  the associated primes of N , w ritten 
AssN , are the set o f primes of R  which are annihilators o f elements of N . The next lemma w ill 
come in handy.
Lem m a 1.29. [13, Theorem 4-5] Let R be a Noetherian Poisson algebra and N  be a fin ite ly
generated Poisson R-module. Then the associated primes of N  are Poisson ideals o f R.
Proof. Let P  be an associated prime of N . Let L  =  {n  E N  : P ln  =  0 for some i  >  0}. This is 
a non-zero submodule of N. We claim that L  is a Poisson submodule of N . To show this we first 
note tha t since L  is fin ite ly generated there is some t >  1 such that P tL  =  0. Let I E L , r  E R. For
all r ' E P l ,
j*
0 =  {r, r ' l } N =  {r, r ' } l  +  r ' { r , 1} N .
Therefore P t {R , L } n  C { R , P l }L  C L , which implies that P 2 t {R , L } n  =  0. Hence { R , L f y C L ,  by 
definition of L, which means that L  is a Poisson submodule of N . By [11, Lemma 4.1], 3 =  annr L  
is a Poisson ideal of R. There is some element x E L  such tha t A m if l{z }  =  P, so x E L  implies 
3  C. P. Taking radicals of the ideals P l C 3 C P  yields rad3 =  P, and therefore P  is a Poisson 
ideal by [23, 3.3.2], □
We describe a method for obtaining a Poisson algebra from a fam ily of noncommutative algebras, 
and we apply this to symplectic reflection algebras.
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Lem m a 1.30 (Q u a n tis a tio n ). Let A be a free C[t]-algebra and suppose that Z  is an affine central 
commutative subalgebra of A /tA . Let ir : A  —> A f t  A be the quotient map. Let Z  =  7r~ l (Z) which 
is a subalgebra of A. For a,b € Z  choose lifts a,b e Z. Then the bracket
{a, 6} :=  7r([a, b]/t) (1.7)
is well-defined. Furthermore, i f  { —, —} is nonzero then i t  defines a Poisson bracket on Z.
Proof. The right hand side of (1.7) makes sense because Z  is commutative so tha t [x,y\ € tA  for 
all x ,y  E A. The bracket is well-defined because Z  is central in A /tA .  I t  is standard to check that 
i f  { —, —} is nonzero then it  yields a Poisson bracket on Z. □
In the case of symplectic reflection algebras we can take t  to be an indeterminate in Definition 
1.6. We denote this C[£]-algebra by Ht,c- On the one hand Ht,c/tH t,c  — H c has centre Z c and so this 
obtains a bracket (which is possibly zero) by the lemma. On the other hand i f  we take A  =  e ^ tCe 
then the quotient A /tA  =■ eHce is commutative by Theorem 1.13 and so the spherical subalgebra 
obtains a bracket via quantisation also.
P ro p o s it io n  1.31. [26, Claim 2.25(i) and Theorem 3.1] The brackets on Zc and eHce obtained 
by quantisation are nontrivial. Furthermore, the Satake isomorphism is a Poisson isomorphism.
We w ill therefore refer to the Poisson bracket obtained on either eHce or Zc by The
pair (H C,Z C) is a Poisson order in the sense of [11], which has interesting consequences for the 
representation theory of H c, as we shall see later.
The algebra Zq — S V G has two Poisson structures: one, coming from quantisation,
and one, { —, —} w, coming from the form oj (see Example 1.27).
L em m a 1.32. The Poisson brackets { —, —} and { —, — }w on S V G are equal.
Proof. We can w rite H t ,0 as the C[t]-algebra
C [£ ](x i,. . . ,  x n, y i , . . . ,  yn : [xi, Xj\ =  [;y*, yf\ =  0, \x i, yj] =  Sijt for all i , j )  * G.
Let A  c  H t,o be the subalgebra generated by the elements x \ , . . . ,  xn, y \ , . . . ,  yn. Using the fact 
that H t<0 is a free C[£]-module we can calculate the bracket { —, —} by performing quantisation in 
A. Clearly A /tA  =  S V  and the brackets obtained on SV  by quantisation and via u  are equal. The
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action of G on V  extends to an action on A which fixes t. The map A G c-» A  induces an isomorphism 
(.A /tA )G =  AG/ tA G because we are working over field of characteristic zero and so have a Reynolds 
operator. Therefore A G/ tA G =  S V G. Let 7r : A  —> SV  and n f : A G —» A G/ tA G =  S V G be the 
quotient maps. The following diagram commutes
A — SV
ag — r  svG.7T
Let a, b G SVG. Choose lifts a, 6 € A. We can assume that a, b G A G. Then {a, b} =  7r'([a, b]/t) =  
7r([a, b]/t) =  {a ,b }u . □
We shall refer to  this bracket on S V G by { —, — }w.
1.6 Poisson geom etry and sym plectic leaves 
P o isso n  v a r ie t ie s
We shall say that an affine algebraic variety X  is Poisson i f  O (X )  is a Poisson algebra. Thus the 
variety corresponding to SVG, the orbit space V/G , is a Poisson variety; for any fin ite  dimensional 
complex Lie algebra, g, Sg is Poisson so that g* is a Poisson variety. In  general, given fin ite ly 
generated Poisson algebras A  and B , then Max A, Max B  and Max A  x M ax B  are Poisson varieties. 
A morphism, 0 : X  —* T , between two Poisson varieties, X  and Y , is called Poisson i f  the 
corresponding comorphism 0** : 0 (Y )  —> O (X )  is a Poisson homomorphism.
A  Poisson subvariety of a Poisson variety, X , is a affine subvariety, Y, which is Poisson such 
tha t the morphism Y  —> X  is Poisson. For a Poisson algebra, A, and any Poisson ideal, / ,  of 
A, Max A/1  is a closed Poisson subvariety of Max A; for any /  6 A  which is not nilpotent, the 
standard open subset Max Af  C  Max A  is an open Poisson subvariety.
R e m a rk  1.33. For a general variety, Z, which is not necessarily affine, one should say tha t Z  is 
Poisson i f  Oz defines a sheaf of algebras such tha t the restriction maps are Poisson homomorphisms. 
For an affine Poisson variety, X , the Poisson bracket on O x {X )  induces a Poisson structure on the 
sheaf Ox- Therefore any open subvariety of X  is a Poisson variety.
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For any /  G O (X )  the Hamiltonian vector field o f f  is the derivation, { / ,  —}, of 0 ( X ), When 
X  is smooth and affine one can identify this w ith  the algebraic vector field Ef : X  —> T X  where 
H /(x ) =  { / , - } ( * )  € Derc ( 0 (X ) x ,0 ( X ) xfm x).
One common way to obtain Poisson varieties is to induce a Poisson structure from a symplectic 
one. An affine algebraic variety M  is called a symplectic variety i f  i t  is smooth and comes equipped 
w ith  a nondegenerate closed algebraic 2-form u>. Here, closed means tha t du =  0 where d is the 
exterior derivative; u  being nondegenerate means that u m is nondegenerate for all m  G M  (that 
is, u m is a symplectic form on TmM ). A symplectic variety (M , to) gives rise to  a Poisson bracket 
on O (M )  as follows. We denote by Vect(M ) the Lie algebra of vector fields on M . Nondegeneracy 
of u> means that there is a C-linear map O (M )  —> V e c t(M );/  i—> Ef where Ef is the unique 
vector field such tha t c j(E f,—) =  df. For all f , g  G O (M )  we define the bracket of /  and g by 
{/><?} =  “ /<? =  This is a Poisson bracket by [15, Theorem 1.2.7], and in this situation
E f =  { / ,  —} is the Hamiltonian vector field of / .
P o isson  m a n ifo ld s
Similarly, a manifold, M , is called a Poisson manifold i f  Ohol(M )  is a Poisson algebra. A  smooth 
map between Poisson manifolds, : M  —► N  is called Poisson i f  the corresponding homomorphism 
tjj* : Ohol(N ) —> O hol,(M ) is Poisson. For any /  G Oho\ M )  the Hamiltonian vector field o f f  is the 
derivation, { / ,  —}, of Ohol(M ). There is a unique vector field Ef : M  —> T M  so that Ef ■ g =  { f ,g }  
for all g G Ohol{M ).
R e m a rk  1.34. Let Pn be complex projective n-space. Then by Louiv ille ’s Theorem (9jp£z(Pn) =  C 
because Pn is compact. Thus Pn has no nontriv ia l Poisson structure in the sense defined above. 
One can, however, make Op£l into a sheaf of Poisson algebras in a nontriv ia l way. Therefore one 
might expect that the correct definition of a Poisson manifold should be in terms of sheaves c.f. 
Remark 1.33. We use our more restrictive definition for two reasons. F irs tly  we are interested in 
determining symplectic leaves for Poisson manifolds and there seems to be no ‘sheafified’ version 
of Theorem 1.36. Our second reason is that we are interested in calculating symplectic leaves of 
Poisson varieties. Thus we are led to  consider varieties which are quasiaffine and these axe compact 
only i f  they are fin ite  sets.
Let X  be an affine smooth Poisson variety. The Poisson bracket on A  is an element of / \ 2 Derc A.
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Now, just as Derc A  is identified w ith  the space of algebraic vector fields, / \ 2 Derc A  is isomorphic 
to the space of algebraic 2-vector fields. The elements of / \ 2 Derc A  which satisfy the Jacobi identity 
are precisely the sections 9 : X  —> T 2X  such that [9,0] =  0, where [—, — ] denotes the Schouten 
bracket; for a definition of the latter see [55, Theorem 10.8.1]. We sometimes call the 2-vector field 
associated to the bracket the Poisson bivector.
In  a similar fashion, a Poisson bracket on a manifold, M , is equivalent to the existence of a 
holomorphic 2-vector field 9 : M  —> f \ 2T M  which satisfies [9,9] =  0. Therefore i f  we begin w ith 
an affine algebraic Poisson smooth variety, X , we can induce the structure of a Poisson manifold 
by considering the Poisson bivector 9 associated to the bracket on A: viewing 9 as a holomorphic 
map yields a Poisson bracket on O hol(X ).
I f  X  is not smooth then the Poisson bracket on O (X )  defines a sheaf of Poisson algebras on X . 
Let Uo be the smooth locus of X .  Each affine open subvariety U  in Uq has a Poisson bracket and 
so there exists a Poisson bivector Oy : U —> T 2U . Gluing together these bivectors for all U  gives a 
Poisson bivector 9 : Uo —> T 2 Uq which induces the Poisson bracket on 0(Uq). Thus Uo becomes a 
Poisson manifold as in  the previous paragraph.
Symplectic manifolds are defined completely analogously to symplectic varieties (except that 
the 2-form, oj, needs only to be holomorphic). One can mimic the argument for the algebraic case 
to show that symplectic manifolds are Poisson manifolds.
D e fin it io n  1.35. Let M  be a Poisson manifold. The symplectic leaf S(p) containing a point p of 
M  is the set of points q which are connected to p by piecewise smooth curves, each segment o f which 
is the integral curve o f a Hamiltonian vector field.
Therefore to find the symplectic leaf containing p one works out all the points one can reach 
by travelling along integral curves of Hamiltonian vector fields at p. For each point q connected to 
p in this way one repeats the process, finding the points one can reach by travelling along integral 
curves of Hamiltonian vector fields at q. Then one continues this process un til the symplectic leaf 
is swept out.
The rank of p is equal to the dimension of the subspace of TpM  spanned by the Hamiltonian 
vector fields evaluated at p. For Poisson manifolds M  and N  such tha t N  C M  we shall say that 
N  is a Ppisson submanifold of M  i f  the inclusion map is Poisson.
The proof of the following theorem for real manifolds, under some additional hypotheses, goes
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back to Lie, and in the general case is due to K irillov , [44]; i t  is also true in the complex case though, 
see [2, Theorem 2.1]. Further discussion about symplectic leaves can be found in [55, Section 10] 
and in [79].
T heo rem  1.36. M  is a disjoint union of its symplectic leaves. Each leaf is a symplectic manifold 
which is a Poisson submanifold o f X  and the dimension o f the leaf through p is equal to the rank 
of p in  M .
Suppose that X  is a smooth affine Poisson variety. Then, as described above, X  is a Poisson 
manifold so one can s tra tify  X  by symplectic leaves. Although X  is an algebraic variety it  is quite 
possible that the leaves are not varieties, see [11, Remarks 3.6 (1)].
Now suppose tha t X  is not necessarily smooth; we can s tra tify  X  by symplectic leaves, as
described in [11, §3.5], as follows. Let Uq be the smooth locus of X .  Then, since X  is affine,
Uo is a smooth Poisson variety (Remark 1.33) and so is a Poisson manifold. We can stra tify 
Uo by symplectic leaves, say Uo =  [_JiG lo <S^o. Now we proceed inductively by setting X q — X  
and defining Xk =  X k - i  \  U k-\ for k >  1. I t  is known tha t Xk  is an affine Poisson variety 
by [60, Proposition 15.2.14(i)], so one can, as above, s tra tify  the smooth locus, Uk, of Xk  by 
symplectic leaves, Uk =  Uiei*. $i,k- Then
X  =  U0 U - - - U U t ( 1 . 8 )
for some t and we call
*=  U  S . *
ieifc,
0 <k<t
the stratification o f X  by symplectic leaves.
E xam p le  1.37. B y Example 1.27 i f  V  is a symplectic vector space and G C  Sp(V) is a finite
subgroup then V /G  is a Poisson variety. Its symplectic leaves have been calculated in [11, Theorem
7.4]. Let 7r : V V /G  be the orb it map. For a subgroup H  <  G let
V(ji) =  { v € V  : Gv is conjugate to H }
where Gv denotes the stabiliser o f v in G. Then
V /G  =  □  v(V m )
H<G
is the stratification by symplectic leaves for V /G .
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C a lc u la t in g  leaves
We bring together a number of results which are useful for calculating symplectic leaves.
L em m a 1.38. [55, Proposition 10.5.2] Let f  : M  —> N  be a Poisson map between Poisson
manifolds. Let H  G O ^ f^N ). Then d f o “ /*(//) — “ JZ ° f  as holomorphic maps M  —> T N .
C o ro lla ry  1.39. Let M  and N  be Poisson manifolds and suppose that M  is a Poisson submanifold 
of N . Then fo r any f  G Ohol(N ) and m  G M , S /(m ) G TmM  C TmN .
When considering Hamiltonian vector fields we are only looking at infinitesimal information 
around each point, a notion made more concrete by the next lemma.
Lem m a 1.40. Let M  be a Poisson manifold and suppose that M  is an open subvariety of an affine
algebraic variety, X .  Then fo r  every m  G M ,  (E /(m ) : /  G Ohol(M )) =  (E f\M(m) : f  G O (X ))  C
TmM.
Proof. We consider an embedding of X  in Cl , for some Z, as a closed subvariety. We have M  C 
X  C C*, and one can th ink of M  as a complex analytic space in the sense of [70]. Therefore the 
germs of holomorphic functions at a point m  G M , can be identified w ith  C {z \ , . . . ,  z(\[a ,
where C {z i, . . .  ,z i}  is the algebra of power series on C* converging on a neighbourhood of m  and a 
is the ideal of functions vanishing on X . The obvious inclusion C [z i, . . . ,  zm] —► C { z i , . . . ,  zi} gives 
us a homomorphism C [z i, . . . ,  zi\ —> O^ 1 whose kernel is
{ /  G C[z\ , . . . ,  zi\ : f  =  0 on a complex neighbourhood of m  in  X } .
This kernel contains I ,  the defining ideal of X .  Therefore we have a homomorphism O (X ) —> O ^ 1,.j*
and for all /  G 0 { X )  we denote the image of /  under this map by [/].
For an element h G choose a lif t  h G C { z i , . . . ,  zi} o f h. Now take the linear term of h,
and consider the image in O (X ), we denote this element h. For any 5 G D e rc (C ^ , 0 ^ l /m m) we 
claim that 5(h) =  6([h]). Let 0 : C {z \, 0 ^  be the quotient map, and define a derivation
C {z \ , . . .  ,z i]  —> 0 ^ l / ra m by 6 o(f). For any /  G C {z \ , . . .  ,z i} , (<5o0)(/) depends only on the linear 
part of / .  To see this w rite f  =  fo +  f i  +  f > 2 as a sum of its constant, first order and higher order
terms. Then by the Leibniz rule (<5o 0)(/o  +  / 1  +  /> 2 ) =  0 +  ( J o 0 ) ( /1) +  0 G Now since
5(h) =  ( 5  o 4>)(h) i t  follows that 5(h) =  <5([/i]).
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Let /  6  Ohol(M ). Since M  C C 1 we can th ink of the tangent space TmM  as being a subspace 
of the ambient space Cl . Therefore we can take the power series expansion of /  around m, [/ ] ,  and 
view this is as an element of C { z i , . . . ,  z i}/a . Let g G O ^ 1. Then
2 /(m )(0 ) =  H f(m ){[g \) =  {Er g)(m) =  { f ,g } {m ) =  ~ { g j } { m )  =  -% (m ) ( [ / ] ) .
Now repeating this argument we obtain
-% (m ) ( [ / ] )  -  £|jy(m )([s]) =
Thus E f(m ) =  Eg^(m). □
Suppose that X  is an affine algebraic Poisson variety. The closed Poisson subvarieties of X  are 
important because of the following lemma.
Lem m a 1.41. [11, Lemma 3.5} Suppose that Y  is a closed Poisson subvariety o f X . Then fo r
every maximal ideal m G Y , the symplectic leaf through m in  X  is contained in  Y .
We w ill have reason to look also at locally closed subvarieties.
P ro p o s it io n  1.42. Let X  be a Poisson variety and Y  C X  a connected open subvariety. Assume 
that Y  is a symplectic manifold, and that the restriction map O (X )  —> O hol(Y ) is Poisson. Then 
fo r any y £ Y  the symplectic leaf through y in X  contains Y .
Proof. Let y £ Y .  We prove the proposition by showing that the tangent space to y in Y  is spanned 
by Hamiltonian vector fields HLf\Y(y) for /  G 0 (X ) .  We denote the Poisson bracket on O (X )  by 
{ —, —} x  and the Poisson bracket on Ohol(Y ) induced by the symplectic form by { —, —} Symp- By 
assumption for all f , g  £ O (X ), { f , g } x \ y  =  { f \Y,g\Y}symp■ The Poisson bracket on O (X )  induces 
a Poisson bracket on O hol(Y ) which we call { — }y,  and does so in such a way that restriction 
0 ( X )  —► O ^ fY )  is a Poisson map. In  other words, for all f , g  G O (X ), { / , g } x W  =  { / | r , ^ | y } y -  
Therefore { / | y ,p |y } y  =  { / | y ,  <?|y}symp for all f , g  G O (X ). By skew symmetry of the Poisson 
bracket and Lemma 1.40 the Hamiltonian vector fields E^|y =  { / | y , —}y  and {f\Y ,~ }sym p  are 
equal. By Lemma 1.40 and because { — } symp is the bracket for a symplectic form, TyY  is 
spanned by the { / | y ,  - } symp{y)- □
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S y m p l e c t i c  l e a v e s  i n  t h e  a l g e b r a i c  w o r l d
The notion of symplectic leaf belongs to differential geometry but we can relate i t  to certain ideals 
in the coordinate ring. By a Poisson prime ideal of a Poisson algebra we mean a Poisson ideal 
which is also a prime ideal.
T heo rem  1.43. Let X  be an affine Poisson variety, and X  =  ^ s stratification into sym­
plectic leaves. Then
(i) [11, Lemma 3.5] Si =  V (P ) fo r all i  6 T  where P  is Poisson prime ideal o f 0 {X ) .
I f  the index set T  is fin ite  then
(ii)  [11, Proposition 3.7] each Si is irreducible and locally closed in  the Zariski topology and 
Si =  sm Si.
Thus when J  is finite the theorem above gives a one-to-one correspondence between symplectic 
leaves in X  and Poisson prime ideals of O (X ): S <— > P  where S =  V(P).
Recall that the centres of symplectic reflection algebras are Poisson algebras. The corresponding 
Poisson varieties, X c, can therefore be stratified into symplectic leaves.
T h eo rem  1.44. [11, Theorems 4-2 and 7.8] The stratification of X c into symplectic leaves is
finite. I f  m, n are closed points of X c lying in the same leaf then H c/m.Hc =  H c/n H c.
This theorem tells us that the representation theory of H c “ is constant across symplectic leaves” . 
Given the corollary below we can view this result as a refinement o f Theorem 1.17. I t  seems clear 
that i t  would be desirable to calculate the symplectic leaves of X c or obtain some information about 
them. One would hope that given such knowledge then for any closed point m in a given leaf one 
could say something about either x -1 (m) or Hc/vaHc-
In  light of Theorem 1.44 i t  would be interesting to  understand these varieties and to calculate 
their symplectic leaves.
C o ro lla ry  1.45. The smooth locus of X c is a symplectic leaf.
Proof. Zc is a domain, Theorem 1.9, so 0 is a Poisson prime ideal. By Theorem 1.43 (ii), sm V(0) =
sm X c is a symplectic leaf. □
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1.7 Remarks
1. Most of our results on invariant rings were taken from [5], skew group rings are discussed 
in [60] and in  greater generality in [64].
2. Section 1.3 is mostly taken from [26] although some of our results are only im plic it in  that 
paper. An excellent introduction to symplectic reflection algebras, which informed our ap­
proach, is contained in [8].
3. A more philosophical reason for studying triples for groups generated by symplectic reflections 
is that the quotient variety only has a symplectic resolution (in the sense of [4]) i f  the group 
is generated by symplectic reflections, [77]. In  this case the symplectic reflection algebra and 
the symplectic resolution are expected to be closely related, see [31] and [34] for example.
4. Our version of quantisation is a particular version of the more general definition, although 
this suffices for our purposes. For a more sophisticated point of view see [47].
5. The contents of Section 1.6 are drawn from a number of sources. The Poisson algebraic 
geometry is largely based on the exposition in [11], another good reference is [76]. We have 
based our description of Poisson manifolds on [55] and there are a number of further references 




Poisson geom etry and representation  
theory
We have discussed the relationship between the Poisson geometry of the centres of symplectic 
reflection algebras and their representation theory. We now look at a slightly different situation 
in which geometry and representation theory interact, which is in  the study of representations 
of quivers, and, more precisely, representations of deformed preprojective algebras. Much of this 
material w ill be used in Chapter 4 to discuss the varieties X c for wreath products.
2.1 Invariant theory
Recall that we are working over C. Let G be a linearly reductive group acting as morphisms on 
an affine algebraic variety, X . This induces an action of G on O (X )  in  exactly the same way as 
when G is finite. The ring of invariants, C (X )G, which is defined as in (1.1), is a fin ite ly generated 
C-algebra by [5, Theorem 1.6.3]. Therefore one can consider the variety X / /G  :=  M elx O (X )g , and 
the inclusion 0 ( X ) G —► 0 {X )  induces a surjective morphism ir : X  —> X f  /G  which is constant on 
G-orbits. We call this the orbit map. X f /G  is often referred to as a categorical quotient, which 
means that i t  satisfies the following universal property. Let </>: X  —► Y  be a morphism of varieties 
which is constant along the G-orbits in X . Then there exists a unique morphism (f> : X f  /G  —* Y
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such that the diagram below commutes
7T
X f / G - ^ Y .
<P
One can th ink of X / /G  as parametrising the closed G-orbits in  X , in the sense of the following 
lemma (see [6 8 , Corollary 13.3.1] for a proof).
Lem m a 2.1. For every £ G X j /G  the fibre 7t-1 (£) is G-stable and contains exactly one closed 
G-orbit, this is the unique orbit o f m inimal dimension in  7T-1 (£).
A special case where the quotient parametrises all orbits is described the next lemma. For any 
x G X  the orbit G • x  is a locally closed subvariety of AT, [6 8 , Theorem 5.4.19]. Therefore it  makes 
sense to ta lk about the dimension of an orbit.
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 . Suppose that all orbits in  X  have the same dimension. Then all orbits are closed 
in  X  and fo r all £ G X j  jG  the fibre 7r- 1 ( f )  consists o f a single orbit.
One consequence of the reductivity of G is tha t given a G-stable ideal, / ,  o f O (X )  the following 
sequence is exact
0 -> I G -+ 0 ( X ) G -> (0 { X ) / I ) G -> 0.
Geometrically this means that for an affine variety X  w ith  a closed G-stable subvariety Y  one can 
th ink of Y //G  as a closed subvariety o i X / /G  and the following diagram commutes
 * X  (2.1)
Y//G L  * X / /G .
Let R =  O (X )  and let R / I  =  0 (Y ) .  Then the morphism Y //G  —► X j  jG  is induced from the 
algebra homomorphism RG —> R G/ I G.
One can stra tify  X / /G  in a natural way. For x  G X  let Gx be the stabiliser of x in G. Let T  be 
the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups Gx in G. For f  G X / /G  denote by T(£) the conjugacy class 
of stabilisers belonging to the unique closed orb it in  7r -1 (£). For each r G T  choose a stabiliser, Gr , 
representing the conjugacy class r ,  and we write Gn  < c GT2 i f  GTl is conjugate to a subgroup of GT2.
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We define a partial order on T  by t \  > T2 i f  Gn  <c GT2. Define (X / /G )T =  {£ E X f  jG  : T(£) =  r } .  
We note that if  Y  is a closed G-stable subvariety of X  then one can also stra tify  Y //G  by orbit 
type. By (2 .1 ) above, (Y //G ) r  =  (X / /G ) T C\Yf /G  for every r e T .
The following is well-known; for a proof see [24, Proposition 2.4].
P ro p o s it io n  2.3. The set [ j v<T{X / /G )v is closed in X / fG  and (X / /G ) T is open in  \JU<T{X / /G )u. 
The stratification X / /G  =  \JT£t {X / /G )T finite.
We have more information in the linear case. This Proposition is due to Schwarz, [69, Lemma
5.5], another proof can be found in [24, Proposition 2.5].
P ro p o s it io n  2.4. Let X  be a fin ite  dimensional vector space on which G acts linearly. Then fo r  
each t  e T  the stratum [X f  jG )T is irreducible and its closure is \JV<T{X //G )^ .
We can obtain reductive subgroups of G by considering the stabiliser of a point in X .
Lem m a 2.5. [59, Theoreme 3] Let x E X  and suppose that the orbit G ■ x is closed in  X . Let Gx 
be the stabiliser of x in  G. Then Gx is a reductive subgroup of G.
Suppose that G is an affine algebraic group and that H  is a reductive subgroup of G and that 
H  acts by morphisms on an affine algebraic variety, Y . Then there is an action of H  on the product 
G x Y  by h • (<?, y) =  (gh, h~ l y) for h E H ,(g ,y ) E G x Y \  note tha t this an action on the right. In 
this situation one form the quotient (G x Y ) f / H , which is called the associated bundle of Y / fH .
P ro p o s it io n  2.6. A ll orbits fo r  the action of H  on G x Y  have the same dimension and are closed. 
Furthermore, i f Y  is smooth then (G x Y ) / /H  is smooth.
Proof. Let (g, y) E G x Y .  The morphism H  —* G x Y ; h h-(g, y) is injective since h-(g, y) =  (g , y) 
implies that h =  1. Therefore H  =  H  ■ (g,y) as algebraic varieties. In  particular, all orbits have 
dimension equal to d im #  and so all orbits are closed in G x Y  by Corollary 2.2. The statement 
concerning smoothness is proved in [71, II. Proposition 4.22]. □
The proposition and Corollary 2 .2  im ply tha t one can identify (G x Y ) jJ H  w ith  the space of 
# -o rb its  in G x Y. We consider the projection p : (G x Y ) / / H  —> G /H \ [g,y] i-> g H , then the 
fibres are all isomorphic to Y. Associated bundles are locally tr iv ia l in  the etale topology, but in 
general not for the Zariski topology, see [71, II. page 195]. Thus i f  Y  is a fin ite dimensional vector 
space then (G x Y ) / / H  is a holomorphic vector bundle over G /H .
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Lem m a 2. 7. Let Y  be a fin ite  dimensional vector space. Let ( 1, 0) e G x 7  and let [1,0] denote 
its image in  (G x Y ) / /H .  Then
T[m (G x Y ) / /H  *  (T iG  © Y ) / I \H ,
where T \H  ^> T \G  © TqY via the differential o f the map H  G x Y ] h  > /i • (1,0) at 1 £ H .
Proof. This is clear because H  embeds in G x Y  as H  x 0 so tha t T[10](G? x Y ) / / H  =  (T \G /T \H © 
TqY). Then one notes that Y  is a vector space so that T qY  =  Y. □
We give three examples of quotients by reductive algebraic groups which w ill appear again 
Chapter 4 in the context of the varieties X c.
E xam ple  2.8 (R a n k  one m a trice s ). Let M atn(C) be the variety o f n x n  complex matrices, 
which we can th ink  of as the endomorphism algebra of Cn. I t  is an n2 dimensional affine space. 
Let Ri be the subvariety of matrices whose rank is less than or equal to I. Thus Ri is the set of 
matrices whose (I +  1) x (I +  1) minors are zero and so this is a closed subvariety. The variety Ri 
is irreducible and has dimension 2n l — i2, [12, Proposition 1.1]. Let C [x ij] i< i j< n be the coordinate 
ring of M atn(C), then the defining ideal of Ri is the prime ideal, I*, of C [x ij] i< i j< n generated by 
the generic (I +  1) x (I +  1) minors, [12, Theorem 2.10]. We describe R i as a categorical quotient.
Let V =  Cn© (C n)*. We identify Cn w ith  column vectors and (Cn)* w ith  row vectors (this is the 
trace pairing described in the next example). There is an action of C x on V  by A- (c, r)  =  (Ac, A-1 r). 
An orbit, C x • (c, r ) , is closed if  and only i f  c =  r  =  0 or c and r  are both nonzero. We choose a 
basis of V  so that its coordinate ring is C [c {,rj : 1 <  i , j  <  n]. The ring of invariants, C?(V')c x , is
equal to C [q,rj : 1 <  i, j  <  n\. Let U =  {(c, r )  G V  : c \r i  H \~Cnrn ^  0} so tha t (c, r )  G U implies
that c and r  are both nonzero. Clearly U  is an open subvariety of V  which is C x-stable and the 
orbit of any element in U  is closed in V. I t  follows from (2.1) tha t the image of U  under the orb it 
map is an open subvariety of V / /C x This implies that D im l/ / /C x =  d im V  — d im C x =  2n — 1 
by [75, (7) Page 39].
We have a morphism
t : V ^ > R \ \  ( c , r ) t - + c ® r  (2.2)
which has corresponding comorphism $ : C [x i j ] / I i  —> C [c i,r j] ;X ij i—> Cirj. Clearly t  is constant on 
the C x orbits of V  so by the universal property o f categorical quotients there exists t : V / /C x —» R\
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making the following diagram commute
V  (2.3)
K / /C x
We have
: C [x i j ] / I i  -> C [cirj]; x f j  h-> a r j ,  (2.4)
this is a surjective map between two prime rings whose K ru ll dimensions are equal to 2n — 1. 
Therefore $  is an isomorphism by comparison of K ru ll dimension, see [25] for example.
E xam p le  2.9 (C a loge ro -M ose r space). We recall some elements from Notation 1.22 from Chap­
ter 1. Let L  be a two dimensional symplectic vector space w ith  symplectic form, u jl. Let x ,y  £ L  
be a symplectic basis. Let T be a finite subgroup of SL(L). Let R  be the regular representation 
of T, and let So,. . .  ,Sk (recall that k +  1 is the number of conjugacy classes in T) be the distinct 
simple representations of T which have dimensions <$o, • • ■, 5k respectively. We let 8  £ N k + 1  be the 
vector w ith zth entry <5*. We shall assume once and for all that So is the tr iv ia l representation, so 
that 5o =  1.
As a T-module, Rn decomposes into a sum of irreducible representations:
k k
Rn =  0  s®n5i =  ^  Si 0  Cn6i. (2.5)
i=0 i=0
I t  is clear from the above that one can identify the group A u tr (P n) w ith  G (n 8 ) =  n£=o G L(n 8 i, C).
Denote by ep G E ndr(P ) the projector onto the tr iv ia l representation. Let c :  T \  {1 } —> C be 
a class function. Let c £ Endr(R ) denote m ultip lication by the central element X )r\{ i}^ (T )7 - Let 
O be the GL(n, C)-conjugacy class formed by all n  x n-matrices of the form P  — Id, where P  is a 
semisimple rank one m atrix such that tr(P ) =  tr(Id ) =  n. Define
Calc =  {V  £ Homr (L ,E ndc (Pn)) : [V(ar), V (y)] £ i Cl|r|(9  0  er  +  Id(g)c},
where c\ £ C and ^ c i lr jO  0  ep +  Id  0 c  C End(Cn) 0  Endp(P) =  Endp(Cn 0 f? )  =  Endp(Pn), and 
where the suffix c on Calc stands for c =  (c i,c ).
There is an action of G(n5) =  A u tr (P n) by basechange: for all g £ A u tr (P n), V  £ Calc and 
x £ L  we have (go V ) ( i)  =  ^ V (x )^ -1 . The action factors through C x so tha t G(n$) :=  G {n5)// C x
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acts on C alc. The space Calc/ /  G(n<5) is called Calogero-Moser Space fo r  Tn . There is a discussion 
of this space in [26, §11].
The relationship w ith  the varieties, X c, is as follows. Recall the wreath product, Tn, acting on 
(C2)0n. The parameter c, which is a class function on symplectic reflections of Tn, can be identified 
w ith  a pair, (c i,c ), as in Section 1.4. Here c\ G C and c is a class function T \  {1 } —> C. In  other 
words, the parameter c for symplectic reflection algebras of wreath products is the same as the 
c described in the paragraphs above. The method of proof of Theorem 1.23 is to establish the 
following.
T heo rem  2.10. [26, Proposition 11.11 and Theorem 11.16] For generic values of c, Calcj /  G(n 6 ) 
is smooth and is isomorphic to X c.
E xam ple  2.11 (R ep resen ta tions  o f  qu ive rs ). Let Q be a quiver w ith  vertex set / ,  set of arrows 
A , and let h, t : A  —» I  denote the head and ta il functions respectively. I f  a  G N^, the space of 
representations of Q of dimension vector a is





acts by conjugation on Rep(Q,a:). I t  is clear tha t Rep(Q,o;) parametrises representations of the 
path algebra CQ o f dimension vector a, and that the G (a)-orbits are the isomorphism classes of rep­
resentations. Therefore we shall often th ink of points of Rep(Q, a) as modules for the corresponding 
path algebra and orbits as isomorphism classes. We can form the quotient Rep(Q, a ) / /  G (a), which 
parametrises the closed orbits in  Rep(Q, a).
P ro p o s itio n  2.12. [3, Section 12] The closed orbits in  Rep(Q ,a) are precisely the isomorphism 
classes of semisimple representations o fC Q .
Therefore the points in R e p (Q ,a )// G(a:) are the isomorphism classes of semisimple represen­
tations of CQ. We can give an elegant description of the stratification by orb it type for these 
quotientsfin terms of modules of the path algebra of Q.
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I f  M  is a semisimple CQ-module then we can decompose it  into its simple components M  =  
M ®kl © • • • © M ® kr where the M t are non-isomorphic simples. I f  0 ^  is the dimension vector of 
M t, then we say M  has representation type
(k1,0<1> ;...;fc r ,/8(r)).
This is, of course, only defined up to permutation of the isotypic components. Let r  =  (k i,/3^ \ . . . ;  
kT, 0 ^ )  and let QT be the subset of Rep(Q, a ) / /  G (a) w ith  representation type r .  We shall refer 
to the stratification Rep(Q ,a ) / /  G (a) =  U t-q t ^0 Qt as stratification by representation type fo r  
Rep {Q ,a ) / /G {a ) .
T heorem  2.13. [53, Theorem 2] The stratification o/Rep(Q, a ) / /  G(o:) by representation type is 
equal to the stratification by orbit type.
2.2 M oment maps and reduction
We now look at the interplay between invariant theory and Poisson geometry. We show how to 
perform reduction for symplectic varieties to produce Poisson varieties and give as an example 
reduction for representations of quivers.
Let M  be a symplectic variety as in Section 1.6. Let uj be the 2-form on M  and let { —, — } be the 
Poisson bracket induced from uj. A  vector field X  is symplectic i f  i t  preserves u t h a t  is, L xw  =  0, 
where L x  is the Lie derivative w ith  respect to X . Let Symp(A/) denote the Lie subalgebra of 
symplectic vector fields on M .
P ro p o s itio n  2.14. [15, Proposition 1.2.5] E f is a symplectic vector fie ld fo r  a ll f  e O (M ), and 
the map f  E f defines a Lie algebra homomorphism (O (M ), { —, —}) —» (Sym p(M ), [—, —]).
Suppose that a reductive algebraic group G acts on M  preserving u j . That is, i f  <f>g : M  —» M  
denotes the action of g E G then, for all m  E M , d<pg : TmM  —» TmgM  intertwines the symplectic 
forms. Let g be the Lie algebra of G.
Recall the infinitesimal action of g  on O (M ): for each x  E  g  and /  E  O (M )  , x m ( /)  := 
jf(exp {tx )  o f)\t=o. The operator xm  is a derivation of 0 {M )  and so defines a map g  —> Vect(M ). 
This map is a Lie algebra homomorphism, [55, Proposition 9.3.6], and one can easily check that its 
image is contained in the space of symplectic vector fields.
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The G-action is said to be Hamiltonian i f  there exists a Lie algebra homomorphism H  : g —> 
('0 (M ), { - ,  - } )  such that the following diagram commutes:
O (M )  ► Sym p(M ).
Suppose that the G-action is Hamiltonian and let H x =  H (x )  for all x  E  g.  The moment map 
p : M  —> g *  is the morphism of algebraic varieties defined by p(m )(x) =  H x (m ) for all m  E  M  and 
x  E  g.
E xam p le  2.15. Recall that the coordinate ring, 0(g*) =  Sg, of g *  has a canonical Poisson bracket 
induced from the Lie bracket on g.  One can calculate the infinitesimal action of g  on S g  (see [55], 
Examples (c), Page 272): for x  E g and / E g  C Sg, x g* ( f )  =  [x , f ] .  Clearly the action of G is 
Hamiltonian, w ith  H x =  x for all x E g ,  and the corresponding moment map is p =  Id 0».
Let £  be a closed orbit (under the coadjoint action) in g*. Then £  is a symplectic variety and 
its Poisson bracket is simply the restriction of the bracket o f Sg ( [15, Proposition 1.3.21]). Now if  
we consider £  as a closed subvariety of g* then its defining ideal, I ,  is a Poisson ideal of Sg. For 
any i E g ,  one calculates that X£ is the derivation of Sg/1  given by x c ( f  +  I )  =  [x, f ]  +  I  for all 
/  E g C  5 g. This makes sense because I  is Poisson. Therefore the action of G on £  is Hamiltonian 
w ith  H x =  x + 1. The corresponding moment map is the inclusion £  * g*.
R e m a rk  2.16. We note a feature of the setup (2.6) that w ill appear later in Chapter 4. Suppose 
that G contains a normal subgroup K  which acts tr iv ia lly  on M . Let £ =  Lie i f .  Then the 
infinitesimal action of 6 on O (M )  is simply the zero map. Thus in  order for diagram (2.6) to 
commute we must have that the restriction of H  to t  is contained in the set { /  E  O (M ) : { f , g }  =  
0 for all g E  O (M )}  which is called the subalgebra of Casim ir functions. Now i f  we evaluate p{m) 
at an element A  E  I  C  g  we see that this equals i7>i(m), which need not be zero. Therefore there 
is no reason why the image of the moment map should be contained in  L ie (G /if) *  C LieG*.
The moment map has the following properties.
P ro p o s it io n  2.17. [15, Lemma 1.4-2] The comorphism
m" : C[0] -> 0 (M )
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induced by p is a Poisson homomorphism, and i f  G is connected then p is G-equivariant (relative 
to the coadjoint action on q*).
In  general it  is interesting to know whether a group action on a symplectic variety is Hamiltonian. 
In the linear case this is known.
Theorem  2.18. [15, Proposition I . 4 .6]  Let V  be a symplectic vector space with symplectic form  
u) and let G be a reductive algebraic subgroup of Sp(V).. Then the action is Hamiltonian with 
H a { v ) =  ■ v ,v ) fo r  a ll A  €  Lie G and v E  V. The corresponding moment map is G-
equivariant.
We can construct symplectic varieties w ith  Hamiltonian actions from old ones by forming prod­
ucts.
Lem m a 2.19. Let M i,  M 2 be two symplectic varieties. Suppose that a reductive algebraic group G 
acts on each variety in  a Hamiltonian fashion. Then the product, M \  x M 2 , is a symplectic variety 
and the diagonal action of G is Hamiltonian. Furthermore, i f  p \ , P2 are moment maps fo r  the 
G-action on M \ and M 2 , respectively, then p \ +  P2 '• M \ x M 2 —> 0*; (m i,7712) ■-» p \{m \)  +  P2 {m 2 ) 
is a moment map fo r  the action of G on the product.
Proof. I t  is clear that M \  x M 2 is symplectic. Denote the Hamiltonian maps for M i and M 2 by H l 
and H 2 respectively. I t  follows from the product rule that H x =  H], <g> 1 + 1  ® H 2 G 0 ( M i  x M 2 ) =  
0 (M i)  <g> 0 {M 2) is a Hamiltonian for the G-action on M i x M 2 . The corresponding moment map 
is given by p {m \,m 2 ){x) =  # x(m i,m 2 ) =  iL j(m i)  +  H 2 (m 2 ) =  p i(m \) {x )  +  / i2 (m 2 )(a;) for all 
(7711, 7712) € M i x M 2 , a: G 0 . □
R e d u c t io n
Many of the varieties which we shall study arise as quotient spaces of fibres of a moment map and 
we shall see now how these spaces carry a Poisson structure. Let (M , a;) be a symplectic variety 
and let the connected reductive algebraic group G act on M  preserving tj . Suppose this action is 
Hamiltonian and let p denote the corresponding moment map. Let £  be a closed orbit under the 
coadjoint action of G on g*, w ith  defining G-stable ideal J< C [g ]. Then p ~ l (C) is a G-stable closed 
subset of M  by Proposition 2.17. Let I  <] O (M )  be the defining G-stable radical ideal of p ~ l {C).
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We consider the quotient variety Me :=  pTl {C )//G  - this space is called a Mars den-Weinstein 
reduction. Let { — } be the bracket on 0 {M ) .  Since G is reductive (0 ( M ) / l ) G =  0 ( M ) G/ I G 
so one can define a bracket on O (M c) =  (0 ( M ) / l ) G by defining one on 0 ( M ) G/ I G. Define a 
bracket, on 0 { M ) G/ I G by { f  +  I G,g +  I G} ' =  { f , g }  +  I G for all f , g  G 0 { M ) G.
P ro p o s itio n  2.20. The bracket { — }'  is well-defined and is a Poisson bracket on 0 ( M ) G/ I G.
Proof. I t  is clear tha t { —, — } ' w ill be a Poisson bracket as long as i t  is well defined. To see this we 
note first that { / , g} G 0 ( M ) G for all / , g G 0 { M ) G. I t  remains to  show that I G is a Poisson ideal 
of 0 ( M ) g .
For all x € g, pP(x) =  x o p  and i f  we evaluate this at an element of m  G M  we see that 
(x o fi)(m ) =  x (H -(m ))  =  H x (m). In  short, /J (x ) =  H x and i t  follows tha t I '  :=  0 {M ) fJ (J )  is 
generated by polynomials in the H x.
Now, if  /  G 0 ( M ) g  then h • /  =  /  for all h G G and therefore x m ! =  0 for all x  G 0. Thus 
{H x, f }  =  x / t f f  =  0 and, by the product rule, { / ,  i }  G / '  for all i  G Therefore I 'G is a Poisson 
ideal of 0 ( M ) G. Finally, I  =  \ [P  implies that I G =  v/7/G, and so I G is a Poisson ideal of 0 { M ) G 
by [23, 3.3.2]. □
Therefore Marsden-Weinstein reductions are Poisson varieties. To compare the Poisson brackets 
of two reductions i t  suffices to compare the Poisson structures of the original symplectic varieties.
Lem m a 2.21. Suppose that we have two symplectic varieties, V  and W , both o f which have the 
Hamiltonian action o f a connected reductive algebraic group, G. Denote moment maps fo r  these 
actions by p and v respectively. Suppose there is a G-equivariant Poisson map (j> : V  —> W  which 
restricts to an isomorphism p~ l {C) —> i ' -1 (0 )  fo r  some closed coadjoint orbits, C ,0  C  g*. Then 
4> induces a Poisson isomorphism of the reductions p~ 1 (C )//G  =  /G .
Proof. Let I  and J  be the defining ideals of p~ l (C) and ^ _1(C?) respectively. Then the comorphism 
$  : 0 {W )  —> O fV )  induces an isomorphism G (W )/J  —> G (V ) / I ;  /  + 0**(/) + 1- Since 0 is 
equivariant we get an isomorphism 0 ( X ) G/ J G —> 0 ( V ) G/ I G in  a sim ilar way. Now since 0  ^ is 
Poisson this last isomorphism is Poisson by Proposition 2.20. □
E xam p le  2.22 (R a n k  one m a trice s ). Recall the notation from Example 2.8. Consider the 
symplectic vector space V  =  Cn © (Cn)* w ith  form given by cu((c, r) , (c ',r ') )  =  —r d  +  r'c. The
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action of Cx preserves u> so we have a moment map p  : V  —> C*, (c, r)  (A (rc)A), see Theorem 
2.18. We identify C* w ith  C via the trace pairing. Since C x is abelian the coadjoint action is 
tr iv ia l so the orbits are just points in C. For any fc e C , is the set of points vanishing at
c \r \ +  b Cnrn — k. The Marsden-Weinstein reduction p~ 1 ( k ) / /C x is a Poisson variety. Given
the calculation of 0 ( V ) C* from Example 2.8, one sees that
0 (p~ l {k ) / /C * )  =  C[ciTj : 1 < i , j  <  n \/y / ( c m  +  b CnTn -  k)
and the Poisson form is induced by the symplectic form on V , Proposition 2.20. In  fact, we can 
explicitly calculate the bracket on 0 { V / / C x ) =  C[c*rj : 1 <  i , j  <  n] as {ci7j-,Cfcn} =  —SjkCiri +  
<5uCkVj, and then i t  is easy to verify that (c ir i  +  • • • +  Cnrn — k) is a Poisson ideal and therefore so 
is its radical.
On the other hand M atn(C) is the Lie algebra of GL(n, C) so can be identified w ith  w ith  its 
dual via the trace pairing and in this way becomes a Poisson variety. The Poisson bracket on 
C [x ij : 1 < 2, j  <  n] is { x i j , x u }  =  —SjkXu +  6 uXkj. By [60, Proposition 15.2.14], fy is a Poisson 
ideal, and a direct calculation shows that (x n  +  • • • +  xnn — k ) is also a Poisson ideal. I t  follows 
from (2.4) and the description of the Poisson brackets that there is a Poisson isomorphism
C lx i j l / h ^ C lc i r j ] .
Furthermore, this descends to a Poisson isomorphism of Poisson subvarieties, tha t is,
C [x i j ] / I i  +  y j ( i n  H b x nn -  k) -*■ C [c iT j\/y /{c \r \ +  b Cn.rn -  k),
is a Poisson isomorphism. Let Cfy =  p~1(k ) / /C x and let Ck be the variety o f matrices of rank one 
whose trace equals k. We have shown that both Uk and Ck are Poisson varieties and that they are 
Poisson isomorphic.
For later use we note an additional property o f the isomorphism Uk =  Ck. Let G =  GL(n, C). 
There is a canonical action of G on V  and one on M atn(C) by conjugation. We can embed C x in 
the centre of G as the scalar elements. Therefore G acts on both V / /C x and R \. Since the map t 
from (2.3) is G-equivariant, the map t is also. The trace of a m atrix  is invariant under conjugation 
so that Ck is G-stable. Thus the isomorphism




E xam p le  2.23 (C a loge ro -M ose r space). Recall the notation from Notation 1.22, and the defi­
nition of Calogero-Moser space. The symplectic form, ujp, defines a symplectic form on L* via the 
isomorphism L  =  L *, which we also denote by ujl- The vector space L*  ® Endc(i?n) is symplectic 
w ith  form cj£,®ir, where t r  is the symmetric bilinear form t r ( 0 ,0 ) =  t r R n((f)'ip) for 0 ,0  G End<c(Rn). 
The form a) L ® t r  is T-invariant so the subspace of T-invariants, (L* <g> Endc(Rn))r , is also sym­
plectic. The vector space Hom fyL, End<c(-Rn)) is isomorphic to  (L * <g> Endc(Rn))r  meaning that 
we can define a symplectic form on the former, and the action of G(n<5) preserves this form. The 
Lie algebra of G(n£), LieG(nd), is E ndr(R n), and there is an isomorphism (which we refer to as 
the trace pairing)
Endr {Rn) - *  (E ndr(R n))*; A ^  t r (A , - ) .
Then LieG(nd) =  E ndr(R n)/C , where we identify C in the la tte r w ith  {A • Id/?n : A G C}, and the 
trace pairing restricts to an isomorphism
End?(Rn) =  { A  G Endr ( iT )  : t r R n A  =  0} “  (L ieG (ntf))*.
We consider the map
Homr ( i,E n d c ( i in)) -► E nd?(fln); V  >-» [V (x ), V (j/)].
We need to check that [V (x ),V (y )] G Endp(Rn). Let x * ,y *  G L*  be the dual basis to  x ,y  re­
spectively so that for any V  G HomfyL, Endc(Rn)) we can w rite V  as a T-invariant element 
x* <g> 0 +  y* <8 > 0  where 0 ,0  G Endc(Rn). Let 7  G T. Since Sp(L) =  SL(L) we have (x* )7  =  
ax* +  cy*, (y* )7  =  bx* +  dy* where a, 6 , c, d G C and ad — be =  1. We have
0 0  -  0 0  =  [V (x), V (y)] =  [V 7 (x), V 7 (y)]
=  [(ax* +  cy*)(x) (g) 0 7  H- (bx* +  dy*)(x) <g> 0 7, (ax* +  cy*)(y) <g> 0 7  +  (bx* +  dy*)(y) ® 0 7]
=  [a0 7  +  607, c0 7  +  d0 7] =  (ad -  6c)(0 7 0 7  -  0 7 0 7) =  0 7 0 7  -  0 7 0 7.
Thus [V (x), V (y)] is a T-invariant element of Endc(Rn), or, in  other words, [V (x), V (y)] G Endr(i?n).
Again w riting V  =  x* ® 0 +  2/* ® 0  we calculate that, for any A  G E ndr(R n)/C  (we abuse 
notation by w riting  A  for its coset representative also),
f r j in([V (x ), V (y)]A ) =  t r p n ^ A  -  iJj^A ) =  ^trRn(<jnJ>A -  0 0 A  +  0 0  A  -  00A ) (2.8)
=  \ t r R n {{A ( f )  -  0A )0  -  ( A t p  -  0A )0 ) =  ^ (w l ® ir ) (A  • V , V ). (2.9)
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The final equality is true because A  • V  =  x* ® (A(f> — (pA) +  y* <g> {Aip — ip A). Therefore by 
Theorem 2.18 the action of G (n6 ) is Hamiltonian w ith  moment map V  i—► [V (z), V (y)] and so the 
space Calc/ /  G(n5) is a Marsden-Weinstein reduction and in particular is a Poisson variety. This 
additional structure is preserved in the isomorphism of Theorem 2.10.
P ro p o s it io n  2.24. [26, Theorem 11.16] When i t  exists, the isomorphism between X c and C alcf  /  
G (n 6 ) is Poisson.
We note now for later use that a straightforward calculation gives another description of the 
symplectic form on H om r(L , End<c(Rn)), that is,
u;L <g>ir(V, V ') =  tr*n (V (x )V '(y )  -  V '(s )V (y )) . (2 .1 0 )
E xam p le  2.25 (R ep resen ta tions  o f de fo rm ed p re p ro je c tiv e  a lgebras). We perform a re­
duction procedure for representations of quivers. To begin we need a symplectic variety, but there 
is no obvious symplectic structure on Rep(Q,o:), so we perform a construction to induce one. Let 
Q be a quiver, and recall the notation from Example 2.11. Given a  6  N7, Rep(Q,o;) is an affine 
space. Let Q denote the double of Q which is the quiver obtained from Q by adjoining a reverse 
arrow a* : j  —> i  for each arrow a : i  —> j  in A. We denote the set of arrows in Q by A. Through 
the trace pairing (see previous example),'
Rep(Q, oc) =  0 M a t ( a h(o) x a t(o),C ) © 0 M a t ( o :h(a. ) x a t(a.),C )
4 cl^ A.
is the cotangent bundle of Rep(Q, a). To keep the notation manageable we let B  =  (B a) G 
© oei4  Mat(o:fc(0) x a t (0 j,C ) and B*  =  (Ba*) € 0 a€AMat(o;/l(a.) x a t(a.),C ). There is a canonical 
symplectic form on Rep(Q, a) by^
w ((&  £ * ) . ( £ £ * ) )  =  ^ - t r ( B 0.C 0) +  t r (C „ .B 0)
a £ A
for all (B ,B * ) , {C ,C *) € Rep(Q,a).
The action of G (a) extends to Rep(Q, a) in the obvious way and preserves the symplectic 
form. By Theorem 2.18 this action is Hamiltonian and one can easily verify (see [16, page 258] for 
example) that the corresponding moment map is
pa : Rep(Q, a) — > End(a)0, P’a (B ,B * ) i =  E  B° B «- -  E
a ( z A ,h ( a ) = i  a £ A , t ( a ) = i
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where
End(o;)o =  {(0*) E 0 M a t ( a i  x a ;,C ) : ^ t r ( ^ )  =  0} =  (L ieG (a))*, 
ie l i€ l
and L ieG (a) is isomorphic to its dual via the trace pairing.
The coadjoint action of G(a:) on End(a)o is by simultaneous conjugation. Given A E C 7 w ith
A • a  :=  Y lie i Ai a i =  there is a G(a)-invariant element o f End(a)o whose zth component is A ildai
- this element is fixed under the coadjoint action of G (a) on (Lie G(a:))*, and so is a coadjoint orbit.
The corresponding Marsden-Weinstein reductions are
V (A ,a )  :=
Given that the spaces Rep(Q, a ) / /  G(n5) described certain isomorphism classes of representations 
of the path algebra of Q, i t  is not surprising that the N { \ ,  a) have a sim ilar interpretation.
Given A E C7 define the deformed preprojective algebra
CQ
X (EaeAM I-Eig/^O ’
where [a, a*] =  aa* — a*a. This algebra is independent of the orientation of Q. Let a  E  N 7 be 
such that A ■ a =  0. The subset / ^ ( A )  consists o f representations of CQ which are annhilated by 
(E ae/da’ a* l— E ie /  Aie»). Thus the representations of LG of dimension a  can be G(a)-equivariantly 
identified w ith / ^ ( A ) .  An analogous result to Proposition 2.12 is true for 11^  (the proof given 
in [3, Section 12] works here also), so J \f( \ ,a )  classifies the isomorphism classes of semisimple 
representations of II,\ of dimension a. I t  is known if  A • a  0 then 11^  has no representations of 
dimension a, [16, Theorem 1.2].
Any semisimple EG-module M  has a representation type as in Example 2.11, and one denotes 
the subset of A f( \ ,  cc) consisting of isomorphism classes w ith  representation type t  by TZr. Therefore 
can can stratify Af(A, &) according to representation type.
By (2 .1 ) one can th ink A f( \ ,a )  as a closed subset of Rep(Q, a ) / /  G(o;) and, in the notation of 
Section 2.1, for any a  E T ,
(Af(A, a ))a =  a) n  (Rep(Q, a ) / /  G(aO)„.
Also, for any representation type r ,  using the notation of the paragraph preceding Theorem 2.13
1ZT — Af(A, a) D (Q )r .
The next lemma now follows easily from Theorem 2.13.
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Lem m a 2.26. The stratifications o f f f (X ,a )  by representation type and by orbit type are equal.
2.3 Roots and simple dimension vectors of deformed preprojective 
algebras
We examine some of the properties of the reductions AT (A, a). There are a number of beautiful 
theorems relating the root combinatorics of quivers to geometric properties of these varieties and 
their representation type strata. I t  is these connections which we seek to exploit in the context of 
symplectic reflection algebras.
Let Q ,A , I ,h , t  be as in Example 2.11. We begin w ith  some definitions. Elements of Z 7 are 
vectors and we w rite a  for the coordinate vector at vertex i. We say that a vector a  has connected 
support i f  the quiver w ith  vertices { i  6 /  : d j /  0} and arrows {a e A  : oth(a) ,a t(a) 7^  0} is 
connected. We partia lly  order Z 7 via a >  (3 i f  >  Pi for all i, and we w rite a >  (3 to mean that 
a > 0  and a ^  ft. A  vector a  is positive i f  a >  0, and negative i f  a  <  0. For any subset X  C Z 7 
we denote the positive and negative vectors in X  by X + and X ~  respectively.
The Ringel fo rm  on Z 7 is defined by
(cx, f i )  ^   ^OiiPi — ^   ^& t ( a ) P h ( a ) i  
i £ l  a £ A
and let (a, P) =  (a , P) +  (P , a) be its symmetrisation. Define
p(a) =  1 +  2  at{a)(*h{a) -  <* • <* =  1 -  i ( a ,  a).
a&A
The fundamental region, T ,  is the set 0 ^  a  G N7 w ith  connected support and w ith  (a, ep <  0 
for every vertex i. I f  i  is a loopfr^e vertex (so p(e{) =  0), there is a reflection s* : Z 7 —> Z 7 defined 
by
Si(cx) =  a -  (a ,€i )e».
The real roots, Re, are the elements of Z 7 which can be obtained from the coordinate vector at 
a loopfree vertex by applying a sequence of reflections at loopfree vertices. The imaginary roots, 
Im , are the elements of Z 7 which can be obtained from T  U —T  by a sequence of reflections at 
loopfree vertices. For a quiver w ithout loops i t  is easy to see that a  £ Re implies tha t p(a) =  0. 
The set of roots is R =  Re U Im . For A G C7 we set R \ =  {a  G R : A • a  =  0}.
There is an immediate application of roots to counting simple representations of I I \ .
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Lem m a 2.27. [16, page 260] Let (3 be a dimension vector of a simple representation of n A.
I f  p (P) — 0 then there is a unique simple representation of H \ with dimension vector [3 (up to 
isomorphism); i f  p{(3) >  0 then there are infin ite ly many non-isomorphic simple representations 
with dimension vector ]3.
We return to representation type strata introduced earlier. For a representation type r  =  
(k i, . . . ;  kr , (3 ^ ), Crawley-Boevey proved the following
P ro p o s it io n  2.28. [16, Theorem 1.3] I f H T 0 then 1ZT is an irreducible locally closed subset of 
J\f (A, a) of dimension Y lt= i 2p{[3^).
In  order to understand J\f( A, a ) further we shall need to describe the dimension vectors of simple 
n^-modules.
T h e o re m  2.29. [16, Corollary l . f ]  For A E  C1 and a  E  N 7 the following are equivalent:
1. There is a simple representation o fU \ o f dimension vector a ;
2 . a  is a positive root. A ■ a =  0, and p(a) >  fo r  any decomposition a  =  (3^  +
• • • +  ( 3 wi th r  > 2  and (3^ a positive root with A • (3^ =  0 fo r  a ll t.
In  this case J\f(A, a) is an irreducible variety o f dimension 2p(a) and its general element is a simple 
representation o fH \ .
Henceforth we w ill let T,\ denote the set o f dimension vectors of irreducible representations of 
n A, tha t is, vectors satisfying condition (2) of the above Theorem.
The following theorem of Crawley-Boevey reduces the study of general A, a) to  the simple
a*
case above. Let A e C J and let denote the set of sums (including zero) of the elements of the 
set Rl( of positive roots (3 w ith (3 ■ A =  0. Let a  € Define
(  r  r
|o:|A =  max < ■ ot =  w ith  [3 ^  G EA for all t
l t = l t= l
For any variety, X , there is an action of Sn on the n-fold product X  x • • ■ x X .  The nth symmetric 
product of X  is the variety (X  x • • • x X ) /S n and we denote this by Symn X .
T h e o re ir i 2.30. [17, Theorem 1 .1]  Let A E  C1 and a  E  Ni£^.
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1. There is a unique decomposition a =  +  • • • a ^  with c r^  E  £ A fo r  a ll t, such that |q : | a  =
E U p(*(4))-
2. Any other decomposition of a as a sum of elements o fE \  is a refinement o f this decomposition.
3. Collecting terms and rewriting this decomposition as a  =  m t<jW where o^1) , . . . ,  are 
distinct and m i , . . . ,  ms are positive integers, we have
s
M(A, a) ^  Y [  Symmt Af(A, a® ).
t= l
In  particular N (A , a) is irreducible o f dimension 2|a|A.
E x te n d e d  D y n k in  d ia g ra m s
We give a useful lemma which applies to the quivers which w ill be of interest to us. Let Q be an 
extended Dynkin diagram (see Section 1.4), oriented to have no cycles (this is no restriction since 
the deformed preprojective algebras are orientation independent).
Since Q is an extended Dynkin quiver there is a unique root, S E  Im + which is minimal for 
the partia l ordering on Z 1 . Recall that in  the discussion following Notation 1.22 we described how 
Q could be formed from the McKay graph of a finite subgroup G of SL(2 , C). I f  S o , , Sk are 
the irreducible representations of G then 6 i =  dime S{. Then 6  is isotropic, tha t is, (5, <5) =  0 and 
furthermore (5, e/t) =  0 for all k E I.  Furthermore, any vector a  such that (a, e^ ) =  0 for all i  is 
multiple of 6 . Any vertex for which 6 k =  1 is called an extending vertex - extending vertices always 
exist. We can relabel the vertex set I  so that 0 is an extending vertex. A ll real roots for Q satisfy 
(a, a) =  1 .
Let Q' be the quiver obtainedJrom Q by adding a vertex oo and one arrow from 0 to this vertex. 
We’l l  use apostrophes to denote data associated w ith  Q '.
Lem m a 2.31. Let n E N. Then
(1 )  p'{eoo +  nS) =  n.
(2) I f  Cqo +  n5 =  ----- -|- p(r )) where the are positive roots fo r  Q ', then Yut= i$ —
p7(eoo +  n 6 ), with equality exactly when a ll but one o f the (3^ are equal to 6 .
Proof. (1) This is a direct calculation, p '{e ^  +  nd) =  1 — ^((eoo^oo) +  2(n<5, Cqq) +  (nS, nS)) =  
1 — |  (2  -  2 n +  0 ) =  n.
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(2) This is [16, Lemma 9.2].
□
2.4 The local normal form and hyper-Kahler manifolds
We define the local normal form for a moment map which is the construction which w ill allow 
us to describe the symplectic leaves for Marsden-Weinstein reductions for quivers. Although the 
existence of the local normal form can be established under fa irly  m ild assumptions in the case of 
real symplectic manifolds, the extra rig id ity  imposed by a hyper-Kahler structure is required in the 
complex situation.
T h e  lo c a l n o rm a l fo rm  fo r  th e  m o m e n t m a p
Suppose that (M , u>) is a symplectic variety on which a connected reductive algebraic group G acts 
symplectically, and suppose that the action is Hamiltonian. Let p  be the corresponding moment 
map. We review a construction discussed in [63, Section 3.2]. We wish to consider a closed orbit 
corresponding to a point in / i -1 (0 )//G , say Gm , for some m  £ ;Li-1 (0). Let i f  be the stabiliser of 
m, and denote its Lie algebra by f). Then i f  is a reductive group by Lemma 2.5. Let Tm(Gm) be 
the tangent space of the point m  in Gm, and let (Tm(Gm))w =  {u £ TmM  : u(v, w) =  0 for all w £ 
Tm(G m )}. By [36, page 324] Tm(Gm ) C (Tm(Gm))w. Set M  — (Tm(Grn))a;/T m(Gm). The vector 
bundle, (G x M ) / / f f ,  is called the symplectic normal bundle. The action of i f  preserves the induced 
symplectic structure on M . Let fj, : M  —> f)* be the corresponding moment map from Theorem 
2.18 which is if-equivariant.
The idea of the local normal Jorm for the moment map is to provide a model space which is 
locally (in the complex topology) equivalent to  a neighbourhood o f G /H  =  Gm  in  / i -1 (0 )//G . 
We choose an A d(ff)-inva rian t sp litting g =  f) ® f)-1 and a dual sp litting g* =  f)* © I)-1*. Then we 
consider the H -action on G x f)-1-* x M  by a ■ (g,£,m ) =  (^a, Ad* (a-1 )^, a-1 m) for a £ i f ,  and 
where Ad* (a) denotes the coadjoint representation of a on g*. The quotient (G x I)-1-* x M ) / / i f  is 
the associated bundle of the action of i f  on \j-1* x M  so is smooth by Proposition 2.6.
I t  is locally tr iv ia l so the tangent space at each point can be identified w ith  the tangent space 
of a point in G /H  x I)1 * x M  which is equal to (f)-1 © f)-1*) © M .  Therefore (G x fj-1* x M ) / / H  is
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a symplectic manifold and there is a natural embedding:
G /H  =  G /H  x 0 x 0 ^ ( G x ^ x  M ) / /H .
One can calculate the symplectic normal bundle of G /H  in (G x f)-1-* x M ) / / H  using Lemma 2.7, 
and it  equals (G x M ) / /H .
There is an action of G on (G x f)-1* x M ) / / H  by a ■ [g,£,m ] =  [ap,£, m] for all a £ G. This 
action is Hamiltonian w ith  corresponding G-invariant moment map
J  : (G x t )1 ’  x M ) / / H  -> £,*; [p ,£ ,m ]>- A d*(S)(£ +  £(m )).
D e fin it io n  2.32. We say that the local normal form  fo r p exists i f  there is a G-invariant holo- 
morphic bijection, intertw ining symplectic structures, between a neighbourhood of Gm in  M  and a 
neighbourhood of G /H  in  (G x f)-1* x M ) / /H .
In  examples we are interested in the local normal form w ill exist due to some additional structure 
on M , namely M  w ill be a hyper-Kahler manifold.
H y p e r - K a h l e r  m a n i f o l d s
We review briefly the notion of a hyper-Kahler manifold, see [39] or [62] for more details. Given
a real manifold, M , a complex structure on M  is a smooth map I  : T M  —> T M  which, for each
m  € M , induces a linear ipap I m : TmM  —> TmM  such that 1^ =  —Id.
D e fin it io n  2.33. A hyper-Kahler manifold is a An-dimensional real manifold, M , with a Rieman- 
nian metric, g, and three complex structures, I ,  J  and K , satisfying:
1. fo r  each m  6 M , I m, Jm and K m G O (TmM ), the orthogonal group o fT mM ;
2. fo r  each m e M , 1^ =  J/n =  K%1 =  I mJmKm  =  - Id ;
3. the nondegenerate real 2-forms on M  given by u>i(v,w) =  g (v ,Iw ), U2 (v ,w ) =  g (v ,Jw ) and 
uJziy, w) =  g(v, K w ) fo r a ll v ,w  G T M  are closed.
Condition (3) is usually stated in terms of I , J  and K  being parallel w ith  respect to the Levi- 
C ivita connection of g\ the two formulations are equivalent by [62, Lemma 3.3.7]. I f  we consider M  
w ith  the complex structure I  then this makes M  into a 2n-dimensional complex manifold. Thus if  
we define u  =  u>2 +  then, w ith  respect to I ,  this is a complex nondegenerate closed 2-form.
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E xam p le  2.34 (R ep resen ta tions  o f qu ive rs ). We describe the hyper-Kahler structure for rep­
resentations of (doubles of) quivers, further details can be found in [62, Section 3] and [61, Section 
2]. For a quiver Q and dimension vector a, we consider the (real) manifold Rep(Q, a) w ith  com­
plex structure I  given by multiplication by y /—l  (since Rep(Q, a) is a vector space we identify the 
tangent space at each point w ith  the space itself). A  Riemannian metric on Rep(Q ,a) is simply 
a real inner product, and we require that this is invariant under I .  This is equivalent to having a 
Hermitian inner product on Rep((5,a), and one recovers the real inner product by taking the real 
part of the Herm itian form.
For each i  6  /  we give each Cai the standard Herm itian inner product. We get a Hermitian 
inner product on M a t(a j x a*) by (R, C ) =  tr(B C ^)  for all B ,C  £ M afya j x oc{) (we use f  to denote
the Hermitian conjugate). This induces a Herm itian form on Rep(Q ,a). We get further complex
structures by
=  K  =  —J I
and this makes Rep(Q, a) into a hyper-Kahler manifold (since the 2-forms are symplectic forms 
on a vector space they are closed). Let a £ A  and consider M  £ Mat(o;/l (a) x a t(a),C ) ,N  £ 
Mat(o;/l(a.) x oqa*), C) as elements of Rep(Q, a). Then
(cj2 +  y /-£ w a ){M t N ) =  Re tr (M (J W )t)  +  v ^ lR e  t r ( M ( - J IN ) * )  =
Re tr (M ( iV t) t)  _  y = lR e t r (M ( (v c lN ) t)+ )  =  Re t r (M N ) -  \ /-T R e  V ^ T t r (M N )  =
Re t r  (M N )  -I- \ /^ 4 Im  t r  (M N ) =  t r  (M N ).
Therefore the definition of u  above and that in Section 2.3 agree.
Let U(n) be the subgroup of GLn(C) of unitary matrices. Let K ( a ) =  Ylkei U {a i ) /U ( l ) i  
a compact connected (real) Lie group acting on Rep(Q, a;) preserving the Hermitian form. The 
action of this group preserves the real symplectic form uji and we can work out the corresponding 
moment map (defined analogously to moment maps for complex symplectic varieties, Section 2.2), 
Hi : Rep(Q,o;) —> £(«)* where 6 (a) =  Lie K (a ):
M i  ( & , & • )  =  ^ (  £  B aB l - B l . B a. ) k.
a £ A ; h ( a ) = k
On the other hand we can th ink of G (a) as the complexification of K (a ) ,  and this acts on 
Rep(Q,a) preserving oj and the corresponding (complex) moment map is the map j i a defined in 
Section 2.3.
P ro p o s it io n  2.35. [43, Theorem 0.2] Let V be a complex vector space with Herm itian inner
product, Let K  be a closed connected (real) subgroup o fU (V ) and let G be the complexi-
fication of K . Let be the symplectic form  given by u \(v ,w ) =  (v , y/—lw ) and the canonical 
moment map corresponding to uj\. Then a G-orbit in  V  is closed i f  and only i f  i t  intersects ^ ^ (O ) 
nontrivially.
In particular the above proposition applies to V =  Rep(Q,Q;), K  =  Y lke iU (a i) anc  ^ ^  =  
and where u \, are as above (of course, we really want to consider K (a )  and G(a) 
acting on V, but since these are obtained from the K  and G above by factoring out subgroups 
which act on V  triv ia lly , the result extends easily to our case). Recall the definition of the local 
normal form given in 2.4.
C o ro lla ry  2.36. The local normal fo rm  fo r  pa exists.
Proof. This is [63, Lemma 3.2.1]. □
We shall give some details in order to make clear the ingredients of the proof of Corollary 
2.36. Let T  =  (G  x I)1* x M ) / / H  and M  =  Rep(<5, a). The embeddings of G /H  =  Gm  in 
T  and M  respectively have the same symplectic normal bundles. The G-equi variant version of 
the Darboux-Moser-Weinstein isotropic embedding theorem, [74, Theorem 2 .2 ], says that the local 
normal form exists in this situation when our manifold, M , is a real manifold and G is a compact 
group. The proof is based on the inverse function theorem, which is true also in the category of 
complex manifolds. The obstruction to extending the result to our situation is that the domain of 
the holomorphic bijection may not cover the whole of Gm, because i t  is not compact. However, the 
orbit K m  is compact so we can give the K-equi variant version of the local normal form, namely that 
there exists a K-stable  open neighbourhood o f m e M  which maps isomorphically, symplectically 
and A-equivariantly to a neighbourhood of the image of m  in  T.
The method for extending this is based on a result in  [73]. Let K  be a compact real Lie group, 
and let G be its complexification. A  subset A  of a G-space X  is said to be orbitally convex w ith 
respect to the G-action i f  i t  is invariant under K  and for all x  e A, and all £ G t  we have that both 
x and exp(>/—!£)£ are in A  implies that e xp (\/—lt£ )x  G A  for all t  e [0,1].
The reason we want to consider such sets is their extension properties.
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P ro p o s it io n  2.37. [73, Proposition I . 4 J Let X  and Y  be complex manifolds acted on by G (in the 
notation above). I f  A  is an orbitally convex open subset o f X  and f  : A  —* Y  is a K-equivariant 
holomorphic map, then f  can be uniquely extended to a G-equivariant holomorphic map f  : GA —* 
Y.
I f  f  is an isomorphism onto its image, f (A ) ,  then f  : GA  —> G f(A )  is an isomorphism.
Thus, in order to prove Corollary 2.36, we need to establish that any K-stable open set of M  
containing K m  is o rb ita lly  convex. Recall tha t M  is a real symplectic manifold w ith  form u \. We 
say that a real submanifold, N , of M  is isotropic i f  u i(n )(T nN ,T nN ) =  0  for all n G N . I t  is a 
standard result from symplectic geometry that i f  £ G V  is a fixed point then for any x G 
K x  is isotropic, [36, page 324]. In  the case of M  we have chosen some m  such that Gm  is a closed 
orbit. Therefore by Proposition 2.35, we can assume that ^ i(m )  =  0 and tha t K m  is isotropic.
The next result is generally true for isotropic orbits in  a Kahler manifold w ith  the action of 
a reductive complex Lie group which is the complexification of a compact group. M  is a Kahler 
manifold via the form uj\ and the complex structure I ,  see [55] for a definition of Kahler manifolds.
P ro p o s itio n  2.38. [73, Claim 1.13] The orbit K m  has a basis o f orbitally convex open heigh-
bourhoods, that is, any K-stable neighbourhood of K m  is orbitally convex.
2.5 Remarks
1. The invariant theory we mention is standard material, see [6 8 ], [48] or [75] for a deeper 
introduction.
2 . Presumably Example 2.8 is'Well-known.
3. Proposition 2.12 is not stated explicitly in  [3] but i t  follows easily from the discussion therein.
4. Much of our material on moment maps and reduction comes from [15]; a complementary 
article is [46].
5. Facts about quivers and roots were obtained from [16], and the particular case of extended






We prove that the associated variety of a Poisson prime ideal of ZojC is irreducible, Theorem 3.7. 
This result has direct analogues in earlier theorems for complex semisimple Lie algebras and for the 
t =  1 case of symplectic reflection algebras, see Corollary 3.8 and Corollary 3.9 respectively. Our 
proof of Theorem 3.7 is based closely on the proof of [29, Theorem 2.1] which in tu rn  is based on 
the arguments used in [78, § 3-4]. We discuss the relevance of our theorem for studying symplectic 
leaves at the end of Section 3.2. Section 3.3 contains definitions and known results. Most of this 
chapter has been published in [57].
3.1 Preliminaries
Throughout this chapter, when we consider the variety associated to a fin ite ly  generated commuta­
tive algebra, R , we shall th ink of its reduced scheme structure, tha t is, Spec R  rather than Max R. 
Let A  be a C-algebra w ith  identity element e. We shall say that a Z -filtra tion , T ,  of A  is suitable 
when we have:
0 =  ^ - i C f o ^ i C - c  A
and T  satisfies
(a) ■ T j C  J-i+j, (b) To =  Ce, (c) D im c^ i <  oo for all i  and (d) g r^  A  is an affine commutative
C — algebra.
E xam p le  3.1. Taking ei7*)Ce w ith  filtra tion  £, defined in Section 1.3, gives an example of a 
suitable filtration.
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D e fin it io n  3.2. Let A  be a C-algebra with suitable filtra tion , T . We say that A  has a proto-Poisson 
bracket with respect to T  i f  there exists a non-zero skew-symmetric C-bilinear map A x  A  —►
A which satisfies, fo r  a ll a,b,c  £ A:
1. (ab,c) =  a(b,c) +  (a,c)b.
2. (a, (b, c)) =  ((a, b), c) +  (b, (a,c)).
3. There is an integer d, the degree of such that (T i,T j)  C  T i+j +d fo r a ll i , j  £ Z, but
there exist i , j  £ Z such that (T i,T j)  $£ T i+ j+ d -1 -
E xam p le  3.3.
(i) Let A  be an algebra w ith  suitable filtra tion  T . Suppose tha t A  is generated by T \  w ith 
T i =  (T \) l , and that A  is not commutative. Let (—, —) equal the commutator bracket on A. 
Then ) is a proto-Poisson bracket on A. The only nontriv ia l condition to check is (3). 
For this let d be the integer such that (T \ , T \ ) C  Td+2 but (T \ , T \ ) Td+i- There exists 
such an integer because A  is not commutative. I t  is easily seen tha t ( T ,  T f)  C  T i+j+d for all 
i , j  £ Z.
(ii) Let R  be a Poisson algebra w ith  suitable filtra tion  T . Let { —, —} be the Poisson bracket on 
R. I f  } satisfies condition (3) of the definition then i t  is a proto-Poisson bracket. In 
particular, for any fin ite ly generated Poisson algebra, R, w ith  generating set { a i , . . .  ,a*} we 
can define a filtra tion , T ,  by T i =  0 for i  <  0, T q =  Ce, T \ =  Ce +  X )i= i an<^  =  (F iY  
for i  >  2. Then T  is a suitable filtra tion  and the Poisson bracket on R  is a proto-Poisson 
bracket. In  particular, i t  follows from the Leibniz rule that condition (3) w ill hold for d, where 
d =  min{fc : {a i,a j}  £ Tk and {a i,a j}  ^  T d -1 ,1  <  i , j  <  £}•
Lem m a 3.4. Consider eHt,ce with suitable filtra tion  8.
(i) When t =  1 the commutator is a proto-Poisson bracket of degree —2.
( ii)  When t =  0 the Poisson bracket is a proto-Poisson bracket o f degree —2.
Proof
(i) The only condition of Definition 3.2 which is non-triv ia l is (3), but this follows from [26, Claim 
2.25(i)], where i t  is also proved that the degree, d, is —2 in this case.
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(ii) Let { — } be the Poisson bracket on eHo^ce. As noted in Examples 3.3 (ii), we need to 
show that condition (3) of Definition 3.2 is satisfied. I t  can be seen from the construction 
of { —, —} tha t there is some I >  2 so that { F i ,X j}  C T i+ j- i ,  for all i , j  6  Z  but {F i^ X j}
1), for some i, j GZ. By [26, Lemma 2.26], we must have I =  2 .
□
We shall say tha t an ideal I  of A  is a (—, -)-idea l i f  (A, I )  C  I .  In  Example 3.3 (i), a (—, — )-ideal 
is simply an ideal; in  Example 3.3 (ii), a (—, -)-idea l is just a Poisson ideal.
Lem m a 3.5. Let A be a C-algebra with suitable filtration, F , and proto-Poisson bracket, (—, —) of 
degree d. For homogeneous elements x ,y  6  gr A o f degree k and I respectively, denote lifts of x and 
y by x ,y  E A, that is, crk(x) =  x and o fiy ) =  y where a denotes the principal symbol map. Then
gr(—, - )  : gr A  x gr A  -> gr A; {x ,y ) ^  <ji+ j+d ((x ,y ))
defines a Poisson bracket o f degree d on gr A  when extended linearly.
Proof. That gr(—, —) is a Poisson bracket follows directly from the definition of a proto-Poisson 
bracket. I t  is straightforward to see that the degree of (—, —) equals the degree of gr(—, —). □
3.2 Statem ent and applications
We state the main theorem of this chapter and give some applications. Corollaries 3.8 and 3.9 are 
known results which follow easily from Theorem 3.7, but our main interest is in Corollary 3.11.
We begin w ith  a straightforward lemma.
L em m a 3.6. Let R  be an affine commutative C-algebra with two Poisson brackets, } i  and 
{ —, — } 2 , such that { —, — } i  =  A{ — }2 fo r  some non-zero A € C. Let X  =  Spec R. Then the 
symplectic leaves o f X  with respect to } i  are the same as the symplectic leaves of X  with 
respect £o { —, —} 2 - In  particular, (X , { —, — } i )  has fin ite ly many symplectic leaves i f  and only i f  
(X , { —, — j-2 ) has fin ite ly  many symplectic leaves.
Proof. The rank of — } i  at any closed point m of X  is equal to the rank of { —, — }2 at m, so the
lemma follows from the definition of symplectic leaf. □
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T h e o re m  3.7. Let A  be a C-algebra with suitable filtra tion , T , and proto-Poisson bracket (—, —). 
Let g r^A  have Poisson bracket gr (— ) and let I  be a prime (—, —)-ideal o f A. Suppose X  =  
Spec g r^A  has fin ite ly  many symplectic leaves with respect to the Poisson bracket induced on it  by 
(—, —). Let Y  =  V(gr:FI) .  Then Y  is irreducible, and is the closure o f a symplectic leaf in  X .
The second claim follows quickly from the first. For suppose tha t Y  is irreducible. Since I  is 
a (—, — )-ideal i t  can easily be seen that gr^1  is a Poisson ideal, and therefore rad(gr,?r7) is also 
Poisson by [23, 3.3.2]. Hence Y  is a closed irreducible Poisson subvariety and is the closure of a 
symplectic leaf in X , by Theorem 1.43 (ii). We note that a version of Theorem 3.7 is true w ith  the 
weaker assumption tha t Y  (and not X )  has fin ite ly many symplectic leaves. Then Y  is irreducible, 
but is not necessarily the closure of a symplectic leaf of X .
We get as a corollary to Theorem 3.7 a proof of the result of Borho and Brylinski, [7], and 
Joseph, [42]. There is a detailed account closer in sp irit to the original proofs, including the 
background material required, in [78, §3 — 4].
C o ro lla ry  3.8. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, and let U(g) denote its enveloping 
algebra. Then the associated variety o f a prim itive ideal o fU (g ) is irreducible.
Proof. Let [—, —] denote the Lie bracket of g . There is suitable filtra tion , B , on U(g) where B\ =  g 
generates U{g) as an algebra and B{ =  {B i)1 for all i  >  1 . Now grU{g) =  Sg, and the variety 
Spec grU{g) can be identified w ith  g * .  As explained in Example 3.3 (i), setting , —) equal to the 
commutator on U{g) defines a proto-Poisson bracket on U{g). Therefore there is a Poisson bracket, 
g r(—, —), on gcU{g). However, since grU(g) =  Sg, i t  is clear that g r(—, —) is extended from the Lie 
bracket on g , giving the Kostant-K irillov Poisson bracket o f Example 1.28. Let P  be a prim itive 
ideal of U(g), and let Q be a minimal prim itive ideal contained in P. Now, g *  w ill never have finitely 
many symplectic leaves, but the Poisson subvariety V(grQ) does (by [78, Theorem 5.8]), the leaves 
being the nilpotent coadjoint orbits (see [55, Theorem 14.3.1]). I f  we now take A  =  U (g )/Q  w ith 
filtra tion  and proto-Poisson bracket induced from U{g), Theorem 3.7 tells us tha t V(grP) is an 
irreducible subvariety of V(grQ) and therefore also of g * .  □
We get as another corollary the following result which was proved by Ginzburg in [29, Theorem 
2.1].
C o ro lla ry  3.9. For any prim itive ideal I  o f e H ijCe, the variety V (grf I) is irreducible.
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Proof. Let [—, —] denote the commutator bracket on e i7 i)Ce. By Lemma 3.4 (i), gr[—, —] is a Poisson 
bracket of degree —2  on gr£ e H itCe =  S V G and so by [26, Lemma 2.23(i)] there is some non-zero 
A G C such that gr[—, —] =  A {—, — }w. By Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 1.44, Spec SVG, w ith  Poisson 
bracket gr[—, —], has fin ite ly many symplectic leaves. We can now apply Theorem 3.7: for any
prime ideal I  of eH\,ce, V(grf I) is irreducible. In  particular, this is true for any prim itive ideal
I .  □
We extend this to the case when t  =  0.
C o ro lla ry  3.10. For any Poisson prime ideal, I ,  o f eHo<ce, V (gr^I) is irreducible.
Proof. Let { —, —} denote the Poisson bracket on ei7o)Ce. By Lemma 3.4 (ii), { —, —} is a proto- 
Poisson bracket o f degree —2. By [26, Lemma 2.23], g r{—, —} =  A {—, —}w for some A G C*. 
Therefore by Theorem 1.44 and Lemma 3.6, V/G , w ith  Poisson bracket g r {—, — } has fin ite ly many 
symplectic leaves. Hence V(grf I) is irreducible. □
Finally we consider ZotC.
C o ro lla ry  3.11. Let I  be a Poisson prime ideal o f Zq,c. Then V (grz I) is irreducible.
Proof. Let denote the Satake isomorphism. Let P  be a prime ideal o f Zo)C, then by Theorem 1.31, 
P  is Poisson if  and only i f  i!){P) is Poisson. Furthermore, by Proposition 1.14, V(grz P) is irreducible 
i f  and only if  V(grz,0(P )) is irreducible, and, by Corollary 3.10, V(grf,0 (P )) is irreducible.
□
We spell out the implications of this last result for the symplectic leaves of X c =  Spec Zc. 
When we take any symplectic leaf <S in X c then S =  V(P) for some Poisson prime ideal of Zc 
(Theorem 1.43 (i)). Now Corollary 3.11 tells us that the associated variety o f P  is the closure of 
a symplectic leaf in V/G . However, the symplectic leaves of V /G  are known and are described by 
conjugacy classes of subgroups of G which are the stabilisers of some element of V , Example 1.37. 
We therefore obtain a map
C l: {Symplectic leaves in X c} —> {Conjugacy classes of subgroups in G}. (3.1)
The properties of Cl should give further information about the symplectic leaves of X c and perhaps 
also about the representation theory of H c, cf. Theorem 1.44. We shall discuss this further in the 
remarks at the end of this chapter, see also Corollary 5.8.
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3.3 M icrolocalisation
We describe the process of microlocalisation which is detailed in [78, § 3-4] and w ill be used in the 
proof of Theorem 3.7. Throughout this section we assume that A  is a C-algebra w ith  a Z-filtration, 
T . We shall say tha t a Z-filtra tion, B, of an A-module M  is compatible i f  T%Bj C Bi+ j for all i , j .  
The filtra tion  B is good if  it  is compatible, DneZ =  UnGZ &n =  M  and grBM  is a fin ite ly 
generated g r^A m odule .
Suppose that gr-TA  is a commutative algebra and that T  is a good filtra tion  of A. Let I  be an 
ideal of A  and U be an open subset of X  =  Specgr-^A defined by homogeneous elements, f i ,  ■■■, ft, 
of g r ^ A  In  other words, U =  X  \  V ( / i , . . . ,  f t )  where V ( / i , . . . ,  f t )  denotes the closed subvariety 
corresponding to the ideal generated by the f i.
We recall the definition of support. Let R  be a commutative ring and let N  be an .R-module. 
Then
suppr N  =  {P  G Spec R : Np  /  0}.
We write supp N when the ring is clear from the context. I t  is straightforward to show that when 
N  is fin ite ly generated then supp N =  V(ann N), [25, Corollary 2.7].
For M  =  A / / ,  consider the induced filtra tion  on M  (which we also call P )  - this is a good 
filtra tion  of M . Then
supp grz M  =  V(ann gr^ M )  =  V ^g r^ /) (3.2)
where the second equality is true since g r =  g r^ A /g r^ /.  Now g r^ M  defines a sheaf of Ox~ 
modules, M., on X  and we can calculate the sections of M. over U explicitly:
t
M (U )  =  {{m f i )*£ J }  (g r^A f)/. : m fi =  m f j  G (g r^ M ^ /.V z , j } .  (3.3)
i = 1
Lem m a 3.12. [78, Lemma 3.3] Let K  be the kernel o f the natural gr^A-module map
(3 : g rFM  —> M (U ); m  (m).
Then K  =  {m  G gr M  : fo r  each i  there exists N i in  N such that f i Nim =  0}, and 
(supp K )C \U  =  %.
Microlqcalisation introduces a new filtra tion , T, on M  which is compatible w ith  T  [78, Corollary
i
6.9]. We can give a description of T in terms of the fiS  introduced above. Let pi be the degree of
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f i  and for each i  choose a lift, fa, of f i  to A. Thus fa G T Pi and aPl(fa) =  f i , where aPi denotes 
the principal symbol map.
Let T  =  { 1 , . . . ,  t }  and suppose t  — ( i i , . . . ,  ifa) £ TN is an ordered iV-tuple of elements of T. 
Define
N  N
Pr — y  'jP iji =  faj € t Pt . 
j = i j = i
Then Tn =  {m  G M  : for all iV sufficiently large and for all t  G Z ^ , fa  ■ m  G Zvi+p,-}- We see T 
has the property tha t Z"i C Tj for a lH  G Z so that grr M  is a g r^A -module and there is a canonical 
map (of gr^A-modules) a  : g r^ M  —» grr M .
P ro p o s it io n  3.13. [78, Proposition 3.11J There exists a map of gr^A-modules 9 : grr M  —► M (U )  
which is injective and gives rise to the following commutative diagram:
gr t M  — gr r M  
9
M (U )
The following result w ill be key to the proof of Theorem 3.7: we w ill use i t  to prove that, in 
certain situations, A i(U )  is a fin ite ly generated gr^A-module.
T heo rem  3.14. [35, Proposition 5.11.1] Suppose R is an affine commutative algebra over C, N  is 
a fin ite ly generated R-module and W  is an open set in  SpeciL Let M  denote the sheaf of modules 
associated to N . Then the R-module J\f(W ) is fin ite ly  generated i f  and only i f  fo r  every prime 
P  G W  f l  AssN , P, the closure o f P  in  SpecR, satisfies
P  f l (Speci?\W) has codimension at least 2 in P. (3.4)
3.4 Proof of Theorem  3.7
Throughout this section we retain the hypotheses of Theorem 3.7. That is, let A  be a C-algebra w ith 
suitable filtration, T ,  and proto-Poisson bracket Let g r^A  have Poisson bracket g r(—, —)
and let I  be a prime (—, —)■-ideal of A. Suppose X  =  Spec g r^A  has fin ite ly  many symplectic 
leaves w ith  respect to g r(—, —). Let Y  =  V(gr^ I )  and let M  — A ] I .  A  closed subvariety of V  is 
said to be homogeneous i f  its defining ideal is a graded ideal of g r^ A /g r -^ / ;  an open subvariety of 
Y  is homogeneous i f  i t  is the complement of a closed homogeneous variety.
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By [23, 3.3.2] the minimal primes of gr *  A  over gr ^ 1  are all Poisson ideals. Thus we can choose 
an irreducible component of Y  of maximal dimension, and by Theorem 1.43 (ii) there exists a 
symplectic leaf S such that S is this component and S =  sm«S. Then Dim<S =  Dim<S =  D im Y , 
and by definition, the closed points of S all have rank equal to D im Y .
Lem m a 3.15.
(1) S is open in  Y .
(2) dim S \ S  <  dim«S — 2 — d im Y — 2.
(3) S is a homogeneous subvariety o fY  i.e. there exist homogeneous elements 
9 i ,  ■ • • , 9 s  e g r^ A /g r ^ I  such that S — Y \  V (p i, .. . ,g s).
Proof.
(1) Let Y  =  h  U  • • • U  4  be an irredundant irreducible decomposition of Y  w ith  I i  =  S. We 
claim that <S f l  I j  =  0 for all 2  < j < k .  I f  not, then for some j ,  S  f l  I j  contains a closed point 
of rank D im Y , m say. By Theorem 1.43 (ii) the smooth locus of I j , smI j ,  is a symplectic 
leaf in Y  which contains m. Then S =  sm I j  implies tha t I \  =  I j ,  a contradiction. Therefore 
Y  \  S =  (S \  S) U I 2 U  • • • U  Ik  is closed in Y.
(2 ) I t  is clear from the definition of symplectic leaves tha t they are even dimensional. We can 
write S \  S as a finite union of symplectic leaves, each of which has dimension less than S. 
The inequality follows because of even dimensionality.
(3) This is true because S =  sm l\. Since Y  is homogeneous I \  is also homogeneous so we 
may assume tha t the ideal of I \  is generated by homogeneous elements h \ , . . . , h i  in some 
polynomial ring C [x i, . . .  x m\. Now s ing/i is defined as the points vanishing at certain (m -  
r)  x (m — r )  minors of
(  d h i/d x j )  •




Parts (1) and (3) o f Lemma 3.15 imply that there is a homogeneous open set U C  X  such that 
U D Y  =  S. We write U =  X  \  V ( / i,  ■ ■ ■ , f t )  where the f i  are homogeneous elements of g r^ A  
We now turn to the microlocalisation techniques from Section 3.3. The gr^A m odu le , g r^ M , 
defines a sheaf of modules, M  on X . We only need to work w ith  the sections, M {U )  over the 
open set U from the previous paragraph. M (U )  was described explic itly  in (3.3). We also use the 
notation a, (3 and 6 from Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 3.13. Recall tha t via microlocalisation one 
introduces a new filtra tion , T, which is compatible w ith T .
We make the following two claims:
C la im  1 . T is a good filtra tion  of M .
C la im  2. s u p p ^ ^  M (U )  C  S.
Under the assumption that Claims (1 ) and (2 ) are true we prove Theorem 3.7.
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Now s u p p ^ ^  grr M  C  s u p p ^ ^  M {U )  because 0 is injective. The left 
hand side equals Y  by Claim ( 1 ) (see (3.2)) and the right hand side is contained in S by Claim (2). 
So we have Y  C  S which implies that Y  =  S and this proves the theorem. □
We prove Claims (1 ) and (2 ).
Proof of Claim (1). Recall that there are three conditions to check.
(a) HnGZ Fn =  0. Let M_oo =  ("Inez Tn. I t  is easy to check that M_oo is an Asub-bimodule of 
M . We see that grr (M_oo) =  0: for all i  £ Z, ( r in M _ o o ) / ( r j_ i nM _oo) =  (T i- i  n M _ o o )/( r i_ i n 
M - oo) =  0. Therefore the map gr:F(M _00) —» grr (M_oo) given by the restriction of the map a  
above, is the zero map. I t  follows |rom  Proposition 3.13 tha t grJF(M_o0) C K  where K  is the kernel 
of (3. By Lemma 3.12
supp gr^(M -oo) D U =  0. (3.5)
Now since M_oo is an Asub-bimodule of A / I ,  there is an ideal J  of A  such that I  C  J  C  A  
and M_oo =  J / I .  Suppose that M _ ^  ^  0. Then J  properly contains I .  I t  is a consequence 
of [49, Propositions 3.15 and 6 .6 ] tha t D im V(gr-?rJ) <  DimV(gr-7r/ )  =  DirmS. Let p be the defining 
ideal of S. The equality of closed sets (where the support is considered over gr-TA)
supp gr:F{ A / I )  — supp gr^ ( J / I )  Usupp gr^ ( A /J )
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implies that p £ supp g r ^ (J / / )  and therefore that S C supp gr^ ( J / I ) .  Hence S C S C 
supp gr^ ( J / I )  =  supp g r^ M -o o ). This contradicts (3.5) and so M_oo =  0.
(b) UnGZ r n =  M . This is straightforward because T n C Tn implies M  — |Jn T n Q Un Q M .
(c) grr  M  is a fin ite ly  generated gr-TA — module. To prove this we in fact show that M {U )  is a 
fin ite ly generated gr-^Amodule (which proves (c) by Proposition 3.13, since g r^A  is Noetherian). 
We would like to show that M (U )  is fin ite ly generated and so by Theorem 3.14 i t  suffices to show 
that each prime P  £ U CI Ass grT M  satisfies (3.4) w ith  R =  g r ^ A  Let P  £ U CI Ass g r^ M  C 
U D supp g r — S. By Lemma 1.29, P  is a Poisson prime ideal o f g r ^ A  Now U f l P  is a 
nonempty open subset of P  which means that it  contains a closed point m, and U f l  P  C S implies 
that m has rank D im Y . We conclude that D im P  =  D im Y  by [11, Lemma 3.1(5)], and therefore 
P  =  <5. Thus condition (3.4) is a consequence of Lemma 3.15 (2) and M (U )  is fin ite ly generated. 
This proves (c) and concludes the proof of (1). □
Proof of Claim (2). We must show that P  fi S => M (U )p  =  0. Let P  fi S. This is equivalent 
to there being a neighbourhood, Y, of P  in X  such tha t Y  n  S — 0. W ithou t loss of generality, 
we may assume that Y  is some standard open set Og for some g £ gr-^A w ith  g fi P. We have 
U  =  X  \  V ( / i , . . . , f t )  =  O /j U • • • U Oft ; for each i, O fi9 =  O fi f l Og is an open subset of U which 
intersects S triv ia lly . Since U  D Y  =<S we conclude that O fi9 is contained in the open set X  \  Y, 
and therefore that Y  C V (fig ). By considering the ideals of these subvarieties we deduce that 
rad(/j<7) C rad(ann g r^ M ). Hence there are integers ki so that (f ig )ki £ ann gr*r M . We consider 
a typical element • • • > e Let k =  m a x i{k i}, then for all i :
k
( f ig f r n ,  =  0  => ^  =  0  € gr* M fi => M (U )P =  0
P
and this proves (2 ). □
3.5 Remarks
1 . One can easily see that the map Cl from (3.1) is neither injective nor surjective in general. 
The fact it  is not always surjective follows from Proposition 1.25. Here the varieties X c are 
all smooth for c ^  0 and so have just one leaf, Corollary 1.45, whereas X q is singular so has 
more than one leaf. On the other hand, the failure of in jectiv ity  follows directly from the
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calculation of the varieties X c associated to the cyclic subgroups T C  SL(2, C), which is found 
in [8 ]. More precisely, Xq has two leaves in this case and there exist X c w ith  >  2  leaves when 




The sym plectic leaves o f X c via  
quivers
We use Theorem 4.2 to  describe the symplectic leaves of a Marsden-Weinstein reduction for which 
the local normal form exists. We apply this to the reductions associated to representations of quivers 
to deduce that the stratification by symplectic leaves equals the stratification by representation type. 
F inally we extend Theorem 2.10 to all values of the parameter c to establish an isomorphism between 
the variety X c for wreath products and a Marsden-Weinstein reduction for a quiver. Furthermore we 
show that this isomorphism is Poisson up to nonzero scalar multiple and so identifies the symplectic 
leaves of each variety. We discuss symplectic leaves for reductions in Section 4.1. The proof of our 
main result, Corollary 4.25, occupies Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
4.1 The sym plectic lqaves of M arsden-W einstein reductions
Throughout this section let M  be a symplectic variety w ith  corresponding 2-form, u>. Let G be a 
connected reductive algebraic group w ith a Hamiltonian action on M  and denote by f i the resulting 
moment map. Let £  be a fixed point in g*. Let Z  :=  / i - 1 (£ ) and let Me denote the corresponding 
Marsden-Weinstein reduction, Z //G .  Let tt : Z  —> Me  be the orbit map. Recall from Section 2.1 
that we can s tra tify  M e  by orb it type:
M e  =  IJ (M c)r  (4.1)
(  t £ T
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where T  is the set o f conjugacy classes of subgroups of G which occur as the stabilisers of points
in Z .
We would like to relate this stratification to the stratification by symplectic leaves. Since 
symplectic leaves are by definition connected, we take connected components of the orbit type 
strata. For any r  G T  we can decompose (M £)T into its connected components C \ where i  runs 
over some index set Xr . Since {M e)T is locally closed in the Zariski topology (Proposition 2.3), the 
C \ are subvarieties of (M e)T and the set XT is finite. Let Z (#) =  {z  G Z  : Gz is conjugate to H }.
Lem m a 4.1. Let r  G T  and let H  G r .  Then n  Z (#) is a nonempty open G-stable
subset of Z(h ).
Proof. Let z G Z (jj). By (4.1) there exists a cr G T  such that 7r ( z )  G {Me)a- Let X a =  [ } v<a{M e)v 
which is a closed subset of Me  by Proposition 2.3. I f  the orbit G ■ z is closed in Z  then a =  r . 
I f  this orbit is not closed then cr ^  t  and the unique closed orb it in 7r- 1 (7r(z)) has dimension 
s tric tly  less than D im G  • z, therefore r  a and we have (M e)T r )X a =  0. Let S =  {cr g T  : 7r(z) G 
(■Mc)ct for some z G •£(//)} and let S' =  <S \{r}. By definition we have 7r- 1 (Ucre5 — Z(H)-
Furthermore we have (Jo-es =  (M c)r  U (Jo-€S' Therefore
f ‘((Mi)r)nzm  = ( ^ ‘(U  x*)nz(H)) = z m \( lr- 1( y  xa)nzm )
c6 S  0G.S' <t € S '
is open in Z ^ y  Tha t this set is nonempty and G-stable follows from the definition of Z^jj) and 
Lemma 2.1. □
The following theorem is based very closely on [74, Theorem 2.1]. This earlier result was proved
over M and for a compact Lie group, we provide fu ll details to verify that the result carries over to
*
our situation.
T heo rem  4.2. Suppose that the local normal form  fo r p exists. Then the decomposition Me =  
L |{C ; : r  S T , i  6  1T} is a stratification of Me into a disjoint union of symplectic manifolds. 
Denote by (^o)r the symplectic form  on C \. The pullback o f the symplectic form, n*(u>q)1t , to 
Z^Hj Z(h ) f i  7r_ 1 (G^) equals the restriction to Z ^  of the symplectic fo rm  cu.
Proof. We first give the proof when C =  0. Let r  G T  and choose a representative of r ,  H . Let 
(  G (M c )t  and Gm  C  Z  be the unique closed orbit in 7t -1 (£). Let T  =  (G x  f)-1* x  M ) / /H .  
Since we are assuming that the local normal form for p exists we can work in the model space T;
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that is, there is G-invariant holomorphic bijection, intertw ining symplectic structures, between a 
neighbourhood of Gm  in M  and a neighbourhood of G /H  x O x O in Y .  Recall tha t the moment 
map for the action of G on Y is denoted J.
Let Y(jj-) =  {y  G Y : Gy is conjugate to i f } ,  where Gy denotes the stabiliser of y w ith  respect 
to the action of G on Y. Let y G Y (//). Then we can write y =  [#,£, m], and for all x G Gy, 
[2;g,£,rh\ =  [g,£,m ], tha t is, there exists h G H  such that (xg,£,rh) =  (gh, A d *(h -1 )£, h~l m). By 
considering the first component of y we deduce that g~l Gyg =  i f ,  and therefore for all h G i f , 
Ad*(h)£ =  £ and hm =  m. The moment map y  is obtained from the Hamiltonian function described 
in Theorem 2.18. Thus hm =  m  for all h G i f  implies that y(m ) =  0. Therefore
J - 1 (0) n  Y (//) =  {[< ? ,£ , rh] : Ad*(/i)£ =  £ , hm =  m  for a ll h G i f  and £  - f  y(m ) =  0}
=  £ =  0 and hm =  m  for all h G i f }
=  (G x M h ) / / H  =  G /H  x M h ,
where M h  is the subspace of fixed points of M , which is a symplectic subspace of M .
Let ClT be the connected component of (M c )r  containing £. By Lemma 4.1 is a nonempty 
open G-stable subset of Z(h ) ■ Thus the local normal form allows us to identify a neighbourhood of 
Gm  in w ith  J - 1 (0 ) ( lY ( //)  in a G-equivariant way. Considering the orb it maps restricted to 
each of these we see tha t there is a (complex) neighbourhood of £ G C \ which is holomorphically 
bijective w ith an open subset of (G /H  x M h ) / /G  =  M h • Therefore C%T a symplectic manifold.
Let u>h  be the symplectic form on M h , and consider the G-quotient map, a  : G /H  x M  —* M .
I f  we th ink of the former space as a submanifold of the symplectic manifold Y, whose symplectic
form we denote by m, then i t  is clear tha t w \q/ h ^ m  ~  a *u H- ^  f°U°ws from the local normal
form that the quotient map ir : %(h ) can faken to be, locally at least, the quotient map
a. Therefore ui\Zi =  7r*(u;o)r- (H)
For general £  we use the ‘shifting tr ick ’ to reduce to the case above. £  is a symplectic variety 
in a triv ia l way, so we form the product M  x — £, which is a symplectic variety w ith  moment map 
—£) =  y{m ) H— £. The local normal form for y! w ill exist because i t  does so for y, and we 
can identify y!~l  (0 ) / /G  w ith  y ~ l  ( £ ) / /G . □
We note that the strata {M c )T are not necessarily connected and it  is possible that the connected 
components have differing dimensions (see [74, Remark 2.6]). However, by Proposition 2.4 when
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M  is a finite dimensional vector space on which G acts linearly then the (M c )r  are all irreducible 
in the Zariski topology. In  particular they are connected.
One can explain the phenomenon of different components of (M £)r  being symplectic manifolds 
of possibly different dimensions in terms of the G-action on M . Let G x , Gy be closed orbits in 
M  such that their stabilisers are conjugate to i f  C G. The vector spaces M x and M y are both 
//-modules but i t  is possible that (M x)h  and (M v)h  have different dimensions. This notion is put 
into a general framework in [54].
In light of the theorem, we know that the Z ^  are manifolds and i t  turns out that these are 
well behaved w ith  respect to Hamiltonian vector fields of invariant functions.
Lem m a 4.3. Let f  G 0 ( M ) G, and let Ef be the Hamiltonian vector fie ld of f . Then fo r  all 
z G “ f i z) is contained in the tangent space TzZ^Hy
Proof. I t  follows from [55, Proposition 10.5.2] tha t /  being G-invariant means that travelling along 
the integral curve to  Ef(z) preserves stabiliser type. Thus the integral curve to Ef(z) is contained 
i n Z {H). □
Theorem 4.2 allows us to define a bracket on 0 (M c )\  we describe this and compare it  to the 
Poisson bracket from Proposition 2.20. Let { —, - }  be the canonical Poisson bracket on 0 ( M ) and 
{ —, —} i  the bracket on O (M c) induced from , —} as in Proposition 2.20. We can define another 
bracket, { —, - } 2 , on O (M c) in the following way. Let / ,  g G 0 {M c )  and p  G C lT for some t g T  
and some i  G Xr . Then define {/,<?}2 (p) =  { / | r i ,p |r  where f \ r i ,g \Ti denote the restrictions 
to C l of /  and g respectively and { —, —} .^ is the Poisson bracket on Og°l (C l)  induced by the 
symplectic form, (wo)(Tp I t  is not clear that this is a Poisson bracket on O (M c)- we remedy this 
below.
The following proposition is based on [74, Proposition 3.1].
P ro p o s itio n  4.4. The brackets } i  and }2 are equal.
Proof. Let f ,g  G O (M c)- Let r  G T , H  G r  and po G C l for some i  G Zr . I t  suffices to show that 
{ f,9 } i{P o ) =  { f , 9 } 2 {po)- Let p G 7T_ 1 ( p 0 )  and let /,<? G 0 ( M ) G be such that /  +  I G =  f  and 
g +  I G =  g where I  is the ideal of functions in 0 { M ) vanishing on p r l {C). Then { / ,^ } i(p o )  =  
{/»£}(? )•
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By Lemma 4.3, E j, the Hamiltonian vector field of /  w ith  respect to the symplectic form on 
M , is tangent to Z(Hy In particular we have ^ j(p )  6  Tp(Z 1^ ) .
By Theorem 4.2, we have w |7i =  7t*(cjo)L v I t  is shown in the proof o f Theorem 4.2 that
I Z ( H )
the map 7r : —> C \ is a (complex analytic) fibration of type G /H .  Thus the differential
dnp : TP( Z ^ )  —» Tpq{C%t ) is surjective. For all 0 £ TP(Z 1^ ) ,
(d7rp(0 )) ( [/])  =  0 ( [/ ])  =uj{E j{p),< j)) =  n*{uo)\T)(Ej{p),<l>) =  {uo)\T){dnp{Zj(p)),dTrp<l>).
Therefore d/Kp(E j(p )) =  S/(po) (the latter Hamiltonian vector field being defined w ith  respect to 
(w0 )JTj). By definition of the bracket , — }2 we have { f ,g h (p o )  =  (w0 ) |T)(E/(po), Efl(po)), and 
then one calculates
{ / , f f } 2 ( p o )  =  {uJo)\T ) ( E f { p o ) , E g { p0 ) )  =  ( u o ) \ T ) {d i rp { Z j ( p ) ) , d T r p ( E g ( p ) ) )
-  n * M \ T ) { E j ( p ) , Z g ( p ) ) = u j ( E j ( p ) , Z g ( p ) )  =  { f , g } { p ) =  { f , g } i ( p o ) .
□
Thus we refer to the Poisson bracket on O (M c) by { —, —}• The next proposition is a generali­
sation of Example 1.37. Recall tha t in tha t situation we have M  a symplectic vector space and G 
a finite subgroup of the symplectic group of M . Then the symplectic leaves of M /G  are the orbit 
type strata.
P ro p o s itio n  4.5. The C \ are the symplectic leaves o f M e- There are fin ite ly  many symplectic 
leaves and they are irreducible locally closed subvarieties.
Proof. Let r  £ T. The set X  = l><T U is ,,  C l is closed by Proposition 2.3. Let I  be the defining 
ideal of X . Let p G X  so that p € C l for some v and j .  For any /  £ 0 {M £ )  and i  £ I  we have 
{ / ,* } (? )  =  { / L j ^ L j K f a )  =  { /L j» ° }£ (p )  =  °» that is /  is a Poisson ideal of G {M C). Thus X  is 
a Poisson subvariety of Me-
Let p £ ClT. Let S be the symplectic leaf through p in  Me. Since X  is Poisson we have S C X  
by Lemma 1.41. Proposition 4.4 says that the restriction map O (X )  —> is Poisson. By
T
Proposition 2.3 C%T is open in X  and therefore Cy C S by Proposition 1.42.
On the other hand, the set X ' =  X  \  C \ is closed and an identical argument to that of the first 
paragraph shows that it  is a Poisson subvariety of Me- Now i f  S f l  X '  ^  0 then S C X '  by Lemma
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1.41, but this cannot happen because p £ X ' . Therefore S C. X  \  X ' =  C \. Thus the C \ are the 
symplectic leaves and the remaining facts follow from Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 1.43 (ii). □
We have given two examples of Marsden-Weinstein reduction: Calogero-Moser space and the 
spaces N (X , a) associated to any quiver. In  order to apply the above proposition we require that 
the local normal form of the moment map exists and that the reduction occurs at a coadjoint orbit 
which is a fixed point. These are true in the example of representations of deformed preprojective 
algebras by Corollary 2.36.
C o ro lla ry  4.6. The symplectic leaves o fJ \f(A, a) are the representation type strata.
Proof. By Lemma 2.26 the representation type strata are equal to the orb it type strata, and by 
Proposition 2.4 these strata are connected. □
We can use this corollary and the facts we know about symplectic leaves to calculate the smooth 
locus of A/”(A, a). We emphasise that this result is already known, as follows. For a  G Ea, Le Bruyn 
proved that the smooth locus of A/^A, a) is the stratum of representation type (1, a), [52, Theorem 
3.2]. For general a  we have a decomposition a =  +  • • • a ^  w ith  c r^ G Ea as in Theorem 2.30
(1). Then collecting terms we have W(A, a) =  n f= i  Sym.7” 1 A/*(A, for some s. One observes 
that for any smooth affine algebraic variety X  w ith Dim X  > 2  the smooth locus of Symn X  is the 
set {[aq ,. . . ,  xn\ : Xi ^  Xj for al\ i  ^  j } .  I t  follows that the smooth locus of A /(A , a) is the stratum 
of representation type (1 , cr^ 1^ ; . . . ;  l , c r ^ ) .
We give a proof utilising Corollary 4.6.
Theo rem  4.7. Let X e C 1 and a  G N R *. The smooth locus o fJ \f(X ,a ) coincides with the stratum 
of representation type .. T; 1 ,c r^ ) ,  where a =  u ^  is the unique decomposition
from Theorem 2.30 (1).
Proof. Let r  =  (1, cr^ 1) ; . . . ;  1, < j^ ) . Then Dim7?.T =  DimA/"(A, a) by Proposition 2.28 and Theorem 
2.30 (3). Therefore 7ZT =  J\f(X ,a) because both varieties are irreducible. By Lemma 4.6 and 
Theorem 1.43 (ii), Tlr  is the smooth locus o ih f{X ,c t). □
In  particular, we have established that the smooth locus of W(A, a) is always symplectic. We 
can determine whether A/"(A, a) is smooth in terms of roots of Q. We write ot =  +  • • • =
Y li= i : by collecting like terms.
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C o ro lla ry  4.8. M (A, a) is smooth i f  and only i f a  =  Y li= 1 is the only possible decomposition
of a as a sum of elements o /E a  and fo r each i, p(o-W) >  0  implies that m* =  1 .
Proof By the theorem, A/(A, a) is smooth if  and only i f  (1 , c r ^ ; . . . ;  1, a ^ )  is the unique represen­
tation type. The result follows from Lemma 2.27. □
We also show how to work out the symplectic leaves of J\f(A, a). This amounts to finding each 
of the possible decompositions of a as a sum of vectors in  Ea and listing the representation types 
arising out of each decomposition.
For a decomposition
a - m \o t \ - \  b m sa s +  n\f3\ -I b m tPt (4.2)
where c^, (3j £ Ea for all i, p(at ) =  0  and p((3j) >  0  for all j ,  the corresponding representation types 
of A7(A, a:) axe labeled by t-tuples of partitions. More precisely, let Pj be the set of partitions of rij, 
and for any a £ Pi denote its length by 1(a). A ll the representation types coming from (4.2) are 
parametrised naturally by P\ x • • • x Pt by Lemma 2.27. For each (cri, . . . ,  a t) £ P\ x • • • x Pt we denote 
the corresponding representation type by T(crii_ jCrt). Then Dim7£T((7i } =  2 Y ? j= \K aj)p (P j)  by 
Proposition 2.28.
4.2 An isomorphism between and Calcj /  G(nS)
We recall some notation introduced in  Example 2.9. Let n  be an integer greater than one. Let L  
be a two dimensional symplectic vector space w ith  symplectic basis x, y. Let T C S L(L ) be a finite 
subgroup. Let R  be the regular representation of T. Denote by er £ Endr(-R) the projector onto 
the tr iv ia l representation. Let c : T ' \ { l } —> C b e a  class function. Let c £ Endr(-R) multiplication 
by the central element X ^ r\{ i}  £ (t)7 - bet O be the GL(n, (C)-conjugacy class formed by all n  x n- 
matrices of the form P  — Id, where P  is a semisimple rank one m atrix  such that tr (P ) =  tr(Id ) =  n. 
Define
Calc =  {V  £ H om r(L ,E nd€ ( iT ) )  : [V (x), V (y)] £ ^ c i\T \0  ® er  +  Id ® c },
where c\ £ C and |r|CA <g> er +  Id <g)c C End(Cn) <8 > Endp(i?) =  Endp(Cn <S> R) =  Endp(Rn)-
Recall from Example 2.11 that for a  £ Nfc we define
k
G(a) =  n G L ( o i ,C ) .
i= 1
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For any a  we have <CX C G(o;) as the subgroup {(A Ida i) : A E C x }. I f  5o, - . . ,  Sk are the irreducible 
representations of T (w ith So the triv ia l representation) and 5 £ N fc+1 the vector w ith  5i =  Dime Si 
then there is an isomorphism of groups G(n<S) =  A u tr (R n). Thus G(n<5) :=  G (n S )//C x acts on 
Calc and the quotient Calc/ /  G(nS) is Calogero-Moser space for Tn.
We make the connection between Calogero-Moser space for Tn and the representations of certain 
deformed preprojective algebras. Recall the McKay graph of T from (1.4): i t  is simply laced and so 
in particular contains no double edges. Let Q be the extended Dynkin diagram given by choosing an 
orientation of the McKay graph. I t  has vertex set I  where each vertex corresponds to  an irreducible 
representation of T so we have I  =  { 0 , . . . ,  k}. Then <5 is the minimal imaginary root for Q as in 
Section 2.3. Define a linear map
A :C fc+1— > C7, c =  (c i,c ) A (c i,c )fc = ( - i c i t r 5 fc^ 7  +  t r 5fc ^  0 (7 )7 )
7er 7 e r \{ i}
= ( "C i|r |n < 5 0fc +  t r 5 fcc).
Now consider the quiver Q' defined by adding a vertex 0 0  to the quiver Q and adding one arrow 
from the vertex 0 0  to the vertex 0. Let I '  =  { 0 0 } U  I  and let A'(c) =  (—A(c) • n5, A(c)) £ C1' . Let 
too +  nS £ C1' be the vector w ith  1 in the 0 0  position and n5i in  the ith  position for i  £ I .  We have 
the Marsden-Weinstein reduction corresponding to Q', A'(c) and +  n5:
N ’ ( \ '( c )Je00 +  n6) =  { { B , i , j )  £ @ M a t(n < ^ (a) x n fy a),C ) © M a t(n £ 0 x 1 ,C)
a € A
© M a t( l x n<5o,C) : Hn&{x) +  i j  -  j i  =  A '(c ) } / /  G(eoo +  n5).
R e m a rk  4.9. As noted in [16, Section 1 ] AT(A'(c), eoo +  n5) can be described as one of the quiver 
varieties defined by Nakajima, see [61].
There is an isomorphism G(n6) =  G(€oo +  nS) given by (gi) (1 , (gi))C*. We shall identify 
these two groups in what follows.
T heo rem  4.10. For any T, n >  1 and c £ C fc+1 there is a Poisson isomorphism
J\f (A'(c), Coo +  n5) =  C alc/ /  G(n5).
We prove Theorem 4.10 in several stages. We begin by noting an equivalent form for Calc/ /  G(n5). 
By the adjunction of Horn and <g> we have H om r(L , Endc(Rn)) =  H om p(L 0 Rn, Rn), and this iden­
tification is G(n5)-equivariant. Let V  £ Homp(L <8 > Rn , Rn) so that V  =  x* ® <j) -I- y* ® if) for some
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0 ,0  G Endc(-Rn). Then [V (x), V(f/)] =  00  — 00. In this way i t  is straightforward to check that 
[V (x), V(y)] is the map
[V, V] : Rn L ® L ® R n L ® R n — ^  Rn (4.3)
where £ is the T-map
<£ : C —> L  0  L, C(l) =  x  ® y  — y ® x. (4.4)
Therefore
Calc/ /G {n 8 )  =  {V  G Homr (L ® Rn, i? n ) : [V ,V ] G i Ci|r|C> 0  er  +  Id ® c } / /  G(rwf).
We shall apply the shifting trick (used in a tr iv ia l way in the proof of Theorem 4.2) to 
Calc/ /  G(n8). Let m  =  —^ n c i|r |.  Let Cm be the GL(n, C)-conjugacy class formed by all n  x n- 
matrices which are semisimple, whose rank is less than or equal to one and whose trace is equal 
to m  (this is the same notation used in Example 2.22). We th ink of End(n5)o as a subspace of 
End(ntf) and the la tte r is acted upon by G (nS). I t  is im portant to make this observation for what 
follows because — ^ c i |r| Id(g>ep G End(n<5) but not in End(n<5)o- Let
Y  =  {(V , P) G Homr (X ® Rn, Rn) x jCm ® er  : [V, V] +  P  =  -  ^ c i |T| Id  <g>er  +  Id ® c}, (4.5)
w ith the natural action of G(n8). The space Homp(L <8 > Rn, Rn) x Cm <8 > ep is Poisson by Example 
2.15, and there is a moment map for the G(n<5)-action given by the sum of moment maps for each 
component, Lemma 2.19. Thus Y / /  G(n<5) is a Marsden-Weinstein reduction.
Lem m a 4.11. There is a Poisson isomorphism
j*
Calc//G (n 8 )  =  Y //G (n 8 ).
Proof. The map Homp(L ® Rn, Rn) x Cm <g> ep —> Homp(L ® Rn, Rn) given by projection onto the 
first component is a G(n5)-equivariant Poisson morphism. Now (V , P) G Y  i f  and only i f  [V, V] G 
\ d \T \0  ® ep +  Id<g)c so the projection map induces isomorphisms Calc =  Y  and Calc/ /  G(n8) =  
Y / /  G(n5). This la tte r isomorphism is Poisson by Proposition 2.20. □
R e m a rk  4.12. We note a feature of the definition of Y  in  (4.5). The variety Y  is the fibre 
of a moment map above the element — | c i | r |  Id <8 >ep +  Id<g)c £ End(n£) =  LieG(n£)* but this
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element does not lie in  End(n£)o- The subgroup C x C G(n6) acts tr iv ia lly  on Homp(L ® R n, Rn) x 
C.m 0  er so one m ight expect tha t a corresponding moment map w ill have image in Lie(n5)o =  
Lie(G(n<i)/Cx )* C End(n^). This does not have to be the case though, see Remark 2.16.
The varieties, A7(A, a), are reductions defined over a single fixed point. The Calogero-Moser 
space is a Marsden-Weinstein reduction but is defined over coadjoint o rb it which a larger than just 
a single point. Thus to establish Theorem 4.10 we simplify to this la tte r case. Let
Calc =  { (V , 7, J) e Homr (7, 0  Rn, Rn) © (Rn)r  0  ((Rn) * f  : [V, V ] +  (7 0  J)
1 (4-6)
=  - - c i | T | I d 0 er +  I d 0 c}.
The F-invariant elements of Rn =  ® f = 0  S fn5i are the components corresponding to the tr iv ia l 
representation, tha t is, (Rn)r  =  S®n =  Cn. An action of G(n£) on (Rn)r  is obtained by {gi)-v =  g$v 
for all (gi) e G(n5) and v € Cn. O f course, the 0 th  component of G(n<5) is simply GL(n, C) and 
(Rn)r  is its natural representation. The vector space (Rn)r  © ((Rn)*)r  is symplectic w ith form cj, 
where u ( ( I ,  J), ( / ',  J ')) =  — J(7 ;) +  J '(7). Note that this form differs by a sign from the one defined 
in  Section 1.4 for symplectic vector spaces formed by doubling. The action of GL(n, C) preserves 
this form. The corresponding moment map (Theorem 2.18), (Rn)r  © ((Rn)*)r  —> g l* , is given by 
(7, J) [A  i—► ^uj(A  • (7, J), (7, J )) =  J {A I) ) .  I f  we compose this w ith  the trace pairing then we 
get v : (Rn)r  © ((72n)*)r  —* gln; i/(7, J) =  7 0  J. By Proposition 2.17 u is GL(n, C) equivariant and 
Poisson. Note that v is a moment map for the Hamiltonian action of GL(n, C); in Example 2.22 
we calculated a moment map for the action of C x .
The varieties H om r(L  0  Rn,R n) and (Rn)r  © ((Rn)*)r  are symplectic and both are endowed 
w ith  a Hamiltonian action by G(n5). By Lemma 2.19, H om r(L  0  Rn, Rn) © (Rn)r  © ((Rn)*)r  is a
S* A A
symplectic variety and the action of G(nS) is Hamiltonian. Therefore the space C alc/ /  G(n5) is a 
Marsden-Weinstein reduction. We denote the moment map by p, explic itly  this is
p : Homr (L  0  Rn, Rn) © (Rnf  © ((Rn)*)r  End (n<S); (V , 7, J) ^  [V, V] +  7 0  J.
The map p is Poisson and G(n5)-equivariant by Proposition 2.17.
P ro p o s itio n  4.13. There is an isomorphism of Poisson varieties C a lc/ /  G(n5) =  Calc/ /  G(nS).
Proof. There is the natural projection of groups G(n<5) —> G(n6 ) which induces an inclusion 
End(n<5)o —» End(n<5). Recall that m =  — ^ n c i|r |.
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Suppose first tha t c\ ^  0. Taking traces of the defining equation of C alc,
[V, V] + 7  ® J  =  — ^ c i |T| Id ®ep +  Id  <g>c, (4.7)
yields trRn(7®  J ) =  tiR n(—^ c i|r |  Id® e r) +  trR n(Id® c) =  m, since c is traceless on the regular 
representation. Therefore 7 ® J  £ 0 ln is a rank one m atrix w ith  trace m  (which implies tha t i t  is 
semisimple).
Recall the notation and results from Examples 2.8 and 2 .2 2 . Let V  =  Cn © (Cn)* =  (Rn)r  © 
((Rn)*)r . As explained in Example 2.8, the quotient Um parametrises the C x-orbits of the zero set
in V  of the function c \r\-\ \-Cnrn — m. We shall call this zero set Vm. By the previous paragraph
p_1 (—^ c i|r |  Id®ep +  Id® c) C  Hornp(L © Rn, Rn) x Vm. The map p is constant on C x-orbits so 
induces a map p : Homp(7, ® Rn, Rn) x Um —> End(n£) such that
Homr { L ® R n,R n) x Vm (4.8)
Homp(L ® Rn, Rn) x Um > End(n<5)
commutes. Here 7Tcx is the orb it map for the C x action. Now, p is G(n<5)-equivariant and so is 
7rCx. Therefore the fact that ttq*. is surjective and po  ttqx =  p im ply that p is G(n£)-equivariant 
also.
On the other hand, recall the isomorphism t : Um —> Cm from Example 2.22; this is a Poisson 
GL(n, C)-equivariant isomorphism. We claim that the following diagram commutes
Homr (L  ® Rn, Rn) x Um
Id x t
Homp(L ® Rn, Rn) x £ m — -—  --------End(n<5),
where l  is the embedding Cm <—> Cm ® ep C  End(nJ) and [—, —] +  t is the map taking (V, M )  £ 
Homp(L ® Rn,R n ) x £ m to [V, V ] +  i{M ).  I t  follows from the surjectiv ity of ir£x and (4.8) 
that it  suffices to show that p(V , 7, J) =  ([—, —] +  0  ° x ° (V , 7, J) for all (V , 7, J) £
Homp(7/® Rn, Rn) x Vm. However, (Id x t) o7rCx (V , 7, J) =  (V , 7®  J ) which implies that ([—, - ]  +  
l)  o (Id x i ) o  7Tcx (V , 7, J) =  ([—, —] +  0 (V , 7 ® J ) =  [V, V ] -f 7 ® J  =  p(V , 7, J) as required. 
Therefore p is a moment map for the G(n5) action. By Lemma 2.21 the map Id  x t  induces a 
Poisson isomorphism p- 1 ( - ^ c i| r | Id ® e p  +  I d ® c ) / / G(nS) =  Y f / G(n£).
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Let S be the coordinate ring of H o m r(L 0 .RT\-R n) © V, let J  be the defining ideal of H o m r(L 0  
Rn, Rn) x Vm and let I  be the defining ideal of p~l (—^ c i |r| Id 0 e p  +  Id  0 c). We have J  C I  C i£, 
and both J  and I  are G(n5)-stable. The coordinate ring of H om r(L<g>Rn, Rn) x Um is T  =  5 C>< /  J c * 
and this is a Poisson algebra: i t  is the coordinate ring for a reduction of the C x action, Example
2 .2 2 . By (4.8), the defining ideal of p- 1 (—^ c i|r |  I d 0 ep +  I d 0 c) is / CX/ J CX. Since p is a moment 
map for the G(n6) action, we can take the reduction p_ 1 (—^ c i|r |  I d 0 ep +  I d 0 c ) / /  G(n<5) whose 
coordinate ring is
( T / ( /C>< /  J C>< ))G(n<5) =  7 16 (n5) ^ jC x j  jC x ^G(n5) ^  gG(n5) jjG{n6) (4 9)
(here we are using the reductivity of G (nS) several times). Thus there is an isomorphism
p" 1 ( - i c i  |r| Id  0 er  +  Id  0 c ) / /  G(nS) =* p~l ( - ^  |T| Id  0 er  +  Id  0 c ) / /  G{n6). (4.10)
To compare Poisson forms we denote the Poisson brackets of S and T  by { —, — }s  and — } t
respectively. Then for all t , t '  G T ^ n5  ^ we can w rite t =  s +  J ^ n5\ t '  =  s' +  for some
s, s' G S ^ n5\  Now { t + ( / CX/J rCX)6 (Tl(5), f /+ ( / <CX/ J CX)6(n<5)} =  { t ^ t ^ T + I ^ / J ^  =  ( {s ,s '}5+  
jG(nS)^ jG(nS)^jG(nS) Under the isomorphism (4.9) this last element maps to {s, s '}s  +  /G(n<5). 
I t  follows that isomorphism (4.10) is Poisson.
Now suppose that c\ =  0. Then
Calc =  {(V , I ,  J ) G Homr (L  0  i T ,  Rn) © (Rnf  © ((Rn)*)r  : [V, V ] +  ( /  0  J) =  Id  0 c}.
Consider the closed Poisson subvariety o f Calc,
Z  =  {(V , / ,  J)  G C alc : I  =  J  — 0}.
a *
I t  is clear that projecting onto the first component induces a Poisson isomorphism Z /  j  G(n<5) =  
Calc/  G(n5). Therefore we have the following diagram
Calc//G (n S ) 2* Z //G (n 5 )  <-> C alc//G {n S ). (4.11)
By Proposition 4.24 there is a surjective algebra homomorphism <f>* : 0 (C a lc/ /  G(n5)) —> Zc 
where the latter algebra is the centre of a symplectic reflection algebra for a wreath product and 
in particular has K ru ll dimension 2n. Therefore D im C alcf /  G(n5) >  2 n. On the other hand 
Theorem 4/16 and Lemma 4.17, which we shall prove below, im ply tha t C alc/ /  G(n5) is irreducible 
of dimension 2 n. Therefore Z / /  G(n5) =  C alc/ /  G(n6) and the result follows. □
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We state some results we shall need to complete the last stage of the proof of Theorem 4.10. 
Recall the map £ from (4.4); dually, the form u>l defines a T-map ujl : L  0  L  —> C.
Lem m a 4.14. [19, Lemma 3.1] I f  M  and N  are CT-modules, then there is an isomorphism
H om r(L  0  M ,N )  —* H om r(M , L  0  N );
where ^  =  ( 1 0  4>)(( 0  1 ).
The following result is a reformulation of [19, Lemma 3.2]. We m im ic the proof therein making 
the necessary minor changes.
P ro p o s itio n  4.15. One can choose maps ©a G H o m r(L 0  St(a),Sh(a)) f or each cl £ A  in such a 
way that the 9a give a basis fo r  each of the spaces H om r(L  0  Si, S j) and fo r  each a G A
°aOba* =  J — ls h{a) and 9a*9ba =  -  J _ l 5
°h(a)  dt(a)
Proof. Recall the extended Dynkin diagrams listed in Section 1.4. Suppose that the underlying 
graph of Q is of type A n, and w ithout loss of generality we give Q the cyclic orientation. Then 
S =  (1 , 1 , . . . ,1 ,1 ) .  The group T is cyclic w ith  generator g such that gx =  rjx and gy =  r f xy where
2iri
rj — e~™~. The irreducible representations Si are one dimensional w ith  g acting as m ultip lication by 
r f.  Choose a nonzero element Si G Si for each i. Now i f  a G A  then a : i  —*■ i  +  1 for some i  and we
set
9a{x 0  Si) =  s*+i, 9a{y® S i) =  0; 9a*{x  0  Sj+i) =  0, 9a*{y  ® s*+i) =  s*.
These maps clearly satisfy the proposition.
Now suppose tha t the underlying graph of Q is of type D  or E. We note that Q is a tree. For 
each a £ A  choose nonzero homdmorphisms 9a : L  0  St(a) —* Sh(a)» ^a* : L  0  5/l (a) —» St(a). Then 
9a9ba* and 9a*9\ are nonzero endomorphisms of S ^ ^  and 5 ^ a) respectively. By rescaling the 9a one 
can find nonzero scalars m i for each i  £ I  such that
M S * = % (a)ls Ma) and 9a*9ba = - m t{a)l St(a). (4.12)
This is achieved as follows. F irst fix  the value m i for some vertex i. Then, i f  the m i have been 
defined for all vertices in a connected piece of Q and i f  a is an arrow connecting a vertex i inside 
the piece and a vertex j  outside, one of the two equations above fixes 9a, 9a* up to scalar multiples, 
and the other equation fixes m j.
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Thus 0ba*9a is m ^a) times the projection of L 0 St(a) onto S/^q), and 9ba9a* is —m t^  the projection 
of L  0  5/l (a) onto Thus for any vertex z,
£  £  — »«»«• =  (4-13)
a t lA a ) = im i'M  a<iAM°)=i ,<o)
Now for any a £ A  a direct calculation shows that (o>£ 0 1)(100Q.0a)(C 0 1 )  =  —
5f(a). Thus applying this to (4.13) and using (4.12) we obtain
'E m' +  T. —^ -Is , =  (“ l  ® 1)(1 ® lz,»Si)(C® 1) =  2 lSi-
a6 ^ ) = i m tW 
I f  we set rz* =  for each z this yields the equations
^  ] n h(a) T  ^   ^ ^Z(a) =  2U j.
a€A,Z(a)=i a€A ,/i(a)=i
Recall the symmetric bilinear form on Z 1 from Section 2.3 which we denoted by (—, —). Extend 
this to a form to C7. Let rz £ C1 be the vector w ith components rz*. Ones sees from the equation 
above that (rz, e*) =  0 for all z. This forces rz to be a multiple of 5, see Section 2.3, and so by 
rescaling all the 9a w ith  a £ A we can ensure that rz =  5. This implies tha t m* =  £  for all z as 
required. □
The idea of our proof of Theorem 4.16 is based on [51, Section 3].
T heo rem  4.16. There is a Poisson isomorphism Calc/ /  G(rz<5) =  J\f(X '(c), 6 ^  +  n5).
Proof. We can identify (Rn)r  and ((Rn)*)r  w ith  Mat(rz£o x 1,C) and M a t( l x nSo,C) respectively. 
In  this way and by using the decomposition of R n , (2.5), we can describe
Horhr (L  0  R n, R n) © (R n ) r  ©  ((R n ) * ) r
as k k
Homr ( L 0  5m 0 C nS  ] T  ® Cn5m) © Mat(rz£ 0 x l ,C ) © M a t ( l  x n<50 ,C).
771=0 771=0
Now from the definition of Q as the quiver obtained from the MacKay graph of T we can identify 
this space w ith
0  Homr  (L  0  St(a), Sh(a)) 0  Mat {n5h{a) x rzfya), C)
aeA  (4.14)
© Mat(rz<5o x 1 , C) © M a t( l x n5o, C).
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For each arrow a G A  we choose 0 a G H om r(L<8> St(a), Sh(a)) as in  Proposition 4.15. There is a 
G(n<5)-equivariant isomorphism of vector spaces, 4', from
^ ^ M a t(n 5 /l(a) x n5t(a), C) © Mat(n5o x l ,C ) © M a t ( l  x nSo,C)
aeA
to (4.14) given by
=  ( (9 a ® B a) , i , j ) .
We shall identify the groups G(n5) and A u tr( i? n) as in Example 2.9 and this yields an isomor­
phism of Lie algebras
End (n8) “  Endr  Rn ; (Mi) ^  (Ids, <8 > M<). (4.15)
Composing the inclusion C7 c—> End(n5); (A*) i—> ( A jld ^ )  w ith  (4.15) yields an inclusion C 7 
Endr R n- The image of A'(c) under this map is 0 me/ Sm(—|c i|r |Id  ® ep +  Id 0  c )|5m(gc„ im G 
Endr Rn-
We claim that 4/ maps fi~ t+ n s (X'(C)) t 0  Calc- Let G Ve^+ns(X'( C) ) ’ then
k
/^ £oc+ n s (R ,h j) =  Q ) [  B aBa* -  Ba*B] +  i j  -  j i  =  (~ \ '(c )  ■ 5 ,\'(c )). (4.16)
m = 0  a€A,h(a)=m a£A,t(a)=m
Here we have i j  G Mat(n5o x nJo,C) and j i  G Mat(eoo x eoo^Q- We note tha t j i  =  trc« i j  so that 
the term at the oo vertex, — j i  =  — A'(c) ■ 5, is implied by the terms at the other vertices. Therefore 
we om it this last term  in the following.
Using the isomorphism (4.15) we obtain
k
®[ls„®( E  B a B a - ~ '  E  B a - B a ) ]  +  l s 0 ® ( i ® j )
m—0 a£A,h(a)—m a£A,t(a)=m
k ^
=  ®  U - 5 C i|r|Id  ® er +  Id  ® c )|Sm8 C„ i „  G Endp Rn,
m = 0
so to prove the claim we need only verify tha t for each m,
[ * ( £ ) ,  * ( B ) ] |Sra^ m =  ^ l Sm® (  Y ,  B °B°-‘ -  E
a£A,h{a)—m a€A,t(a)=m
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Let r m <S> vm e Sm <S> CnSm, then
['L(B), ty (B )]{rm ® vm) =  ^{B a) o (Id g> ^ ( B) ) { { x  ® y - y ® x ) ® r r n® v m)
=  '& {B)( 53 x ® @a ( y ® r m)  ® B a(vm) -  53 V ® ®a{x ® r m) <8> B a(vm))
fiG-A, a£A,
t ( a ) = m  t { a ) —m
=  5 3  5 3  ® b { x ® Q a { y ® r m)) ® B b(B a(vm))
a £ A ,  b£A ,  
t ( a ) = m  t ( b ) = h ( a ) (4.17)
a £ A ,  b£A ,  
t ( a ) = m  t ( b ) = h ( a )
=  5 3  5 3  [®<»(  ^<8 ) 0 a(y ® ^m) -  y ® Qa(x ® r m))] ® 7?&(7?a(^m))-
a€A, 6eA, 
t ( a ) = m  t ( b ) = h ( a )
Because [4/(7?), 4/(7?)] is a T-map we must have that the b’s appearing in (4.17) have h(b) =  m  and 
since Q is a simply laced quiver it  follows that b =  a*. Therefore (4.17) equals:
5 3  [0 a* {x <8 > 0 a(y ® rm) — y <g> 0 a(z ® r m))] <g> 5 a* (5 a(um))
aG^ 4,
t ( a ) = m
=  5 3  [@a*(l <8>0a)(i<8>y <g>rm -  y  <g)x<girm)] ®  B a» ( 5 a (um )) 
aeA,
t { a ) = m
=  5 3  0 a * o i( rm) (g B a*{B a{vm)).
a £ A ,
t { a ) —m
Now by Proposition 4.15 this equals
ls m ® ( 5   ^ B aB a* — y   ^ B a*B a) ) ( rm (g> um), (4.18)
m a £ A , h ( a ) = m  a £ A , t ( a ) = m
as required. I t  is clear from (4.18) that 4/(7?, z , j)  € C alc i f  and only i f  (7?, z , j)  G / ^ - ^ ( ^ ( c ) ) -  
Thus the map 4/ induces an isomorphism of A ^ + tn S ^^0)) Calc, and since 4/ is equivariant 
for the group actions we get an induced isomorphism
^  : N  (A'(c), eoo +  n6) C alc/ /  G{n5).
We now compare Poisson structures. For all (7?, z, j ) ,  (7 ? i ' , j ' )  G Rep(Q', +  n5),
^ ( ( 2?, z, j ) ,  (5 ',  z ', / ) )  =  5 3  ( 5 3  _  t r  (Ba*B 'a) +  5 Z  t r  (B a*B a)) +  M / *  ~ j i ' )
i £ l  a £ A \ t ( a ) = i  a £ A \ h ( a ) —i
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which by an easy application of (4.18) is equal to
t r Si®cnSi 1®UI)> y (B ') ] +  t r ( i  <g> j '  - j ®  i') .
i t l
Therefore by (2.10) and (4.3) T  intertwines symplectic forms. Thus T  is a Poisson isomorphism 
by Lemma 2.21. □
Finally we can combine our results.
Proof of Theorem 4-10. The isomorphism is obtained composing those of Proposition 4.13 and 
Theorem 4.16. Since both of these are Poisson maps their composition is also. □
We state a result concerning W (A /(c),e0O +  n8) which is independent of the results of this 
section.
Lem m a 4.17. The variety A f (X (c ), Coo +  n5) is irreducible variety o f dimension 2n
Proof By Theorem 2.30 (iii), this variety is irreducible and has dimension 2n as long as +  n5 
is a sum of elements from Rx'(c) anc  ^ le°° n<^ A'(c) =  n • Let (3 =  Cqq +  n6. One sees that (3 is in 
fact a root: (e*,/?) =  0 for all i  ^  {0, oo}, (eo>/3) =  (eo,eoo) =  — 1 and (eoo,/?) =  2 — n8o <  0. By 
Lemma 2.31 and Theorem 2.30 (i), |/5|a ;(c ) = p'{P) and, as noted in Lemma 2.31, p'((3) =  n. □
Now using the theorems from this section we get the following.
C o ro lla ry  4.18. The variety Calc/ /  G(n5) is irreducible o f dimension 2n.
Proof. By Theorem 4.10, Calc/ /  G(n<5) =  W (A '(c), Coo +  nS). Thus the result follows from Lemma 
4.17. -  □
4.3 An isomorphism between X c and Calcj  j  G(n5)
Having established tha t Calc/ /  G(nS) — A f {X(c),eQO +  n5), we show that X c, the variety associated 
to H c for a wreath product, is isomorphic to Calc/ /  G(n8). Combining these results we obtain an 
isomorphism between a Marsden-Weinstein reduction for a quiver and the variety X c, Corollary
4.25. Furthermore, we can identify symplectic leaves of each variety.
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The contents o f this section are based closely on those of [26, Section 11]. We modify the 
arguments of E tingof and Ginzburg slightly and to ensure that the arguments used there pass to 
our situation we provide fu ll details. We shall state clearly where a result is not the author’s.
Let Calc/ /  G(nS) be the Calogero-Moser space for Tn and X c the variety associated to a sym­
plectic reflection algebra for Tn. We use the notation and hypotheses of Example 2.9 and Notation
1 .2 2 . In particular L  is a two dimensional symplectic vector space w ith  symplectic basis {x ,y } .  
Let n >  1. For a fin ite  group T C  S L (L ) let Tn denote its wreath product w ith  Sn which acts on 
V =  L®n preserving the symplectic form ui =  u®n. Let e, e' be the symmetrising idempotents of 
CT,CTn respectively. Let Sn- \  ix r n _ 1  =  Tn_ i <  r n, where Sn- \  fixes the label 1 E  { l , . . . , n } .  
Let f  E C r„_ i be the symmetrising idempotent. We let Tn_ i act on T n by m ultiplication on the 
left.
Lem m a 4.19. [26, (11.14)1 The subspace, C rn" -1 , of Yn-\-fixed  points in  C r n is isomorphic to 
Cn ® CT as a T -module.
p
Proof. The action of 7  E T on C r n n_1 is given by m ultip lication on the left by 71  E C r n. A  basis 
of C r n n_1 is given by { /  • 71  • s ij : 7  E T, 1 <  j  <  n }. I f  v \ , . . . ,  vn is the standard basis of Cn then 
the isomorphism Cn <g> CT —> CTnn_1 is given by
Vj ® 7  »-» /  • 71 • s ij. (4.19)
□
The regular representation of Tn plays an important role in our description of X c. Let RepCpn H c 
denote the set of a ll algebra homomorphisms H c —> Endc C r n such that the restriction to CTn C  H c 
is the regular representation of P^. This has the structure of an affine algebraic variety and each 
point corresponds to a representation of H c which is isomorphic, as a CTn-module, to the regular 
representation. Thus we can th ink of a point M  E  RepCpn H c as an i f c-module, and we can consider 
the one dimensional vector subspace e 'M  of M  (where we view e' E  CTn c  H c). Therefore we have 
a morphism of algebraic varieties,
7r : RepCpn H c —> X c; M h  ann^c e'M ,
which is w^ ell defined because Zc commutes w ith  e'. The reductive algebraic group Autpn (CTn)
i
acts naturally on Repr n(H c) and this action preserves the fibres of n.
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P ro p o s itio n  4.20. [26, Theorem 3.7 ( i) [ There is a unique irreducible component ofKepQTnH c 
of RepCpn H c whose image under ir is dense in  X c. Furthermore, there is an isomorphism ^  : 
Zc -♦ 0 ( Rep£rn t f c)Autrn(cr„)
Let E  be an element of RepCpn H c. For v E L, the element v\ =  (u, 0 , . . . ,  0) E L®n C  H c 
commutes w ith r n_ i C  Tn. Therefore the elements x \ and y\ preserve the subspace E Vn~l , and 
the map L  —» E ndc(E r " _1);u  D i l^ r ,^  is T-equivariant. The following lemma is identical 
to [26, Lemma 11.15] except for the factor of ^ which appears below. We provide a proof to justify  
this difference. Let P  E  M at(n, C) be the m atrix





/ o i l . . .  1 
1 0  1 . . .  1
1 1 0  . . .  1
1 1 1 . . .  0
\  1 1 1 . . .  1 0 /
L e m m a  4 . 2 1 .  The endomorphism corresponds under the isomorphism o f (4-19) to
the endomorphism of Cn <8 > CT given by | c i | r |P  <8 > ep -f Id c *  0  c.
Proof. Recall the conjugacy classes of symplectic reflections of Tn listed in Section 1.4. For any 
7  E T and any i , j  we consider the action of 1 — s^j ■ 7 * • •y~1 on V. By applying th is map to the
basis {xk,yk '■ k ^  j )  U {x 7 ,y j}  one sees that Ker (1 -  Sij • 7 ; ■ 7 “ *) is spanned by {xk,yk '■ k ^
i , j }  U {x i +  x j,  yi +  y ] }  and Im  (1 -  • 7 * • 7 J 1) is spanned by {x i -  x j ,  yi -  y j} .  I t  follows that
-1  {x \,y i)  =  O if i , j  ±  1. W riting x \ =  \ ( x i+ x ] )  +  \ ( x \ - x 7 )  and y i =  \ { y i+ y ] )  +  \ ( y i - y j )Sij-li-lj
we see that
Also, it  is easy to see that for 7  E  T \  {1 }
^ i ( x i , y i )  =  <
0  i f  i  ^  1
cu l{x , v) i f  i  =  1 - 
Therefore the relations for H c in  (1.2) im ply that
[xi,yi] =c\ u a i..7r7- i ( z i , yi)si j  • 71  ■ i j 1 +  Y I  ^ 7 )w7 i (z i, 2/1 )7 1
7 e r , j> i  J 7 e r \ { i }
= \Cl S s1j ’ 7 i -7 7 1 +  YI 5(7)7i-
(4.21)
7er,j> i 7 e r \ { i }
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The element ^ 7 e r \{ i}  £(7)7i commutes w ith /  so that in  the basis of (4.19), X^7 e r \{ i}  ^(7 ) 7 1  |^ rn. 
Idc" <8 > c. Therefore by Lemma 4.22 below we have
[ x i =  - c i | r |P ® e r  +  Idc» <8 >c
as required. □
We require a calculation for the proof of Lemma 4.21. Let e* =  jfy ]>Z7 e r 'f t  e anc  ^ ^
*  =  I L *  ej • Let 5  =  7^ T 5t C  tgs„ 7-)- Thus /  equals 5  • eh-
r ( l )  =  l
Lem m a 4.22. The endomorphism ^ 7 e r j> i  si j  ‘ 7 i •7 j~1 |£rn -i corresponds, in  the basis of (4-19), 
to the endomorphism |r |.P ® e r o /C n <8 >Cr.
Proof. We note a few easy facts which we shall use. For all 7  6  T and i , j >  1 we have 7 i - f  =  f  
and s^ ■ S =  S. For any i  the product Si • e* =  e* • e* =  r [ i< j< n  ei  ls cenf ral in C rn. Also, S 
commutes w ith both Y lj> i si j  and e\.
We calculate the product of ]C7er j> i  ' 7 i ' T j l  w ith  a typical basis element f  ■ g\ ■ sif.
( Y  SL ‘ - 7 i  - 7 j 7 l ) ( /  9 i  ' s i 0  =  Y  SV  ' 7 i  f  -9 \  - s u  =  Y  SlJ ' 7 1  - S  • ei  ■ gi  ■ su  
y€r,j> i 7 e r,j> i 7 € r j> i
=  Y Sli  ‘ ‘ S ' ei 91 ' Sli = lr l E 51-?' ei ‘ S ' ei ' 9 l ' Sli =  lr l $ Z SlJ ‘ S ' ei ' ei ' Sli
j>  1 7er j>  1 j> i
= |T| Y ,  ^ ' ci • ei ’ sij ' sii- 
j>  1
I f  ?' =  1 then the last line is equal to |T| 1 /  ' ei ' si j-  I f  * 7  ^ 1 then the last line equals
|r|S • ei • e i+ |T | Y S ^ ei ‘ ei ' Sii  ' 5 L' =  lr l /  ‘ ei +  lr l Y S ' ‘ ei ' SL‘
j > 1 j> i
j ^ i  j^ i
=|r|/ • e, + |r| Y , f  ■ ei ■ = |r| XJ / • e, • Sy.
J > 1  j ^ i
□
The theorem we now prove below is based very closely on [26, Theorem 11.16].
T heo rem  4.23. X c and C alc/ /  G(n6) are isomorphic as Poisson varieties (up to nonzero scalar 
multiple).
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Proof. We first show that Calcf  /  G(n<5) is isomorphic to X c. Our argument follows that of [26, 
Theorem 11.16] which proves that these varieties are isomorphic for generic values of c. We show 
that the generic hypothesis can be removed.
By [26, pp.311], there is a morphism
ip : Repr n{H c) — > Calc.
This morphism is obtained e l s  follows. In the notation of the paragraph preceeding Lemma 4.21, 
for any module M  G Repr n{H c) we have a T-equivariant map
V m  : L  -+ Endc (M rn- 1); v i-> u i|Mrn_ j.
We set ip (M ) =  V m , by Lemma 4.21 this is a well-defined map.
Any p G Autpn(C r„ )  restricts to an automorphism (CFn ) 1" " - 1 —► (CTn)11" - 1. There is an 
action of T on (C r n ) rn _ 1  defined for all 7  G T by m ultip lication by 7 1 . The restriction of p to 
Tn_i-invariants is equivariant for this action and we therefore obtain a homomorphism of groups
A u tp jc r n )  -  A u tp (c r „ ) r " - 1 -» G(n5).
The morphism ip intertwines the Autpn(C rn) and G(n5) actions, and hence induces a map
: 0 (C a lc/ /  G(nS)) 0 (R e p ^J ffc)Autrn(c r -) g* z c. (4.22)
The argument of [26, Theorem 11.16] applies verbatim to show that $  is surjective. For the sake 
of completeness we w rite out the details in Proposition 4.24 below.
The proof given in [26, Theorem 11.16] that 0** is injective requires the generic hypothesis on c. 
We circumvent this in the following way: by Corollary 4.18 C alc/ /  G(n<5) is an irreducible variety 
of dimension 2n. The variety X c is also irreducible of dimension 2n and therefore the surjective 
morphism $  must be injective also. Therefore Calc/ /  G(n5) =  X c.
To see that this isomorphism is Poisson (up to nonzero scEilar multiple) we use the Eirgument of 
the penultimate two paragraphs of [26, Theorem 11.16]. We first take filtra tions of O (C al0/ /  G(n<5)) 
and Zc. The former algebra is the quotient by an ideal o f the ring of invariants of polynomial 
functions on a vector space, and so has a canonical filtra tion which we call T .  On the other hand we 
have already seen tha t Zc inherits a filtra tion  (which we called Z  in the paragraph before Proposition 
1.14) from the one on H c. By the proof Proposition 4.24 the map (01*)- 1  : Zc —> 0 {C a lc/ /  G{n5))
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takes algebra generators of Zc to elements of 0 {C a lcj /  G(nS)) of the same degree. Therefore for
all i,
We have seen in  the proof of Theorem 4.16 that there is a G (n6 )-equi variant isomorphism 
between H om r(L  ® Rn,R n) and Rep(Q,n5). I t  is a result of LeBruyn and Procesi that the co­
ordinate ring of R ep (Q ,n5 )//G (n5 ) is generated by traces of oriented cycles, [53, Theorem 2], 
Using this, and because one can view 0 (C a lc/ /  G(n5)) as a quotient of the coordinate ring of 
Hom r(T <8 > Rn, Rn) / /  G(n5), we see that the coordinate ring of C alc/ /  G(n5) is generated by 
traces of monomials. This means that 0 (C a lc/ /  G(n<5)) is generated by functions of the form 
V  •—> tiRn F (V (x ), X (y ))  where F  is a noncommutative monomial in two variables. Let g be such a 
function and suppose that g has filtra tion  degree d. Let E  be an irreducible ITc-module isomorphic 
to the regular representation of Tn (see Theorem 1.17). Then $ {g )\E  is scalar m ultip lication by 
t r p P ^ i , y\) ■ f  where F (x i,y \ )  G H c has filtra tion  degree d. Now $ {g )  has filtra tion  degree <  d 
by [26, Lemma 11.18] and so C for all i. We conclude that for all i.
Let j 7 be the Poisson brackets on Zc and 0 (C a lc/ /  G(n8)) respectively. Since
{ —, — is induced from a symplectic form on a vector space the degree of { —, —} ' is less than or 
equal to —2. For some A G C, $ { —, —}' =  A {—, —} by [26, Lemma 2.26]. In  fact A ^  0 because $  
is an isomorphism and { —, —} ' is not the zero bracket. □
One consequence of the above theorem is tha t the isomorphism X c =  C alc/ /  G(n8) maps 
symplectic leaves to symplectic leaves by Lemma 3.6.
We shall need an alternative description of C alc/ /  G(nS) in order to prove Proposition 4.24. 
Recall the matrix P  from (4.20). Let G (P ) C G(n5) be the stabiliser o f P  G End(n6 ). Define
CaiPtC =  {V  £ Homr ( i ,  Endc ( f ln) ) : [V (x), V (y )] e L i | r | P  ® er  +  Id  ® c}.
By Lemma 2.5 G (P ) is a reductive algebraic group and, as noted in the line preceding [26, (11.6)], 
C alc//G (n 5 )  2  C alPtC//G {P ) .
*  /s /  ^
We can embed G (P) into G(n5) as follows. Define the group G (n5) =  n ^ o  GL(n5i, C). Thus 
G(n£) =  GL(n, C) x G (n8 )/C x . The decomposition Cn =  Ker(P  +  Id) © Im (P  Id) gives an 
embedding t : G L(n — 1 , C) —> GL(n, C); A A  ® Id im(p+i(j). The map
G L(n  -  1 , C) x G'{n8) GL(n, C) x G \n S )  ► G(n<5)/Cx
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induces an isomorphism of the group G L ( n - 1 , C) x G (n5) w ith  G {P). We invert this isomorphism 
to obtain an embedding of G (P ) in G(n5).
P ro p o s it io n  4.24. [26, Theorem 11.16] The algebra homomorphism $  from  (f.22) is surjective.
Proof. Let SL  and T L  denote the symmetric and tensor algebras of L  respectively. Let sym  : 
SL —> T L  denote the symmetrisation map. For all m  and all G L , sym  maps a
monomial a \ . . .  am G SL  to ^  Y2aeSm a<r(i) ® ^(m ) £ T L .  Define a map /  : T L  —> TL®n by 
/(a )  =  ® a ® l®(n -d. We obtain a map SL  —> H c given by the following composition:
SL T L  TL®n =  T{L® n)  ^  H c , (4.23)
where the final arrow is the projection map. For any p G SL  denote its image in (4.23) by ap. 
As usual let e' be the symmetrising idempotent in C rn. We define a map a : S Lr  —> e'Hce' by 
f  >—> e'aje' (which is not, in general, an algebra homomorphism). We obtain a filtra tion  on S Lr  
via its natural grading, Theorem 1.1 (i), w ith the result that its associated graded algebra is equal 
to S L r . The algebra e'Hce' has a filtration, Z, defined in Section 1.3 so tha t gr£e'Hce' =  S V rn =  
((S L r )®n)Sn by Corollary 1.11. I t  follows from the definition of £  tha t cr is a filtra tion  preserving 
map. Let grcr : S L r  —* ((SXr )®n)5n be the associated graded map. Corollary 1 .1 1  implies that 
for all p G SL r , grcr(p) =  f(sym (p)) where the right hand term denotes the image of f{sym (p)) in 
((S L r )®n)Sn under the natural quotient map. Therefore the image of grcr generates ((S L r )®n)Sn 
by [26, Lemma 11.17] and so the image of cr generates e'Hce' by Corollary 1.11.
Using the basis { x , y )  of L  we identify SL  w ith the polynomial algebra C[x, y\. Thus, composing 
cr w ith  the inverse o f the Satake isomorphism gives a map : C[x, y]r  =  S Lr  —> Zc■ By the previous 
paragraph the image of <j $ generates Zc.
Let Cdiag G C " denote the principal diagonal, that is, the subspace of fixed points under the 
action of Sn by permutation. Let ediag : Cn —» Cdiag C Cn be the map given by the m atrix P  +  Id. 
Then ediag ® er is the projection of Rn =  Cn ® C r  onto the one dimensional subspace Cdiag ® Ce. 
For all /  G Cfy, y]r  and V  G C a l p consider the function
F  : V  (ediag ® er o sym (/)(V (x ), V(y)) o e^ag ® er) G Cediag ® er =  C. (4.24)
We note that Cdiag ® Ce is fixed by G(P) C G(n5) and so F  is a G (P)-invariant function. To 
calculate $  of this function at a point m G X c =  Max Zc we first take an element of M  G Rep^r,, H c
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whose image under the quotient map corresponds to m  in the isomorphism of Proposition 4.20. 
Now M i := M ^n~l is isomorphic to Rn as a CT-module and we get
c^(F )(m ) =  (ediag(8 )er o s y m (/) (x i,y i)  oediag(8 )e r )M i. (4.25)
The subspace Cdiag 0  Ce in Rn corresponds to the subspace e 'M  c  M  and so (4.25) is equal to
ers y m {f) {x i,y i)e 'M
and since e 'M  is invariant under the action of Sn this equals
—e 'a (f)e 'M  =  —a ^ (f)e 'M  =  —a ^(f)(m ). 
n n n
We have established that <$(F) =  **(/) for all /  G C[a;,7/]r  and so $  is surjective. □
Bringing together Theorem 4.10 and Theorem 4.23 we get an immediate corollary.
C o ro lla ry  4.25. There is an isomorphism between X c and W (A /(c),e00 +  nS) which is Poisson up 
to nonzero scalar multiple and in  particular identifies symplectic leaves.
Thus by Lemma 4.6 we can describe the symplectic leaves of X c in  terms of the representation 
type strata of M  (A/(c), +  n8), and so using results from Section 2.3 we can obtain basic numerical
information about the symplectic leaves.
4.4 Remarks
1. The shifting trick used in Theorem 4.2 is standard in symplectic geometry. The reason we 
cannot use this trick  for more general orbits, that is, closed orbits which may not be fixed
points, is tha t the local normal form may not be preserved. More precisely, although the
local normal form exists for M  i t  may not exist for M  x — £. O f course it  is tr iv ia l tha t if  
£  is just a point then the local normal form w ill exist for the product. In  general one might 
require some extra structure on C cf. Section 2.4. Certainly there are cases when £  w ill have 
a hyper-Kahler structure, see [50], but even this w ill not guarantee tha t M  x — £  has a local 
normal form. This is because the proof of Corollary 2.36 uses the fact that we are working 
in a vector space, cf. Proposition 2.35.
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2. The idea of Proposition 4.13 to identify a Marsden-Weinstein reduction over a closed coadjoint 
orbit to one defined over and single point is part of a more general phenomenon. I t  is pointed 
out in [18, Remark 9.2] that, in the notation of Example 2.25, i f  one took any closed coadjoint 
orbit C then /  G(n<5) is isomorphic to a reduction A f(A', a ') associated to some quiver




We calculate some examples using Corollary 4.25, working out for which values of c the variety X c 
is smooth. By Theorems 1.44 and 1.43, X c is smooth if  and only i f  i t  is symplectic and so there 
w ill only be nontriv ia l leaves when X c is singular. In  these cases we work out the number and 
dimension of the symplectic leaves. We use this basic numerical data to show that the map Q, from
(3.1) is injective in certain cases.
The simplest case of a wreath product, Tn, to consider is when the group T is triv ia l, tha t is, 
where the there is only the symmetric group Sn acting by its permutation representation on (C2)n. 
By Proposition 1.25 and (1.6), X c is smooth for all nonzero values of c. We therefore move onto 
the next simplest case.
5.1 The sym plectic leaves of X c for Sn IZ 2
Let Tn =  Sn *  ( ^ 2  x • • ■ x Z 2 ) where we identify Z 2 w ith  <  7 =  — Id C 2 > . There are two conjugacy 
classes of symplectic reflections, see Notation 1 .2 2 , and we write c =  ( c i , ^ )  (in the notation of 
Notation 1 .2 2 , we have set Oy =  c). Recall the notation from the beginning of Section 4.2. Since T 
is abelian and has order 2 , the vector <5 equals (1 , 1 ).
Corollary 4.25 gives us X c =  M (A'(c), Coo +  nS). The latter is the Marsden-Weinstein reduction 
associated to the quiver
Q : 00 ^ 0 C ^ 1
w ith  dimension vector +  n5 =  (1  ,n ,n )  and at parameter A :=  A'(c) =  (n c i,— c\ +  c^.,—cy).
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We refer the reader to the definitions and results laid out in Section 2.3. We have seen that 
X q =  (C2)0n/ r n is singular (see the paragraph following Lemma 1.5) and its symplectic leaves are 
known, Example 1.37.
T heo rem  5.1. Let X c be as above and assume that c ^  (0,0). Then
1. X c is singular i f  and only i f c i= 0 o r c y  =  ± m c i fo r some integer, m, such that 0 <  m  <  n —1.
2. I f  c\ = 0  then the symplectic leaves of X c are parametrised by Pn, the set o f partitions of n. 
For each a € Pn, the corresponding leaf, Sa has dimension 21(a), where 1(a) is the length of 
a.
3. I f  Cj =  ± m c i fo r  some 0 <  m  <  n  — 1 then the leaves are parametrised by the set S =  {k  £ 
Z>o : km  +  k2 <  n ). For k £ S the corresponding leaf, S& has dimension 2 (n — km  — k2).
R e m a rk  5.2. The behaviour of X c when c\ =  0 is always analogous to  that occurring in the above 
theorem. Denote by He the symplectic reflection algebra associated to the pair (L ,ujl) acted on 
by the group T, w ith  centre Z£. When c\ =  0 one can calculate that H c, the algebra defined on the 
wreath product, Tn, is isomorphic to ( ® n #c) * Sn - such a result has been proved in the t =  1 
case, [28]. Therefore one can see that X c =  Sym77 Max Z£, and one would expect tha t the symplectic 
leaves of X c occur as orbit type strata of (Sn ■ (S\ x ■ • • x Sn))/S n where the Si are symplectic leaves 
of the ith  copy of Max Z£, cf. Example 1.37. In  the case where |T| =  2, the varieties M axZ £ are 
smooth for nonzero values of c, using arguments identical to those of Proposition 1.25. Therefore 
each Max Z£ is its own symplectic leaf and the leaves of X c should simply correspond to partitions 
of n, which is the case by Theorem 5.1 (ii) above.
The remainder of this section w ill be devoted to proving Theorem 5.1. We fix notation: let 
a  =  (1  ,n ,n ) and let eoo =  (1 ,0 ,0),eo =  (0,1,0) and c\ =  (0,0,1). Let I  =  {o o ,0 ,1}. Then one 
sees easily that (e*, ef) =  2 for all i  G I  and also that (e^, eo) =  —1, (e^ , ei) =  0 and (eo, ei) =  —2.
We note some identities which w ill appear several times in our calculations. Let (3,6 G N*. 
Then
( /3 ,0 ) =  2(/?oo0oo +  (dodo +  P i 9 \ )  — (P oqQq +  P qOoo) — 2((3o9\ +  #o/?i)
and
P(0) =  1 — 2 ^ ’ =  +  P i) +  PooPo +  2f3oP\-
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Let Si be the reflection at vertex i . Then we have
p { S i f i )  =  p((3 -  (/3, € i )€ i )  =  1 -  i  (/? -  (/?, €i)Ci, (3 -  ((3, €i)€i) 
=  1 -  -  2 ( /3 ,d )2 +  (/3 ,€ i)2(e i,e i))  =  p(/?).
(5.1)
We begin w ith a prelim inary lemma bringing together some easy facts about roots for the quiver 
Q. Recall that Re, Im  and T  denote the real roots, imaginary roots and the fundamental region 
respectively.
Lem m a 5.3.
(1) The set {(3 E Re+ : (3 <  ot,(3oo =  0} equals {(0, m, m  +  l ) : 0 < m < n  — 1 } U {(0, m  +  l,m )  :
0  <  m  < n — 1 } ;
(2) I f  (3 E T  then f i i >  0 fo r  a ll i  E I ;
(3) I f  (3 E Im + thenp(P) >  1;
(4) The set {(3 E Im + : (3^ =  0} equals {(0 ,m ,m ) : m  >  1}, and p (0 ,m ,m ) =  1 fo r  a ll m >  1;
(5) The set {(1, m, m) : m >  1} C Im + and p( 1, m, m) =  m  fo r a ll m  >  I ;
(6) The set {(1, m, m  +  1) : m >  2} U  { ( l ,m  +  l,m )  : m  >  1} c  Im + , p ( l,m , m  +  1) =  m — 1 
and p( 1, m  +  1, m) =  m. The element (1,1,2) E Re+ .
Proof.
(1) By (5.1) (3 E Re implies that p(/3) =  0. For any k, I E N, p(0, k, I) =  1 — \  (2k2 — 4kl +  2/2) =
1 -  (k — I)2 which is zero ifi-and only i f  \k — Z| =  1. To see tha t all such values of k and I do 
in fact yield real roots we simply note that for m >  1
(0 , m, m +  1 ) =  <
(siso ) 2 ei i f  m is even
s i ^ o s i ) 32*2^ eo ^  m  iss.
and (0 , m  +  1 , m) =  *
(sosi) 2 e0 i f  n i is even
5 0 (5 1 5 0 ) ^ ei i f  m is odd.
(2 ) Let (3 € T  so that (/?,€*) <  0 for each i € I .  This is equivalent to the following three 
conditions:
2&o <  Po (a)
2/?o <  Poo +  2 /?i (b)
Pi <  Po- (c)
Now (b) implies that Poo >  2(/?o — Pi), which is greater than zero by (c). Prom (a) we get 
Po >  2 /?oo >  0 , and finally combining (a) and (b) yields Pi >  Po — \Poo >  %Poo >  0 .
(3) Suppose first that P £ T . Since P is positive by (2 ) we obtain from equations (o) — (c) above:
2 /&  <  0oo0o
200 <  0co0o +  20001
2 0 1  < 2 0 o 0 i .
These together im ply that
p (0 )  =  1 -  i  ( 2 0 l  +  20 l  +  2 0 l -  20OC0O -  i0 o 0 i)
> 1 - 0.
I f  we suppose that P e —T  then P is negative and one sees easily tha t p(P) =  p{~P) >  1. 
Since every imaginary root is obtained from T U —T  by sequence of reflections i t  follows from
(5.1) that p(P) >  1 for every p  e Im .
(4) This is a straightforward calculation using (3). Let P e Im + and suppose tha t Poo =  0. Then
P(0) =  l - l- { 2 0 l  +  2 0 l - i 0 o 0 i )
=  l - ( 0 o ~ 0 i ) 2-
Therefore p(p) >  1 i f  and only i f  Po =  Pi and one can check tha t {(0, m, m) : m >  1} C  T  
and that p (0 , m ,m ) =  1 .
(5) The element ( 1 , 1 , 1 ) =  Soo(0,1,1) so is contained in Im + and p ( l , l , l )  =  1 . For m >  2, 
( 1 , m, m) e T  and p ( l,  m ,m ) =  m  can be verified by calculation.
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(6 ) We have (1,1,2) =  siSooeo and ( l,m , m +  1) =  s iS o (l,m  — 1,777 — 1) for m  >  2. Also, 
( l ,m +  l ,m )  =  so (l,m ,m )  for m >  1. Therefore this result follows easily from (5).
□
S m oo thne ss
Let R \ =  {(5 G R+ : (3 <  a, X ■ (3 — 0 and (3^ =  z}. Recall that E* denotes the roots of Q which 
are simple dimension vectors for IIa • We have the following easy lemma.
Le m m a  5.4. Suppose that X ^  0, then 
{ ( 0 , k, k) : 1 <  k <  n ]
{ (0 ,7 7 1 ,7 7 7  +  1 ) }  
{ ( 0 ,7 7 7 ,  777 -  1 ) }
R°\ =  <
i f  C l =  0
i f  ci ^  0  and Cy =  —mc\ fo r  0  <  m  <  n — 1 
i f  ci ^  0 and C+ =  mc\ fo r  1 <  777 <  n — 1 
otherwise.
I f  ci = 0  then R^C\T,\ =  {(0 ,1 ,1 )}, and when c\ 7  ^0 we have R^ C E^.
Proof. The first part is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 5.3 (1) and (4). The final statement
is implied by Theorem 2.29 and the fact that p(0, k , k ) =  1 , Lemma 5.3 (4). □
C o ro lla ry  5.5. Suppose that A /  0 and that p <  a is a positive vector. Suppose we have an 
expression p =  p' +  (3\ +  • • • +  (3t where p' € R \ and Pi € R° fo r  each i. I f  c\ 7  ^ 0 then (3\ =  • • • =  (3t 
and i f  c\ = 0  then the Pi are equal to (0, k , k ) fo r  some k. I f  we assume that c\ =  0 and the Pi € E^
then the Pi are all equal to (0 , 1 , 1 ).
We now are in a position to describe for which values of c the variety X c is singular.
T heo rem  5.6. X c (with 0) is singular i f  and only i f  c\ =  0 or C+ =  ±777Ci fo r  some 0 <  777 < 
77 — 1.
Proof. By Lemma 2.31 (2), there are only two possibilities for the unique decomposition of a  from 
Theorem 2.30 (i), either
a  =  a  (5-2)
or
Q! — €00 +  (0,1,1) +  • ■ ■ +  (0,1,1).
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(5.3)
Suppose that Af (\ , a )  is singular. I f  the unique decomposition of a  is of the form (5.2) then by 
Corollary 4.8 there must exist a decomposition a =  a! +  P\ +  • • • +  fit where a ', Pi G R ^. W ithout 
loss of generality we can assume that a! G R \ and p% G R^ for each i. Therefore by Corollary 5.5 
and Lemma 5.4, c must take one of the forms listed above.
On the other hand, if  (5.3) is the unique decomposition of a  then, in particular, (0 ,1 ,1) • A =  0 
so that ci =  0 .
We now prove the reverse implication. Suppose that ci =  0, then (5.3) is a decomposition of a  
and an easy verification using Theorem 2.29 shows that both and (0,1,1) are in T,\. Therefore, 
since p(0 , 1 , 1 ) =  1 , A f (A, a) is singular by Corollary 4.8.
Now suppose that c7 =  dhmci for some 0 <  m < n — 1 . Then (5.2) is the unique decomposition 
for ol and in particular a G Ea- Then by Lemma 5.3 (1) there is a unique real root P < a  w ith 
Poo =  0 such that A • P =  0. By Lemma 5.4 P e Y,\. By Lemma 5.3 (5) and (6 ), a — P is a 
positive imaginary root, and clearly A • (a — P) =  0. Choose t to be the largest natural number so 
that a — tp  is a positive root, and call this root p. Then we claim tha t p is a simple dimension 
vector. I f  this were not true then by Theorem 2.29 we could w rite p as a sum of smaller roots,
p =  p' +  <7 i H 1- crfc, where p' G R \ and <j{ G R°x. By Corollary 5.5 we have 0 1  =  • • • =  cr*., and we
call this root a. However, A • a =  0 implies that cr =  P, Lemma 5.4. Therefore by the maximality of 
t, p is a simple dimension vector and a  =  p +  tp  is a nontrivial decomposition into a sum of simple 
dimension vectors. Corollary 4.8 then implies that J \f(A, a) is singular. □
S y m p le c tic  Leaves
We calculate some basic facts about the symplectic leaves of X c =  A f (A, a); by Lemma 4.6 the 
symplectic leaves of AT (A, a) are the representation type strata. We can work out the representation 
type strata using roots as explained at the end of Section 4.1.
We retain the assumptions from above and in particular we shall assume that c ^  0 (which
implies that A 7  ^0). We define =  {P £ Y,\ : P <  a  and Poo =  i } ,  by Lemma 5.4 E® =  R
P r o p o s i t i o n  5 . 7 .
(1) I f  c\ — 0 the symplectic leaves of X c are parametrised by P , the set o f partitions of n, and
fo r each a  G P  the corresponding leaf TZa, has dimension 21(a).
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(2) I f  c\ ^  0, Gy =  ± m c i fo r  some 0 <  m <  n —1 then the symplectic leaves o fX c are parametrised 
by the set S =  {a  — k(3\ : k >  0, km +  k2 < n } .  For each s =  a  — k/3\ E S the symplectic leaf, 
7ZS> corresponding to s has dimension 2(n — km  — k2).
Proof.
(1) I f  ci =  0 then, as noted in the proof of Theorem 5.6, a  — Coo +  (0,1,1) 4 - • • • +  (0,1,1) is a 
sum of elements of Ea- We claim that there are no other decompositions of a  as a sum of 
simple dimension vectors. By Lemma 2.31 and Theorem 2.30 (2) any other decomposition 
is a refinement of this one, and in particular this would im ply that either eo or are in 
Y,\. However, since A =  (0,Cy, — Cy) and A ^  0 this cannot happen, proving the claim. Since 
p(0 , 1 , 1 ) =  1 there are infin ite ly many nonisomorphic simple n,\-modules w ith  dimension 
vector (0,1,1), Lemma 2.27. Thus representation types correspond to partitions of n  and the 
dimension of the stratum associated to each partition  follows from Proposition 2.28.
(2) Let ci /  0 and c^ =  ±.mc\ for some 0 <  m < n  — 1 and let be the corresponding 
element of Rx =  E^ (Lemma 5.4). As noted in the proof o f Theorem 5.6, a  E Ea- By 
Corollary 5.5 every decomposition of a  into a sum of simple dimension vectors is of the form 
a ' + 1(3\ for some a 1 E E 1 and some t  >  0. For any k >  0 a simple calculation shows that 
p(a  -  k(3\) — n — km — k2. Let S =  {a  — k/3\ : k >  0, km  +  k2 <  n }. We note that for any 
s, s' E S , p(s) >  p{s') implies s >  s'. The set S consists of positive vectors such that s ■ A =  0 
for all s E S. In  fact 5  consists of positive roots since, for all k such that km  +  k2 <  n,
a -  k(3\ =  <
(siSo)fc(l ,  n — km  — k2,n  — km — k2) i f  Oy =  mc\ for 1 <  m <  n — 1
so(siSo)fc-1 (17ft “  km — k2,n  — km  — k2) i f  c^ =  —mc\ for 1 <  m <  n — 1,
and (1, n — km  — m 2, n — km  — m 2) is an imaginary root by Lemma 5.3 (5).
We show that S C E^. To see this let s E 5 \E ^ .  Then by Theorem 2.29 and Lemma 5.4 there 
exists a decomposition of s into form s' +  l@\ for some I >  1 such tha t p(s') +  lp{(3\) >  p(s). 
However, we know that fd\ is a real root by Lemma 5.3 (1) so tha t p((3\) =  0. Therefore s' <  s 
and p(s') >  p(s) >  0 and so s' E S. Now since s, s' E S we have tha t p(s') >  p(s) implies 
s' >  s. Thus s =  s', a contradiction. Thus for any s E 5, q  =  s +  (a -  s) is a decomposition 
of a as a sum of elements from Ea-
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Let a  =  a ' +  k(3\ be a decomposition w ith a ' £ T,\. In  particular a ' is a positive root 
so p(a') >  0 by Lemma 5.3 (3). Therefore a' € S. We conclude that the complete set of 
decompositions of a  into a sum of simple dimension vectors is { ( a —k(3\)+kj3 \ : k m + k 2 <  n}. 
Moreover, each such decomposition yields a single representation type because p{@\) =  0 (see 
Lemma 2.27). Therefore the leaves are in one-to-one correspondence w ith  elements of S and 
for each s =  a  — k(3\ £ S its corresponding leaf, 1 ls, has dimension 2p(s) =  2(n — km  — k2) 
by Proposition 2.28.
□
We can apply this theorem to associated varieties as discussed in Chapter 3. Recall that we 
have a map
ft : {Symplectic leaves in X c} {Conjugacy classes of subgroups in G}
from (3.1) which is induced from the map
{Poisson prime ideals of Zc} —> {Poisson prime ideals of S'V'G}; P  i—> \ /g rP .  (5.4)
C o ro lla ry  5.8. Let X c be the variety associated to Tn =  Sn x. (Z2 x • • • x Z 2 ) acting on (C2)®n. 
Suppose that c\ ^  0. Then f t  is injective.
Proof. We begin by noting that i f  X c is smooth then it  contains one symplectic leaf so the result 
is triv ia lly  true. Suppose that c\ ^  0 and X c is singular so tha t =  mc\ or — m ci for some 
0 < m <  n — 1. Let 7£,<S be symplectic leaves in X c. By the theorem their dimensions are equal 
to 2(n — km -  k2) and 2(n — Im  — I2) respectively for some fc, / £ Z>o- The expressions for the
j*
dimensions of the leaves im ply that D im  1Z =  Dim S i f  and only i f  k =  I and this happens i f  and 
only i f  1Z =  S by the theorem. Thus the symplectic leaves of X c have distinct dimensions. I t  
follows from Theorem 1.43 (ii) tha t the varieties defined by the Poisson prime ideals of Zc have 
distinct dimensions. Let P  be a Poisson prime ideal of Zc. By [49, Proposition 6.6] we have 
D im V (P ) =  Dim V (\/g r P)- I n particular the map (5.4) is injective and so f t  is injective also. □
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5.2 Comparison between sym plectic leaves and representations in
the S2 I case
We calculate some irreducible representations of H c in the case of S2 11^ 2 and compare these w ith 
the symplectic leaves of X c. We emphasise that the calculations in this section do not give all 
possible irreducible representations for H c but are intended as an indication of the nature of small 
representations occurring.
Let us begin w ith  some notation. Let s =  S12 6 S2 and we write Z 2 =  {± 1 }  (that is, the group 
operation is m ultip licative). The wreath product S2 I Z 2 is isomorphic to the dihedral group of 
order eight, Dg. We can give a presentation of Dg as (a, 6 : a4 =  b2 =  1 , 6a6 =  a-1 ) and then the 
isomorphism is given by
52 I Z2 —* Dg] s • ( -1 ,1 )  h-> a, s 6. (5.5)
Under this isomorphism the conjugacy classes of symplectic reflections for the action of S2 I Z 2 
on C2 © C2 are {6,6a2} and {6a, 6a3}. The irreducible representations of Dg are well known, we 
list them below. There are four one-dimensional ones:
a 1—> (1) a 1—> (—1) a •—> (1) a 1—► (—1)
r : , - r : , a : , - a :
6 1—► ( 1) 6 1—> ( —1) 6 )—> ( —1) 6 h -* ( 1)
and one two-dimensional one:
p : a
The symplectic reflection algebra, / f c, corresponding to S2 1%2 has generators a i^, 2/1 , a?2 , 2/2 , 6  
which satisfy the relations
a4 =  62 =  1, bab =  a-1 , (5.6)
ax \a~ l =  - X2 , ax2 d~l =  x i,  ay\a -1 =  - y 2 , ay2 d~l  =  y\
(5.7)
bxib =  x2, 6x26 =  x \, 62/16 =  7/2 , by2b =  y i,
[ x i , x 2] =  [2/1 , 2/2 ] =  0, [xi,2/z] =  —^ ci& +  ^Ci6a2, [xi ,  yi ]  =  ^c ib  +  ^ b a 2 +  c^ba. (5.8)
The relations for [2 2 , 2/1] an<^  [2 2 , 2/2 ] are derived from (5.8) by using the fact tha t conjugation by 6 
in H c swaps x \ and 2 2  and swaps 2/1 and 2/2 - I t  is straightforward to  deduce from (5.7) the following
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relations hold in H c for i  =  1,2
a2Xid2 =  -X i ,  a2yid2 =  - y i .  (5.9)
We look for small representations of H c (in the sense described in Section 1.3) and compare 
these w ith  the information we have about the symplectic leaves of X c from Proposition 5.7. The 
next result is simply Theorem 5.6 and Proposition 5.7 calculated for S2\1>2-
P ro p o s it io n  5.9. For c ^  0 the variety X c is singular precisely when
(1) ci =  0, (2) Cy =  0, (3) ci +  Oy =  0 or (4) ci — c-y =  0.
In  all cases there are two symplectic leaves, one of which is the smooth locus and has dimension 4. 
In  the firs t two cases the remaining leaf has dimension 2, and in  the last two i t  has dimension 0.
We are of course excluding the very important case of c =  0. I t  is easy to calculate using 
Theorem 4.25 the number and dimensions of leaves. Furthermore, in [11, 7.6] Brown and Gordon 
give an explicit description of the factor algebras SV  * G /m SV  * G where m G M axS V G.
We attempt to find representations of H c by first taking representations for S2 I %2 =  D% and
determining whether this extends to a representation of H c. We begin w ith  a couple of remarks. 
Let 9 : CDs —> E ndc(M ) be a representation of Ds■ Now (5.8) implies tha t
t r  m  9(—c\b +  ci be?) =  t r  m  # (^ c i6 +  ^ci&a2 +  Oyba) =  0. (5.10)
This can be strengthened when 9(a2) is a central endomorphism of M . Then (5.9) implies that 
any extension of 9 to H c must satisfy x i \m  =  Vj \m  — 0 for all i , j  which in tu rn  implies
0(—c\b +  ci ba2) =  0{^-c\b +  -c\bc?  +  c^ba) =  0  (5*11)
z  z
by (5.8).
We deal w ith each case in turn.
Ci =  0 : Here there is great deal of symmetry so the picture is quite complete. The relations
(5.8) yield [x\,y<f\ =  [x2 , y i] =  0 so that H c =  (H c^l ® H Cl)*S 2 where is the symplectic reflection 
algebra for the action of Z 2 on C2 at parameter Cy. Since Cj 7  ^ 0 all irreducible representations 
of Hc^ are isomorphic to CZ 2 - this follows from Theorem 1.17 by mim icking the argument used
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in Proposition 1.25. Let V  be an irreducible representation of H cy, and let T, S be the irreducible 
representations of S2 • There is an 52-action on V  <8> V  by swapping tensorands. Let M \ { V )  — 
V ® V ® T  and M 2 {V)  =  V ® V ® S .  Let p,q € H ^  and g £ S2 , then M i(V )  becomes an H c-modu\e 
via
(p<8>q<8) g) ■ (v ® t)  =  (p <8> <7) • (g{v (8> w )) <g> g - t
for all v,w  G V  and t  € T. Similarly, M 2 (V) is an iLc-module. The irreducib ility  of V  implies that 
both M \{V ) and M 2 {V ) are irreducible H c-modules. I f  we consider both of these as modules over 
Dg C H c then we get
Mi(V)  =  t  ®  — a © p, M 2 {V) =  —t  © <7 © p
so tha t as a C LVm odule M \ ( V )  © M 2 {V)  is the regular representation. The irreducible repre­
sentations of Hc^ axe parametrised by which has dimension two. One might expect that the 
pairs { M i ( V ) , M 2 ( V) }  should correspond to points in the two-dimensional leaf of X c. There are 
potentially many more small irreducible representations of H c, and we know no way of establishing 
whether or not this is the case. However, by using the identities (5.10) and (5.11) one can verify, 
using case-by-case analysis, that H c has no representations of dimension less than or equal to three.
c7 =  0 : There seems to be no obvious way to use the structure of H c in  order to find small 
representations in this case. However, using (5.10) and (5.11) one can calculate that H c has no 
representations of dimension less than or equal to three, again by brute force. There do exist 
four-dimensional representations. For example
( l 0 0 0 \ ( l 0 0 0 ^
0 - 1 0 0 0 - 1 0 0
a t—► , by-*
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1
1 ° 0 1 0 / 1 ° 0 1
0 0 0 1 ^ / 0 0 0 \
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 \c i
, yi ^
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 J \ \c i - \ c i 0 0 I
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and
( l 0 0 0 \ / - 1 0 0 0  ^
0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0
a 1 ► , b 1
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 / V 0 0 1
( 0 0 1 0  ^ / 0 0 0 ^
0 0 1 0 0 0 ~ \ cl 0
, y i ^
1 1 0 0 - \ c i \c i 0 0
\ ° 0 0 0 ) I 0 0 0 ° /
Since there are no representations of smaller dimension both M \  and M 2 are irreducible and we 
note that M \ © M 2 =  CDs as modules for Dg. Since there is a two-dimensional leaf in this case 
there w ill be in fin ite ly  many isomorphism classes of small irreducible modules. Thus we should not 
draw too many conclusions from these examples: there could be other CDs-modules on which one 
can introduce a i7c-module structure.
d  +  c7 =  0 : There are two irreducible H c-modules which are easy to discover, namely take the 
C-Ds-modules r  and a  and extend to an action of H c by allowing the XiS and yjS to act by zero. The 
only nontrivial relations to check are those of (5.8). Now there is a six-dimensional representation:
M :  a
/ ' o - i o o  0 0 \
1 0 ^ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1  0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 - 1  0
\ 0 0 0 0 0 -1  /
, b
(  0  1 0  0  0  0  N
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1  0
\ 0 0 0 0 0 1 /
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0 0 0 0 0 l \ / 0 0 0 0 0 k
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 k 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 - k
, y i ^
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 —k 0
0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 k 0 k 0 0
1 0 -1 0 0 0 I V - k 0 - k 0 0 0
where k =  ^c\. As a Ds-module M  is isomorphic to — r © — <T0p©p. The fact tha t M  is irreducible 
follows from (5.10) and (5.11) - these equations im ply that H c has no two-dimensional or three- 
dimensional modules. Thus if  we consider the Jordan-Holder series of M  we get a contradiction 
unless M  is simple. The direct sum of the two one dimensional representations and M  yields the 
regular representation. Here the singular locus of X c is zero-dimensional so there axe only fin ite ly 
many irreducible small representations.
c i — c7 =  0 : There are two one-dimensional modules obtained by taking — r  and —a and ex­
tending these to H c-modules by allowing the X{S and yjS act by zero. There is a six-dimensional 
representation:
0 -1 0 0 0 0 ^ ( 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0
, b i—►
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 9 0 0 0 1 ) u 0 0 0 0 -1 )
x i
(  0 0 0 0 0 f  0 0 0 0 0 —k \
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 —k 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 k
, y i ^
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 k 0
0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 —k 0 —k 0 0
V 1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 [ k 0 k 0 0 0 /
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where k =  ^c \. One sees tha t M  is equal t o r ® ( T ® / ) ® p a s a  Ds-module. As in the previous 
example the fact tha t M  is irreducible follows from (5.10) and (5.11) which im ply tha t H c has no 
two-dimensional or three-dimensional modules. Thus we have that the direct sum of these three 
irreducible modules is isomorphic to the regular representation. Here also the the singular locus of 
X c is zero-dimensional so there are fin ite ly many small irreducible representations of H c.
R e m a rk  5.10. I t  follows from [33, Theorem 4.8(1)] that when G is a wreath product then for any 
m € X c there exist # c-modules M \ , . . . ,  M t which are annihilated by m such that M \ © • • • © M t is 
isomorphic to the regular representation. This explains the phenomena which occur in  the examples 
above.
5.3 Questions
Let (V, w,G)  be an indecomposable symplectic triple. Let H  be a symplctic reflection algebra 
associated to (V,cj, G). Denote the centre o f H  by Z. Recall the map x  from (1.5). For any 
maximal ideal m C Z  the fibre X _1(m) equals the set of irreducible i7-modules annihilated by m.
We pose the following as a generalisation of Theorem 1.17. Certainly the example of c\ =  0 
above offers some evidence that this might be true, but as noted in Remark 5.2 this is a somewhat 
special case.
Q ues tion  1. Suppose that m, n € M a xZ  belong to the same symplectic leaf. Are x _1(m) and 
X-1 (n) equal as sets of G-modules?
Finally we consider the map 0, from (3.1). As we have shown in  Corollary 5.8 this map is 
often injective when G is a WeyLgroup of type B n and V  =  t) © f)* where f) is Cartan subalgebra 
associated to G. When G is the Weyl group of type An then Q is always injective by Proposition
1.25. On the other hand we have noted in Remarks 3.5 that Q fails to  be injective in  some relatively 
basic examples where G is not a Weyl group.
Q ues tion  2. Let G be a Weyl group acting on the double V  =  f) © f)*. Is the map injective fo r  
all values of c?
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